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Each year~ in accordance with General Assembly resolution 118 (II), the
Economic and Social Council holds a general discussion on international economic
and social policy at its second regular session. In the general discussion~ as
specified by the Assembly ~ the Council considers l1 a survey of current '.mrld
economic conditions and trends ... in the light of its responsibility under
Article 55 of the Charter to promote the solution of international economic
problems, higher standards of living~ full employment and conditions of economic
and social progress and development Yl. The vlorld Economic Survey, 1977 has been
prepared to assist the Council in its deliberations at the second regular session
in July 1978.

The Survey consists of an introduction and three chapters. The introduction
provides an overview of salient developments in the world economy in 1977 and the
outlook for 1978. It drffivs attention in particular to policy needs for improving
the tempo of world production and trade. The three chapters that follow exami~e

in greater detail the course of production and trade and. related variables in 9

respectively; the developing economies, the developed market economies and the
centrallyplro1ned economies.

The Survey has been prepared by the Centre for Development Planning,
Projections and Policies of the Department of Internation;l EconoTIuc and Social
Affairs of the United Nations Secretariat and is based on infor:r:n.ation available to
the Secretariat in April 1978.
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Explanatory notes

The following symbols have been used in the tables throughout the rel'lJTt:

Three dots ( ..• ) indicate that data are not available or are not separateJy
reported.

A dash (-) indicates that the amount is nil or negligible.

A blank in a table indicates that the item is not applicable.

A minus sign (-) indicates a deficit or decrease, except as indicated.

A full stop (.) is used to indicate decimals.

A slash (I) indicates a crop year or financial year, e.g. 1970/71.

Use of a hyphen (-) between dates representing years, e.g., 1971-1973~

signifies the full period involved~ including the beginning and end years.

Reference to tltons VI indicates metric tons, and to "dollars n ($) United States
dollars, unless otherwise stated.

Annual rates of growth or change, unless otherwise stated, refer to annual
compound rates.

Details and percentages in tables do not necessarily add to totals, because
of rounding.

The following abbreviations have been used:

CMEA

DAC

EEC

EFTA

FAO

GATT

IBEC

ICO

IIB

IMF

ISIC

LINK

MERM

Council for Mutual Economic Assistance

Development Assistance Committee LOEC~

European Economic Community

European Free Trade Area

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

International Bank for Economic Co-operation

International Coffee Organization

International Investment Bank

International Monetary Fund

International Standard Industrial Classification

International Research Group of Econometric Model Builders

Multilateral exchange rate model
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MFA

HIESR

ODA

OEeD

OMA

OPEC

SDR

TR

DNCTAD

Hulti~Fibre Agreement

Mu~tilateral Trade lJegotiations

National Institute for Economic and Social Research

net material product

official clevelopment assistance

Organisation for Economic Co-~peration ffild Development

orderly marketing agreements

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries

special draMing rights

trru1sferable roubles

United Nations Conference on Trade and Develo~pment

The designations employed and the presentation of the material in this
publication do not imply the expression of any opinion ,rh8otsoever on the part of
the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any country,
territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of
its frontiers or boundaries,

The term f1countryll as used in the text of this report also refers, as
appropriate, to territories or areas.

The designation "developed!! and ;'developing H economies in the text and the
tables is intended for statistical convenience and does not necessarily express a
jUdgement about the stage reached by a particular country or area in the
development process.



INTRODUCTION

There is a widespread uncertainty and unease about prospects for the world
economy in the next several months and. even over a longer time span, Though
domestic income and output in 1977 and early 1978 have been continuing to increase
in most countries ~ the pace has recently been moderating and it shows no siGDs of
Quickening in the ilmnediate future, For most countries ~ dev0loping as well as
developed ~ prospects are seen to depend quite heavily on events external to the
domestic economy, For many developing countries~ the expectation of a continued
slackness in the pace of growth in world trade is itself sufficient reason) in
the face of a rising debt,~service burden e to pursue a defensive balance,~of~paymeDts

policy, In their trade with the developed market economies, the developed
centrally planned economies have similarly been restricting imports in view of an
overhang of external debt, Among the developed market economies" the 'balance~,of~

pa~nments adjustment process has been working poorly, impeding the expansion of
economic activity, It is primarily on an acceleration of productive investment
activity that most of these countries are counting to re,~"establish a steady rate
of gro\~h; but the slow expansion of both domestic and external demand, coupled
with the external uncertainties generated by exchane;e instability and protectionist
tendencies, have discouraged new investment,

For the developing countries as a group~ the gathering disquiet about the
world economic situation comes after a year of improved performance, The domestic
production of these countries increased by about 603 per cent in 19TT (see
tables 1, 2 and 3)) more than sustaining the grovrth realized in 19760 For the
oil-exporting countries, the expansion was some 9.2 per cent. Among the non~oil

exporting countries, the rate \Vas some 5 per cent; while this marked an advance
over the performance in 1975 and 1976, it was still below the rate realized in
the first few years of the 1970s 0 It is questionable, moreover, vrhether the
improved performance can be sustained in 1978. For many c01nltries o an important
ingredient in the recent gains was the modest recovery of export markets in 1976
and early 1977; l)etter export prices and increased export incomes helped to
stimulate domestic economies, But with the sluggishness of activity persisting in
the developed market economies, further export~led growth cannot be expected In
the currerrc year, Moreover, another year of restraint on imports will tell
increasingly on domestic gro\~h,

For a number of developing countries, the good harvests experienced in 1976
were again repeated in 1977, helping to sustain their economic grovrth, Hovever,
for the developing countries as a whole, food production increased by only
L 4 per cent in 1977, well below the average annual rate of 2.7 per cent recorded
over the years since 1970 (see table 2). Per capita prOduction, in fact"
increased only in Asia, A serious food sh;;-;tag~-~again experienced in the
Sahelian zone of Africa,

The recovery experienced by major developed market economies in 1976
weal,-ened appreciably in 1977, Real gross domestic prod.uct of the developed market
economies increased. by 3.1 per cent in 1917 as against some 5,2 per cent in 1976
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(see table 1) 0 T'be United States of America, though leading other developed
marr,et~" e experienced a decline in pace from
6.1 per ill 1 In 197'70 Some other countries, including
France, the Federal Republic of Germany and Italy, actually experienced
mini~recessions in the course of 19770 For the developed market economies as a
groupo the present prospects are that the slackened pace will continue in 1978.
For mO:3t c01JiJtries, no alleviation in the current high levels of unemployment can

be expected.

The centrally planned economies of :Pastern Europe and the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics similarly recorded a lowering in the rate of economic grmvth
during 197'1 ""hen it declined to 4" 3 per cent from 5.5 per cent in 1976. Although
this was due mainly to the performance of agriculture, the rising capital costs
of raw material production and of infrastructural development were a lont':er·term
factor contributing to a Im,rer growth rate.

Responding to the deceleration in growth of income and output in the developed
economies, the rate of expansion in the volume of world trade declined sharply
from 11 per cent in 1976 to only 4 per cent in 1977 (see table Lf ), Most groups
of countries shared in the slOl"ing down in the volume of trade. Among the
developing countries, the export volume of the non-oil-exporting countries rose
by only 3.6 per cent in 1977 compared with 13 per cent in 1976, and the volume of
exports from the oil<~exporting countries did not increase at all in 1977.
Similarly, the exports of the developed market economies grew by no more than
4.6 per cent in 1977 as against 11 per cent in 1976. Only the centrally planned
economies of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union recorded some acceleration over
the preceding year, with their combined exports increasing by 9 per cent in 1977,

The sts"gnation in volume of exports from the oil'~f'xporting countries reflected
the slackening of world demand for petroleum during 1977 and the high stocks with
which industrial countries commenced the year. There was, moreover, a sizable
increase during the year in crude oil output of some of the oil~importing

countries" This came partly as a result of conscious efforts to reduce dependence
on imported supplies 0 However, while supplies of oil are currently plentiful,
it should not be forgotten that a number of forecasts project a shortfall in the
1wrld supply of oil some time in the mid 1980s.

Persisting paymepts imbalances and adjustment difficulties

An important element in the slowdown of growth in world trade has been the
deflationary bias introduced into world economic activity by the poor functioning
of the process of mutual adjustment in pOlicies which countries must follow to
les.sen temporary balance~of~payments surpluses or deficits. While Western
European countries which had major balance~·of-paymentsdeficits in 1975 and 1976
have generally been successful in reducing their deficits, the imbalances of the
major surplus C01ITltries have persisted and even increased. Thus the major deficit
countries reduced their combined current account deficit in 1977 by over
$11 billion while the major surplus countries actually enlarged their positive
current account by about $5 billion (see table 5), This has been indicative of a
clear as;i1.111J1etrJT in the a.djustment proce,c,s, llhile SlO1" domestic growth and exchange
rate changes in the ma,lor deficit countries have dampened down their demand for
imports, there has not been a comparable, and offsetting, expansion in external
demand generated by the surplus countries. Indeed, in the absence of a more



vigorous demand for their exports, the major deficit countries have necessarily
sought to restore equilibrium at a lower level of imports and domestic economic
activity.

Among the larger developed market economies, only the United States of _~erica

has been exerting a substantial expansionary influence on world trade, the
continuing growth in domestic economic activity generatin8 a strong demand for
imports. The volume of imports into the country actually increased by 12.1 per cent
in 1977. However, partly because economic activity in the United States
of America has been more buoyant than in its major trading partners and partly
because of a surge in oil imports, the country has experienced a rapidly
increasing deficit in its balance of payments on current account, In fact, the
current account moved from a surplus of $7.9 billion in 1976 to a deficit of
$12.7 billion in 1977. Indications are that the deficit has persisted in the
first few months of 1978 and that, for the year as a whole, it could be of an
order of magnitude comparable to last year's. Because of the outflow of dollars
to finance the accumulating deficit and the lack of prospects for any irnnediate
reversal of the deficit, not only has the dollar exchange rate been depreciating
but doubts about the stability of the exchange rate r~gime in the coming months
h~ve persisted.

A better functioning of the balance-of-payments adjustment process calls for
closer co-ordination of demand management policies among the developed market
economies. Part of the difficulty derives from differences in the valuations
which countries place upon price stability as against greater domestic output and
employment, and from differences in assessment of the economic consequences of
more expansionary policies. In part also, there has been an apparent reluctance
among major surplus countries - notably the Federal Republic of Germany and Japan -,
to loosen their adherence to long-standing pOlicies of economic management which
have consistently favoured export-led growth, and to assign a larger role to
pOlicies supporting production for the domestic market and the inflow of i~ports.

In addition to these differences in viewpoint among the developed market
economies, concerted action to restore the pace of economic growth is restrained
by shared fears that vigorous measures might lead to a renewed acceleration of
inflation. Though rates of inflation in these countries were generally brought
down substantially in 1976 and 1977 from the high levels reached in 1974 and 1975,
they remain considerably above most post-war experience. In 1977, consumer prices
in the developed market economies advanced, on the average, by over 9 per cent
compared with an annual average increase of some 4 per cent between 1960 and 1973;
and there have remained considerable differences among individual countries in
these rates of inflation. Through the interaction of inflationary expectations
~Dd cost pressures, inflationary forces have clearly continued in motion and there
has certainly been no lessening ,of the need to construct a more effective range
of anti-inflationary policies.

Failure of the developed market economies to execute concerted expansionary
policies, however, carries other and perhaps greater dangers for the world
economy. In many of these cOlli!tries, the current hope is that an increase in
investment expenditure will provide the main force propelling the economy forwards
to a higher level of activity; and in some countries ~ particularly countries
with large recent payments deficits - this is supplemented by a desire to see the
export sector also take a leading role in accelerating growth. However, the
realization of an investment-led acceleration in growth is - especially in
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cOlmtries '!lith relatively larc;e foreign trade sectors .~ closely linked with the
}Jerceived :prospects for the 'ilorld econor,lY; and for export~led grovrth, the link
\-lith extern8,1 trends is still more direct. If the present balance~o:f~lJayments

maladjustments l)ersist and if concerted, expansionary policies are not successfully
implemented? the disquieting features of the current international scene ., the
sluggishness of trade 9 the exchange instability 9 the drift towards protectionism 
are likr:,ly to persist. If 9 for example, high levels of unemployment and capacity
undETutilization continue, it is unlikely that protectionist tendencies can be
arrested; but the spread of protectionist measures itself diminishes the prospects
for a restoration of hi:;her rates of economic grovrth. In such circumstances j the
more favourable conditions needed to stimulate investment or exports Flay not
materialize,

Developing countries have a large stal:e in the outcome of discussions among
the developed market economies regarding their economic policies. While
developing countries as a ~nlole experienced an improvement in the performance of
domestic outlJUt during 197'7 and. ,{hile many also strengthened their balance-of
payments I)ositions ~ they are currently obliged to adopt a cautious stance in their
policies because of uncertainties about the worl(:l economic outlook,

For the develo~ing countries as a group, the value of export earnings rose
by some 15 per cent in 1977 mainly because the average level of commodity prices
over the year ':las considerabl~y- higher than in 1976 (see table 6), Earnings of
the o:il~·exporting countries rose more slowly as petroleum prices increased more
modestly and the volm:le of oil im:ports into the developed market economies
stagn8,ted, It Fa,s for the non-oil developing countries that the average level of
prices vas considerably higher, being some 17 per cent greater than in 1976.
:{m·rever, it should be observed. that the upHard movement of commodity prices from
the 101'1 levels struck in 1975 broke in the second quarter of 1977. By the third
quarter of 19'77, prices had fallen back to the level recorded at the beginning of
the year. They have since shown no signs of resuming an upward movement and there
are currently no grounds for supposing that export earnings in 1978 will receive
any stimulus from price increases comparable to that experienced in 1977,

Increased export earnings in 1977 were generally accompanied by some
improvement in the balance of payments on current account. The non~oil~exporting

countries, in fact, increased their reserves by about ~)9 billion in 1977 (see
table 6): in addition ~ they reduced their net dra,vings on International Monetary
Fund (IVW) credit facilities by some SDR 300 million. Thus by the end of 1977
the short~·term financial position of these countries as a group 'I.;ras significantly
better than it had been at the end of 1976.

However, the improveluent was achieved at the cost of a very modest increase
in the volume of irrrports. In fact, imports into the non~coil,~exportingcountries
rose in 19~(7 b;F less than 3 per cent" a very small increase that came after an
even smaller ,o;ain in 1976 and an actual decline in 1975.

It is true 0 of course, that not all non~oil~·exporting countries experienced
sn improvement in their balance of payments in 1977, In a number of countries,
the sluggishness of imports reflected the continuation or worsening of payments
difficulties. A number of countries ~ particularly among the low-income,



resource~poor countries - suffered. from a continuing weakness in export
performance or from worsening terms of trade. Arnone; some other ~ higher·~income

countries that are of small economic size and heavily dependent on imported
energy~ adjustment to changes in relative prices has not been co~pleted and import
restrictions have remained severe.

But the more common experience among countries was that they brought about
an improvement in their balance~of··payment3position while ~ at the same time 9

restraining the gro,rth in imports. For some countries, both were the outcome of
measures taken to combat excessive price inflation. The more general eKplanation o
however, ,<Tas a cautiousness of policy in regard to the balance of payments that
was bred l)oth by uncertainty about the prospects for export earnings and by
concern to protect the capacity to borrow abroad. Over recent years, many
developing countries had to resort to substantial e2dernal borrowing to safeguard
the flow of imports in the face of a downturn in export earnings or a sharply
adverse shift in the terms of trade. The ability to do so~ however~ depends on
evidence of the capacity to service additional external debt. As the debt~

service burden of numerous countries has increased quite substantially in recent
years, it is small wonder that, in a period of uncertainty about prospective
export earnings, precautionary measures have been taken to increase liquidity and
to protect the capacity to borrow.

,The changing debt problem

For developing countries as a group 9 total debt·-service payments amounted to
some $34.5 billion in 1977 (see table 1-13). Leaving aside the oil-·exporting
countries, the payments were of the order of $27 billion. These were equal to
about one fifth of export earnings in the same year and substantially in excess
of the combined deficit in the trade balance of these countries. vTith payments
of such magnitude, the provision of financial resources to accommodate external
debt payments has become a rrajor consideration in the management of the balance
of payments. The problem has come to the fore in recent years because of a rapid
increase in the volume of debt-service paynlents, This has been brought on not
only by continued borrowing but also by the ending of the grace period on many
loans contracted during the 1960s and by the changing composition of borrowings
in the 1970s,

For some groups of countries, there has not been such an intensification or
worsening of the problem of servicing excernal debt. This is true not only of
most oil-exporting countries but also of low income non~oil-exporting countries.
In the latter group of countries ~ although total outstanding debt rose from
$21 billion in 1973 to $35 billion in 1977, debt-service payments increased by
not more than $1.2 billion over the same period. A gradual shifting of
concessional aid to these countries helped to moderate this increase. Still, at
a level of $2.6 billion or some 14 per cent of export earnings in 1977 ~ debt
service payments are substantial for these countries; and a retroactive adjustment
of the terms of official debt - as agreed in principle at a special session of
the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development is 'rrade and Development



Board held in March 1978 - will be important in enabling these countries to
increase their imports and enlarge their development programmes. !/

Among the oil-importing developing countries with per capita incomes of above
$265 (in 1975) concern about the debt-service burden has recently been accentuated
by its high rate of growth. The total external debt of this group increased by
nearly 76 per cent between 1974 and 1977 while debt-service payments practically
doubled.

In recent years, the problem of debt management has also acquired a different
character among these countries because of the greatly enhanced role of private
capital markets as a source of international finance. In the past three years,
Euro-currency borrowing and the purchase of foreign and international bonds
accounted for about half of the total financial resources flowing to the developing
countries. As a consequence, by the end of 1977 about one third of their public
and publicly guaranteed debt was owed to commercial banks and about one sixth
was owed to private, non-bank creditors.

~fuile the recourse to private capital markets has assisted many countries in
overcoming recent balance-of-payments problems, reliance on this source of
finance also brings certain difficulties. The availability of private funds
fluctuates with conditions in international financial markets and with the
credit-worthiness of borrowers as perceived by these markets. Such perception is
heavily influenced by the immediate export outlook facing the borrowing country
and by its capacity to service additional debt in the short term. Thus the
flow of such funds to finance balance-of-payments deficits is neither stable nor
assured. To sustain and expand imports in a period of uncertain export prospects,
there is need for a larger and more assured flow of payments finance which can be
made available on a longer-term repayment basis.

Short-term outlook for the world economy

There are little or no grounds for expecting any restoration in the growth
of export earnings of developing countries in the course of 1978. With the volume
of exports expanding only modestly in response to the hesitant performance of
developed market economies, with some deterioration in the terms of trade and
with increased debt-service payments, the balance of payments on current account
of non-oil-exporting countries is expected to worsen. However, in view of the
need to contain increases in external indebtedness within limits consistent with
the longer-term capacity to service the debt, deficits are likely to be restricted
at the expense of increases in imports. Thus, for the developing countries as
a whole, the expectation is that there is likely to be some deceleration in the
expansion of total production in 1978 owing to the constraints imposed by a slow
growth in imports.

For the developed market economies as a whole, gross domestic product in
1978 appears likely to increase at much the same rate as in 1977, falling somewhere

1/ ilReport of the Trade and Development Board on the third (ministerial)
part of its ninth special session" (TD/B!699 and TD!B!699!Add.l);reproduced in
Official Records of the General Assembly, Thirty-third Session, Supplement No. 15
(Ai33!15), vol. II.
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between 3.5 and 4 per cent. In a number of countries, tax cuts and some
expenditure measures introduced in 1977 are likely to stimulate consumption
expenditure and to raise economic activity in the early months of 1978. There is
SOme doubt, however, whether the expansion can be continued at the same rate into
the second half of 1978 in the absence of additional stimuli from fiscal policy.
In addition, the general prospect for more vigorous growth is marred by the
absence of indications of any early acceleration in business investment.

The major diseQuilibria in the external balances of developed market
economies show signs of persisting through 1978. Rates of domestic economic
growth in the United States of America and Western European countries are
expected to converge somewhat in 1978 ~ with growth slowing down in the United
Staes of America and increasing in Western Europe - and this should assist the
balance~"of-payments adjustment process. But the deficit in the current account
of the United States of America and the combined surplus of the major surplus
countries are nevertheless currently projected to remain substantial. Taken
together with the continuation of ~ifferences among countries in rates of increase
in domestic prices, this suggests further exchange rate instability, a condition
with adverse conseQuences - particularly in the foreign trade-oriented countries 
for business confidence and investment decisions.

'Ike developed centrally planned economies are similarly lik~ to restrain
their imports from the developed market economies in order to improVe their
external balances and to contain their external indebtedness. At the"'~ame time,
their plans suggest that they will seek to accelerate the growth in the~r exports.
Economic policy in these countries for the rest of the decade, in fact, will
concentrate on improving internal and external balance through a general slowdown
in the growth of aggregate demand.

Longer-term considerations

There are forces at work in the current international economic situation
Which, if not soon reversed by positive action, are likely to exercise a
cumulatively disruptive effect on world production and trade. For the non-oil
developing countries, delay in the recovery of real export earnings can only
aggravate debt~service problems, confirm the necessity of defensive balance-of
payments pOlicies and assure continuation of the slow growth in volume of imports;
and these factors are bound to place an increasing constraint on domestic
investment and the growth of output. In the developed market economies, a
slackened pace of economic growth means the persistence of high and even rising
levels of unemployment, intensifying social tensions and undermining resistance to
protectionist demands. Continuation of an ineffectively functioning balance-of
payments adjustment process together with exchange-rate instability must further
diminish confidence in the viability of the international economy and discourage
business investment.

There is an urgent need for more affirmative action by Governments to
counter the prevailing mood of uncertainty and to reconstruct confidence in
prospects for world production and trade. The concerted implementation of
expansionary demand management policies by the developed market economies is one
reQuirement. But it is not sufficient. The restoration of confidence in a
renewal of rapid and sustainable growth in world production and trade also demands
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firm evidence of the intent to illLruJ.u.ce 1110re basic and lasting changes into the
interna:t,ional economic order,

The current situation has again demonstrated the need for more effective
modalitiE:3 and greater resources to support an expanding flow of imports into
the developing countries 0 Commodity stabilization as proposed under the
Integrated Programme for Commodities and easier access to official payments
finance ,mill.d lessen some of the short-term financing difficulties that countries
are currerrtly experiencing, But the balance-of-payments deficits of developing
countries are also 0 in large part, of a long·-term structural charb.cter and the
kinds of payments finance available to developing countries do not sufficiently
reflect the long-term nature of the problem, For the many low-income countries
that are ~mable to borrow on private capital markets, the constraint is
particularly acute: an increased flow of official development assistance is
essential for these countries if they are to raise their imports to more adequate
levels and to finance their deficits,

Confidence in the prospects for an expanding world economy, however, rests
even more fundamentally on the outlook for a flourishing international trade in
both manufactures and agricultural products. A readiness to eschew resort to
additional protectionist measures would be partial evidence of such confidence.
Still more convincing woule be the willingness to pursue policies supporting the
dynamic adaptation of productive structures to a growing volume of competing
imports, In the same way, concerted international efforts to promote a long-term
balance between demand and supply in such key comrrrodities as food and energy
would also strengthen confidence in the longer~term prospects for the world
economy, ?-J

2/ For a more detailed exposition of the several policy issues referred to
in this section, see the note by the Secretariat submitted to the Committee
Established under General Assembly Resolution 32/174, entitled VlSome factors
affecting the world economyVl, (A/AC,191/4), for consideration in connexion with its
agenda item entitled \1Review and assessment of principal factors affecting the
'Iwrld economy and 9 in particular, the economies of the developing countries with
special reference to the relationships between the economies of the developing
and of the developed countries j with particular regard to the development problems
of the developing countries II •
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'rable 1. vlor1d production: annual growth rates 5 by country
group, 1971-1977

(Percentagecnange from preceding year)

-------,-~--,'-_.-_.__._-_._._._-,,-'._---

Item and country group

Sum. of country groups .

Developed market economies cl
Developing countries 9J 0 .--

Centrally planned economies ~I fj

Average
1971-1977 §:./

4.0

3.2
5.1
6.1

1976

5.4

5.2
6.0
5.5

1977 ~J

4.2

3.7
6.3
4.3

Sunl of country groups . .

Developed market economies cl
Developing countries 9J ..-
Centrally planned economies ~j

2.4 2.2 2.2

2.6 1.6 3.1
2.3 2.9 2.1
2,1 4.4 0.7

Sum of country groups . .

Developed market economies cl .
Developing countries 0./ . .--
Cent~ally planned eco;Qmies ~

3.3
6.8
7·3

8.1

8.9
8.8
5.6

5.5

3.9
6.9
6.3

Sources: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on United Nations? Monthly Bulletin of Statist~cs~

Yearbook of National Accounts Statistics, ;'Survey of economic and social conditions
in Africa" and Economic and ~ocial Sury~ in Asia and the Pacific; Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Monthly Bulletion of Agricultural
Economics .~nd Stat_~s~ics_ (Rome); information supplied by the Department of
Agriculture of the United States of America; and other national sources.

Note: Methods of estimation differ among the production components and among
the country groups. For this reason and also because of the problem of assigning
weights to the country groups, the aggregated changes should be interpreted with
caution. The over~all figures provide no more than a rough indicator of the
magnitude of year-to-year changes.

al Preliminary, based in some cases on data for a period of less than
12 months and, in some of the developing countries, on indicators.

£! Measured at constant market prices.

cl North America, northern. southern and Western Europe, Australia, Japan,
New Zealand., South Africa ,Turkey and Yugoslavia 0



j

(continued)

dl Latin America and the Caribbean area~ Africa (other-than-SoutnAfrica),
Asia Tincluding Israel but excluding Turkey. Further excluded are China, the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Japan, Mongolia and Viet Nam).

~ Eastern Europe and USSR. Owing to lack of information, the Asian centrally
planned economies, namely, China, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea,
Mongolia and Viet Nam have not been included. For agricultural production, the data
cover the Asian centrally planned economies as well.

lj Data refer to net material product and are not strictly comparable to those
of the other country groups.

gj Based on index of gross output and hence not comparable with the national
accounts measure of production. Methods of estimation differ among the country
groups.

hi Based on index of value added, except in the centrally planned economies,
for which the index is based on gross output at constant prices; since an
international system of weights is used for aggregating the various industrial
branches, the results tend to differ slightly from those obtained from an
aggregation of national industrial production indices, In most developing
countries, the data are for the organized industrial sector and exclude small-scale
handicraft production.

if ISle 2-4, i,e., covering mining, manufacturing, and electricity, gas and
water.
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Table 2. World agricultural production~ 1971~1977

(Percentage change from preceding year)

Country group

World.. .....

De~~ed market economies £!

North America . .
Western Europe
Oceania ....
Other developed countries

Africa .. .
Lat in Americ a
Near East ...
Far East
Other developing countries

Asian centrally planned economies
Eastern Europe and USSR .

Average
1971~1976

2.4

2.5

3.4
1.6
1.9
1.7

2.3

1.3
2.6
4.2
2.4
1.5

2.4

2.5
2.4

1975

3.1

4.0

7.5
-0.8
7.5
2.2

4.6

0.8
2.3
5.0
7.6
1.6

1976

2.2

1.6

3.1
-0.8
4.7

-2.9

2.9

4.1
5.1
4.7
0.7
2.4

4.4

2.1
6.8

1977 ~

2.2

3.1

4.5
1.6

-4.4
7.5

2.1

2.1

3.5
3.1

Source: Centre for Development Planning~ Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on data supplied by the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations.

al Preliminary.

Q/ Including Israel and excluding Cyprus and Turkey.

c/ Excluding Israel and including Cyprus and Turkey. The FAO regional grouping
that-is used in the table is as follows: "Africa" excludes South Africa, Egypt,
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and Sudan; "Latin America" includes the Caribbean; "Near
East H includes Afghanistan, Bahrain, Cyprus, Democrat ic Yemen, Egypt, Gaza Strip
(Palestine). Iran, Iraq. Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Oman,
Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic, Turkey, United Arab Emirates and
Yemen; and "Far East" includes Bangladesh, Bhutan, Brunei, Burma, Democratic
Kampuchea, East Timor, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Lao People's Democratic
Republic, Macau, Malaysia, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, Republic of
Korea, Sikkim, Singapore, Sri Lanka and Thailand.
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Table 3. Industrial production: grovrth by country group $ ~j 1971-1977

(Percentage change from corresponding period of preceding year)

Component and period

Developed
market

economies p}

Centrally
planned

economies £!
Developing
countries pj Horld 9J

!!!dU§l_~'!Y ~/

Average, 1971,-1977 3.3 7.3 6.9 5.2
1975 ~8.0 7,9 1.0 ·~1.6

1976 , · · · 8.9 5.6 8.8 8.1
1977 · · · · 3.9 6.3 6.9 5.5

First quarter 5.3 5.3 6.0
Second quarter 4.1 5.8 5.3
Third quarter 3.0 7,1 5.3
Fourth quarter 3.1 9.2 5.2

~i-Eing,

Average, 1971-~1977 0.8 4.3 3.3
1975 -3.8 -8.9 -2.1
1976 . · · · · · 2,1 9.8 4.9
1977 · · · · · 2.8 6.8 4.8

First quarter 3.5 6.4. 4.9
Second quarter 4.7 l).. 7 4.0
Third quarter 2.4 3.1 4.1
Fourth quarter . 0.9 12.8 5,7

Manufa_gturinf!;

Average, 1971·",1977 3.3 7.4 5.3
1915 . -8.3 3.2 -1.9
1976 · · · · · 9,2 8,4. 8.5
1917 · · · · l.~. a 6,8 5.6

First quarter 5,5 4.9 6,2
Second quarter 4.2 5.8 5. )~

Third quarter 3.0 7.9 5.4
Fourth quarter 3.3 8.2 5.4

-----------_. ._---
So~~: Centre for Developmant Planning, ProJections and Policies of the

United Nations Secretariat, based on United Nations" Monthly Bulletin of_ Statis~i~..§..)

and other national sources.

a/ The growth rates as shown in the table are derived from data compiled by the
United Nations Statistical Office for publication in its Monthly Bulletin of
Statistics) with the exception of data for the centrally planned economres~-i'or
which the data are based on national sources.

EI Developed market economies include Israel and developing countries include
1:.l~\.\X':;. -c~r 0

~I Eastern Europe and USSR.

i!/ Sum of country groups.

!V ISle 2-4.
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Table 4. World trade: annual growth rates~ by country group" 1971-1977

(Percentage change from preceding year)

Item and country group
Average

1971-1977 ~::!

Centrally planned economies ~

Centrally planned economies ~j

Market economies

Developed ...
Developing

Oil~exporting
Other ....

Market economies

Developed ...
Developing

Oil~exporting

Other ....

countries EJ

countries EJ

6.2 11.1 3.8

6.6 11.0 )-1-06

4.3 llf. ~2 1.5
1.7 1!~ 0 9
6.9 13.1 3.6

8.5 7·9 9.0

6.1 12.5 5.6

5.4 13.5 5.0
8.8 9.3 8.2

20.0 26.2 18.0
4.7 1.8 3.1

8.9 6.7 3.0

Market economies

Developed ...
Developing

Oil-,exporting
Other.

countries pj

13.2 2.3 9.6

11.1 0.3 8.3
19.3 6.5 13.4
33.1 6.0 10.6
12.7 7.1 17.3

Unit value of impor~~

Market economies

Developed ...
Developing

Oil~exporting

Other ....
countries p}

-----,-,-"--,--,--------~

§.~~: Centre for Development Planning) Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Sta~ic~;

International MonetarJ Fund, International Financial Statistics (Washington) D.C.);
and national sources.

~ Preliminary, based in som~ C(iS~S OLl il1co.lUl'h:te illformation.

Q/ Algeria, Bahrain, Brunei, Ecuador~ Gabon~ Indonesia, Iran, ~'aq, Kuwait~

Libvan Al"Ah .TAmRhil"iya, Nigeria, Orl1an, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Trinid:.td and Tobago,
United Arab EmiraLes ~ld Venezuela.

sJ Eastern Europe and USSR.
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Table 5. Developed market economies: current account balance, ~/

by country group, 1975-1977

(Billions of dollars)

-----~_.

Country group 1975 1976 1977 pj

Qeveloped market economies 9.9 -10.0 -15.4

Ma.ior surplus countries 11.8 17.3 22.3

Germany, Federal Republic of . 7.5 7.2 7.4
Japan · . . . . -0.4 3.9 11.2
Netherlands 2.0 2.5 0.2
Switzerland 2.7 3.7 3.5

Ma;jor deficit countries . . . . -5.6 -12.0 -0.9

Canada · . -4.6 -4.2 -4.3
France · 1.1 -5.0 -2.3
Italy 0.8 -1.7 3.6
United Kingdom . . . . . . . . . -2.9 -1.1 2.1

United States of America . 21. 7 7.9 -12.7

Small developed market economies £! -17.9 -23.1 -24.1

-----<
Source: See table 11-17.

~ Balance on trade, services and private transfers.

b/ Preliminary estimates, based on data for first three quarters of the year,
except for Switzerland which is based on Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development, Economic Outlook, No. 22 (December 1977).

£! Australia, Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Ireland,
Malta 5 New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Turkey and
Yugoslavia.
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Table 6. Elements in the world balance of payments, by country
group~ 1971~ 1975-1977

(Billions of dollars)

Item and country group 1971 1975 1976 1977 §:./

Exports, f .o.b.

'Vlorld . · · · · · · · 349.0 869.3 984.4 1 123.2

Market economies 315.3 791.1 899.4 1 023.9

Developed · · · · · · · 254.5 587.0 651.2 737.8
Developing 60.8 204.1 248.2 286.1

Oil-exporting countries b/ 23.3 11~·.2 139.2 153.7
Other · · · · · · · · · 37.5 89.9 109.0 132.3

Centrally planned economies £/ 33.7 78.2 85.0 99.3

Import~, c. i. f. 9J
1tlor1d • · · · 361.8 897.7 1 011.9 1 157.1

Market economies 329.1 809.9 919.8 1 056.4

Developed · · · 265.4 618.2 708.4 806.2
Developing 63.7 191.7 211.4 250.2

Oil-exporting countries b/ 12.8 57.9 73.8 95.1
Other · · · · · · · · · 50.9 133.8 137.5 155.1

Centrally planned economies £/ 32.7 87.8 92.1 100.7

Balance of trade y

vTorld . · · · · · · -12.8 -28.4 -27.5 -33.9

Market economies -13.8 -18.8 -20.4 -32.5

Developed · · · · · · · · -10.9 -31.3 -57.2 -68.4
Developing · · · · · · · . . -2.9 12.4 36.9 35.8

Oil-exporting countries p.! 10.5 56.3 65.4 58.7
Other • · · · · · · · · · · -13.5 -43.9 -28.5 -22.8

Centrally planned economies £! 1.0 -9.6 -7.1 -1.4

Changes in international reserves !J

Market economies 40.5 6.7 29.7 59.9

Developed · · · 35.3 -1.3 10.4 38.4
Developing i!J · 5.2 8.0 19.3 21. 5

Oil-exporting countries p.! 3.5 9.5 8.4 12.4
Other g/ · · · · · · · . . 1.7 -1.5 10.9 9.1
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Table 6 (continued)

-----------_._---
Item and country group

Net changes in other balance-of~payment

items Jil-'

1971 1975 1976 1977 ~

Market economies . . . · . . 54.3 25.5 50.1 92 .l~

Developed. 46.2 29.9 67.6 106.8
Developing fl 8.2 -4.4 -17.6 ~14.4

Oil-exporting countries b/ · -7.0 -46.8 -57.0 ~46.3

Other I!J . • . 0 • • • .-. · 15.2 42.4 39.5 31.9
._---

p'ou~: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on United Nations, Monthly Bulletin OT Statistics;
International Monetary Fund, Internati9nal Financial st~t-iStics (Washington, DC);
and national sources.

F!-) Preliminary, based in some cases on incomplete information.

E! Algeria, Bahrain, Brunei, Ecuador, Gabon, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait,
Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Nigeria, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Trinidad and Tobago,
United Arab Emirates and Venezuela.

~ Eastern Europe and USSR.

9J Imports are valued c. i. f. for market economies and f.o. b. for centrally
planned economies.

:=../ Exports minus imports.

f/ Gold, SDR, convertible foreign exchange and reserve position in the
InteiJrrational Monetary Fund.

gj Excluding certain countries whose international reserves are not reported.

Q/ Including errors and omissions.
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Chapter I

THE DEVELOPING ECONOMIES

Based on preliminary estimates~ the developing countries as a whole appear
to have realized a :e:;,L;e of grovrth in total output of about 6.3 per cent in 1977.
This rate is mar[~inally higher than that recorded in 1976 and significantly higher
than that of 1975. The impro1rement reflects a continuation of the recovery
sustained by the non~oil-exporting countries over the past two years.

For the non~oil."exporting countries as a group, output rose by some 5 per cent
in 1971, a gain of more than 1 per cent over performance in the preceding year.
The modest improvement was aided by good harvests in South and East Asia and by
continued advances during the first few months of the year in prices of numerous
primary commodities. Anl0ng the countries that are members of the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) 9 the growth in total output during 1977 was
9.2 per cent which, though still high, was slightly less than in the preceding
year. Factors contributing to the moderation in growth were the virtual
stagnation in oil production and deliberate efforts by Governments in some of
these countries to check inflation.

Agricultural production in the developing countries as a whole grew at the
moderate rate of 2.1 per cent in 1977. This compares unfavourably with the
average rate realized over the years from 1971 to 1976 and clearly falls far
short of the target rate of 4 per cent embodied in the International Development
Strategy. Cereal production in all the developing countries grew by only
1 per cent compared with an annual rate of 2.7 per cent between 1970 and 1976. The
year's performance as well as the trend of food production remained unsatisfactory~

falling short of the target grovrth rate of 1~ per cent agreed. upon by the ~oJ'orld

Food Conference. This was also the assessment of the World Food Council at its
June 1977 meeting. The Council expressed its great concern over the lack of
implementation of the Universal Declaration on the E~adication of Hunger and
Malnutrition and urged~ inter alia, the acceleration of world food production,
the creation of adequate" food reserves, the expansion of food aid a~d the
liberalization and improvement of food trade. l/

The regional contribution to the agricultural performance of the developing
world varied widely between zero growth in Africa and the Near East and about
3.5 per cent in the Far East. Latin America achieved an increase of 2.1 percent.
Unfavourable weather conditions including drought was the main reason for pbor
performance in Africa and the Near East. gj

!/ The Council, however, noted with satisfaction the achievement of $1 billion
in pledges for the International Fund for Agricultural Development.

~/ In reference to agriculture, the classifications of developing countries
by regions are those of FAO; see introduction, table 2, foot~note ~.
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The growth of industrial production in the developing countries in 1977 was
6.9 per cent, which represented a deceleration from 8.8 per cent in the preceding
year and was the same as the 1971-1971 average. The slowdown, which characterized
both manufacturing and mining, was more noticeable in mining.

The slackening in industrial growth in the developing countries reflected, to
some extent. the pace of recovery in the developed market economies. The
intensification of protectionist measures in some developed countries was another
factor that adversely affected a number of industries, including textiles and
foot-wear. Textiles, which playa vital role in the economies of several
developing countries and represent a major source of their export earnings. were
noticeably hampered by the imposition of import restrictions.

World output of crude oil. including natural gas liquids, rose by nearly
4 per cent in 1911 over that of 1976 to about 61.1 million barrels per day, with
all of the increase coming from non-OPEC countries. ~lliereas the share of OPEC
countries declined gradually from 53.5 per cent in 1913 to 50 per cent in 1977,
the share of the centrally planned economies rose between these two years from
17.5 per cent to 21.9 per cent. The contribution of the rest of the world 
developed market economies and non-OPEC developing countries - declined marginally
from 29 per cent in 1973 to 28.1 per cent in 1971.

The growth of oil output in 1977 was largely the result of expansion in the
Union of Soviet Socialist RepUblics and China. In addition, the two new producing
regions, the North Sea and Alaska, were contributing over 2 million barrels per day
by the end of the year. Furthermore, a number of non-OPEC developing countries,
including Egypt and Mexico, experienced an acceleration in their oil production.
Among OPEC countries, the growth in some countries was offset by contraction in
others. Indonesia, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates showed an increase in output and the remaining OPEC members
showed a decline.

The price index of crude petroleum rose in 1917 by less than 10 per cent
compared with increases of less than 5 per cent in 1916 and less than 2 per cent
in 1915. This rise, however, was roughly half the gain in the prices of primary
commodities for the year. A two-tier pricing system by OPEC was in effect during
the first half of the year. Price increases. however, were realigned at mid year.

For primary commodities exclusive of petroleum, the average level of prices
in 1977 was some 18 per cent higher than in 1976. This followed an increase of
over 8 per cent in the previous year. Most of the 1971 gain was in the group of
food commodities whose prices advanced by more than 28 per cent over the preceding
year. ~1inerals showed the lowest increase in prices of all primary commodities,
the gain being less than 3 per cent. The terms of exchange in the developing
countries between export commodities and manufactured imports improved during the
year by about 3 per cent compared to about 5 per cent in 1976. With petroleum
excluded, the improvement was 8 per cent, or 1 per cent higher than 1976.

Though the average level of primary commodity prices rose for the year as a
whole" the upward trend in prices that had begun after the 1974-1975 recession
period was reversed in the course of the year. During the second quarter of 1977,
most prices reached a peak and commenced to decline.

Unfortunately, international efforts to stabilize commodity prices made little
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progress in 1977. Negotiations on a Conwon Fund to be established under the
Integrated Programme for Commodities of the United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) were resumed in November 1977; but they were suspended without
agreement being reached. Although some progress was made in respect of certain
commodity agreements o such as the newly negotiated International Sugar Agreement o
the general picture presented by the discussions on individual products within
the Integrated Programme for Commodities has not matched the hopes that Governments
expressed at the fourth session of UNCTAD. The related Ad Hoc Intergovernmental
Committee for the Programme o whose preparatory work was to have been completed by
the end of February 1978 0 has recommended the rescheduling of its meetings to
later dates extending until the end of the year.

During 19779 many non-oil developing countries continued to improve their
balance-of-payments position. Both significant gains in export earnings and
cautious balance-of~paymentspolicies were responsible for the improvement. Thus a
moderation of the balance-of~paymentsdeficit was accompanied by commendable
restraint in the growth of the volume of imports. The volume of imports into the
non~oil-exporting countries o in facto increased by only 3.1 per cent o which
followed an increase of less than 2 per cent in 1976.

While the growth of external borrowing continued o many countries augmented
their foreign exchange reserves in 1977. Although the reserves/imports ratio is
still below the 1973 level of 31 per cent o the non-oil developing countries are
estimated to have increased their reserves by about $20 billion in the past two
years.

While external borrowing has played a major and effective role in the
adjustment process o helping to cushion the economies of many deficit countries o its
recent sharp growth has become a cause for concern. This has been aggravated by
the rapid increase in the proportion of borrowing from private sources. Such
borrowing gives rise to a number of concerns about the cost of borrowing, the
shortening of maturities and the reliance on funds from a relatively small number
of banks whose desire or capacity to continue to increase their lending may be
limited and uncertain.

IVhile the flow of private funds to the developing countries continued to
increase in 1977 0 official development assistance remained at about the same level
as in 1976. In real terms o therefore, it continued to contract.

If price changes in developing countries are aggregated, the rate of price
increase is seen to have decelerated slightly during the year o mainly on account
of a sharp decline in the inflation rate of a few countries, notably Argentina
and Chile. The most conspicuous changes took place in Latin America where the
inflation rate was cut by about one third to over 50 per cent and in East and
South Asia where the rate changed from -1.0 per cent in 1976 to 9.1 per cent in the
third quarter of 1977. Taking countries individually, however o acceleration was
the rule for the majority.
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Agricultural production

Salient features of total agriculture and food production

Agricultural production in the developing countries increased by 2.1 per cent
in 1977, following a rise of 2.9 per cent in 1976 (table I-I). Although these rates
represent a significant decline from that registered in 1975 when agricultural
output rose by 4.6 per cent, they should be viewed as additional gains over the
record output of 1975. However, because of the extremely low agricultural
production in both 1971 and 1972, the 1971.-1976 average growth rate remains below
the average rate achieved in the 1960s and substantially below the target rate of
4 per cent set in the International Development Strategy for the Second United
Nations Development Decade.

The low rate of grov~h of agricultural production in the developing countries
in 1977 resulted from the poor performance of the agricultural sector in Latin
America and the stagnation in Africa and the Near East. As a result, the average
annual rates of growth for the period 1971-1977, as compared to the period
1971-1976, fell in all three regions: in Africa from 1. L} per cent to 1.1 per cent;
in Latin America from 3.0 per cent to 2.7 per cent; and in the Near East
from 4.4 per cent to 3.~( per cent (though at 3.7 per cent, it is still the highest
among all the regions of the world). In sharp contrast, the poor performance of
the agricultural sector in the Far East in 1976 was reversed in 1977~ when the rate
of growth of agricultural production (3.5 per cent) was considerably above the
average rate for the 1971-1976 period.

Agricultural production failed to increase in the African region because of
drought which affected the crops in several countries, particularly in North Africa.
Algeria, Morocco, Senegal and Tunisia all had severe drought that was detrimental to
crops and livestock, bringing about significant declines in agricultural production
in 1977 - ranging from 3.5 per cent in Tunisia to nearly 23 per cent in Morocco.
Results also fell below expectations in several other African countries~ in Chad,
Ethiopia, Mali, Mauritius, Mozambique, the Niger, Sierra Leone, Zaire and Zmnbia
agricultural production was moderately lower in 1977 than in 1976, reflecting
unfavourable weather conditions and/or political disturbances. At the other end
of the scale. 10 countries - Benin, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi,
Nigeria~ Swaziland, the United RepUblic of Cameroon and the Upper Volta "" achieved
gro,nh rates between 4 and 13 per cent. In addition, 13 more countries 3/ sbowed
increases in production that ranged between 2 and 3.5 per cent. However:- the gains
recorded by some countries were just sufficient to balance the losses in others,
thus leaving the total output for the region stationary.

In Latin America, 4/ the performance of the agricultural sector was severely
affected by a 5.2 per c;nt decline in production in Argentina. By contrast,
production increased by 7.7 per cent in Colombia, 4.4 per cent in Brazil and

}/ Angola, Botswana. Gabon, Gambia, Ghana, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi,
Namibia, Reunion, Rwanda, Somalia and Togo.

~ Four countries - Argentina, Brazil, Colombia and ~1exico - account for
almost 77 per cent of the regional output.
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3.6 per cent in Mexico. At least eight countries 21 in the region showed gains of
more than 6 per cent. The increase in production was particularly marked in
Barbados (10.8 per cent), Paraguay (22 per cent), Nicaragua (11 per cent) and
Chile (10 per cent).

In the Near East, the lack of any increase in agricultural production reflected
a more than 10 per cent decline in the output of the agricultural sector in IraQ and
the Syrian Arab Republic. Besides these two countries, drought in Afghanistan,
Bahrain, Democratic Yemen, Jordan and Yemen, resulted in significant declines in
their total agricultural production. Drought also caused extensive damage to crops
in Iran and the Libyan ArabJGrrahariyrr, as a result of which these two countries
registered only moderate increases in production. Offsetting these setbacks to
some extent was a sharp increase in production in the Sudan and a slight
improvement in Egypt,

After near stagnation in 1976, agricultural output in the Far East in 1977
increased by 3.5 per cent. Once again the results in 1977 revealed the heavy
dependence of agriculture on favourable monsoon rains, thus emphasizing the need
for expansion of areas under irrigation and improved management of water resources.
Reflecting a favourable monsoon season, production in India, which accounts for
almost half the regional output, increased by more than 5 per cent. Agricultural
output in Sri Lanka, which fell in 1976, was up by 10 per cent. Output increased
by 9.5 per cent in the RepUblic of Korea, 8.5 per cent in Bangladesh and more
than 4 per cent in Pakistan. On the other hand, only moderate increases were
recorded by Burma. and Malaysia; and production fell in Indonesia, Nepal, the
Philippines and Thailand. In Indonesia, drought reduced the rice harvest; in
Thailand, drought and, subseq~ently, floods adversely affected the crops.

In 1977, total food production in the developing countries increased by only
1.4 per cent. 6( This modest growth, which was preceded by sUbstantially higher
growth of 6.1 per cent in 1975 and 3.6 per cent in 1976, reflected an absolute
decline in production in Africa and the Near East and a moderate increase in
Latin _kmerica. The Far East region, on the other hand, was the only one that
recorded a significant increase of 3.5 per cent. Further, the low rate of growth
of food production in 1977 led to a slightly lower average growth of 2.5 per cent
for the period 1971-1977 as compared to 2.7 per cent during 1971-1976. It would,
thus, appear that in the first seven years of the 1970s the rate of increase in
food production in the developing countries barely kept pace with the rate of
population growth. Among the various regions, only in the Near East did food
production increase faster than population during the period, in Latin America
and the Far East, rates of increase in food production and population were almost
identical; and in Africa, food production fell far below the rise in population.

Development by commodity groups

Basic food-stuffs

Following a 2.3 per cent rise in 1975 and an 8 per cent increase in 1976, world
cereal pro·duction fell in 1977 by about 1 per cent from the 1976 record level, with
a sharply reduced harvest in the USSR and declines in several major producing areas

21 Barbados, Chile, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Paraguay and
Venezuela.

S/ See table 1-2.
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(see table 1-3). 11 Both rice and coarse grains were at record levels; the decline
in cereal production was entirely due to a lower wheat harvest. The world food
situation remained satisfactory in 1977 after a distinct improvement in 1976.
Although there is some deterioration in the world supply/demand situation, the
1977 cereal crop is still considered more than adequate for consumption requirements
till the end of 1978 and world cereal stocks 8/ are anticipated to increase from
158 million tons to about 174 million tons. Since there are sitll millions of
people in the developing countries who fail to satisfy their minimal daily
nutritional requirements, these surpluses or increases in stocks should be viewed
solely as a reflection of the balance between supplies and the level of effective
demand in the world.

In the developing countries, the sharp recovery in cereal production in 1975
and 1976 was moderated in 1977. Total cereal production in 1977 is estimated at
431 million tons as compared to 427 million tons in 1976 and 416 million tons
in 1975. The Far East was the only region to show an increase in cereal production
in 1977, which reflected a sharp rise in rice production; cereal production fell in
the other three regions - Africa. Latin America and the Near East. The decline
was particularly marked in Africa where the situation remained as a special problem
in 1977. Production of all types of cereals - rice, wheat, coarse grains - was
down in that region; and during the year critical food shortages emerged in at
least 15 21 countries.

World production of rice (paddy) is estimated at 350 million tons. some
4 per cent higher than in 1976. largely as a result of an adequate and timely
monsoon over most of Asia. where the bulk of the world paddy crop is harvested.
In the developing countries, rice production increased by nearly 6 per cent. The
increase was concentrated in the Far East and the Near East regions. in which the
1977 harvest was nearly 8 per cent above the 1976 level. Following an excellent
monsoon and owing to favourable growing conditions, record rice crops were harvested
by Bangladesh, Burma, India. the Republic of Korea. Nepal. Pakistan, the Philippines
and Sri Lanka. In contrast. a prolonged dry spell in Thailand and drought earlier
in the year in Malaysia reduced paddy harvest in these two countries and output
in Indonesia stagnated because of dry weather. In the Near East, Egypt, Iran and
Iraq registered significant increases in production. Outside these Asian regions,
output was lower in Latin America primarily as a result of reduced levels of output
in Brazil. Colombia, Ecuador and Peru; in Africa the output remained stationary,
gains in some countries being balanced by losses in others. World rice stocks.
which remained unchanged at 17 million tons in 1977. are expected to increase to
20 million tons in 1978.

Since sufficient stocks were available to meet the important requirements of
the rice-deficit countries, world market prices remained fairly stable in the first

11 Production was down in Australia, Austria, Canada, Finland, Greece. Ireland,
Italy, the Netherlands, New Zealand and Portugal in the developed market economies;
in Bulgaria. Poland and Romania, besides the USSR, in the centrally planned
countries. The steepest decline was in the USSR - a loss of more than 28 million
tons.

§j Excluding USSR and China.

2/ Angola, Benin, Botswana. Chad, Ethiopia. Gambia. Ghana. Guinea-Bissau.
Lesotho. Mauritania. Mozambique. Rwanda, Senegal, Togo and Upper Volta.
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half of 1977. However, as a result of the strong demand from several countries,
including Indonesia, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Ivory Coast and Nigeria and several
other countries in the Near East and Africa, prices moved upwards in the second
half of the year - from $259 per ton for Thai white rice, 5 per cent f.o.b. Bangkok
at the beginning of the year, to $272 in July and to $288 per ton by the end of the
year.

After a 17.5 per cent increase in 1976, world wheat production fell in 1977 by
a little more than 7 per cent; however, at 388 million tons the 1977 harvest was
still the second largest one since 1970 and only marginally below long-term tren~s.

In the developing countries, for which data are still very tentative, wheat
production was down by almost 7 per cent. 10/ With the exception of the Far East
region, all the other regions registered declines, which were particularly sharp
in Latin America (30 per cent) and Africa (35 per cent). In Latin America, the
1977 wheat crop in Argentina is estimated at only 6 million tons, as compared
to 11 million tons in 1976. Although dry weather during the growing season affected
yields, the reduction was mainly due to reduced acreage, reflecting the
dissatisfaction of growers with the prices of early season wheat relative to those
of other crops and livestock. Reduced acreage and drought conditions also caused
significant declines in output in Mexico and Uruguay. Widespread drought conditions
during the spring of 1977 reduced the wheat crop in Algeria, Ethiopia, Kenya,
Morocco and Tunisia in Africa; and in Democratic Yemen, Iraq, Jordan, the Syrian
Arab RepUblic and Yemen in the Near East. After a sharp increase in 1976, output
was up marginally in India; Pakistan harvested a record crop, up more than
6 per cent from the previous year; and all the other countries in the Far East
region made marginal gains.

As a result of a general easing of supplies, world 11/ wheat stocks increased
for the second consecutive year from 49 million tons in 1975 to 59 million tons
in 1976 and to 83 million tons in 1977. As a result of poor harvests in 1977 the
main exporting countries are not likely to cover both their domestic requirements
and export demand in 1978; thus world wheat stocks are anticipated to decline by
nearly 5 million tons in that year. Reflecting these developments, in 1977 wheat
prices on the international market continued to decline till August (they fell
from $110 per ton early in the year to $97 in August); however, prices began to move
up somewhat in September as the preliminary estimates of the 1977 crop became
available.

After a gain of 55 million tons in 1976 in world coarse grains production,
output in 1977 remained near the 1976 level - 720 million tons in 1977 as compared
to 717 million tons in 1976. 12/ In 1977, after significant increases in production

10/ Output also fell both in the developed market economies and the centrally
pla~Ded economies, reflecting significant declines in Australia, Canada, China,
Greece, Italy, Poland,. Romania, Spain, Sweden, the USSR and the United States of
America.

11/ Excluding USSR and Qhina •.

l2!Thismodest increase in output in 1977 masks wide variations in production
performance of various country groups. For example, production was up by almost
24 million tons in the developed market economies, reflecting a 16 per cent increase
in the harvest in Western Europe and a 4 per cent increase in the United States of
America. By contrast, production fell in the USSR by more than 21 million tons,
thus cancelling out the gains recorded in other areas.
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during each of the preceding four years, expansion in coarse grains production came
to a halt in the developing countries, although the results varied considerably by
country. However. the 1977 harvest, estimated at 152.6 million tons, was still
marginally above the previous record of 152 million tons achieved in 1976. The
outstanding features of the season were the sharp recovery in the coarse grains
harvest in Latin America (an increase of more than 13 per cent), a dramatic
downward reversal in Africa and the Near East and a substantial decline in the Far
East for the second year. In Latin America. the most striking improvement was
the 32 per cent increase in Argentina and the moderate to large increases in several
other major countries ~ Brazil, Chile, El Salvador. Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico,
Peru and Venezuela. Elsewhere, the decline in harvest is primarily accounted for
by the decline in India and Thailand in the Far East; Egypt, Iraq and the Syrian
Arab Republic in the Near East; and Ethiopia, Morocco, Niger and Zambia in Afric~.

After declining for four successive years, carry~over stocks 13/ of coarse
grains are estimated to have increased by 11 million tons to 58 million tons by
the end of 1977. On the basis of current estimates of production and consumption
requirements, stocks are projected to increase further by almost 18 million tons
during 1978. As a result of surplus supplies, international prices of coarse
grains remained under a downward pressure throughout 1977.

In 1977, world meat production increased by 3.5 per cent; in the developing
countries it rose by 2 per cent, slightly above the long-term trend of 1.5 per cent.
Meanwhile, the share of developing countries in total world meat production fell
from 19 per cent in 1970 to 18 per cent in 1977, implying relatively lower
per capita supplies in 1977 than at the beginning of the current decade. The
increase in production was shared by all four regions. However. sharp increases
were recorded by some important meat-importing countries - Iran, Iraq, Kuwait,
the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Nigeria and Saudi Arabia - as these countries
intensified their efforts to develop the domestic livestock sector, based on
imported feed-grains. This development is partly reflected in the fact that coarse
grains now account for 24 per cent of total cereal imports of the developing
countries.

Other food-stuffs

World sugar production in 1977/78 is estimated at 90 million tons, raw value,
representing an increase of 5.2 per cent over 1976/77. In the developing countries,
production increased by 3 per cent. Among the various developing regions, output
rose by 11 per cent in the Far East and 4.4 per cent in Africa; it fell slightly
in two regions - Latin America and the Near East. In Latin America, significant
gains were made by Barbados, Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Ecuador, Honduras, Panama
and Venezuela in the 1977/78 crop year but these gains failed to compensate for
declines in production in Chile. Colombia, Cuba. Guyana, Jamaica, Trinidad and
Tobago, Mexico, Peru and Uruguay. A drop in production was caused by several
factors: dry weather during the early part of the season reduced yielQs in
Colombia, strict controls on consumer prices discouraged cane planting in some
countries and low sugar prices led to a reduction in inputs of fertilizer and
chemicals in others. In the Near East, only Iran recorded a decline of almost
10 per cent. In the Far East, with the exception of the Philippines, output rose

13/ Excluding USSR and China.
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significantly in India (13.5 per cent), Indonesia (5 per cent),
Pakistan (16 per cent) and Thailand (31 per cent) 0 In the Philippines. yields 1,i"ere
lower because of excessive rainfall during the harvest. In Africa, most of the
countries intensified their efforts to achieve self-·sufficiency in sugar
requirements and to limit imports. 1i'Jith the exception of Ethiopia. Kenya
Madagascar and I1auritius, all the other countries achieved significant gains In
production. Insect infestation reduced the potential output in Mauritius.
Despite political disturbance, Ethiopia is production of 135,000 tons in 19Tr /713
was almost the same as last year's.

The change from shortage to surplus on the sugar market during 1976" resulting
from a sharp increase in production in that year, caused world free-market sugar
prices to decline from 13.2 cents per pound in July 1976 to less than 10 cents per
pound in the following month. Since then and until the end of 1977 prices remained
10l{, fluctuating between 7.1 cents and 10 cents per pound. Besides the availability
of a large sugar surplus on the market, two other factors contributed to this
decline: the prospect of a further increase in 1977/78 world sugar production and
the approval of the text of the new International Sugar Agreement on
7 November 1977. Sugar-exporting countries with surplus stocks tried to sell large
quantities before 1 January 1978, when exports were subjected to quota restrictions
under the new International Agreement.

World coffee production, after dropping sharply in 1976/77, increased lJy more
than 20 per-cent-in 1977/78, 14/ though at 4,385,000 tons it remained below the
average annual production prior to the 1975 frost in Brazil. Latin American
production for 1977/78 is estimated to be 33 per cent above the 1976/77 output.
The increase was largely the result of a partial recovery in the Brazilian crop
to 943,000 tons - up by about 66 per cent from the 1976/77 production, but still
well below the pre~frost crop of 1975. Among the other important coffee~producing

countries in Latin America, Colombia, Mexico, Nicaragua, Peru and Venezuela all
made gains, in some cases because recent plantings" had reached the bearing stage
and in others because of heavy use of fertilizer coupled with careful cultural
practices. In contrast, coffee production was dm,m in Costa Rica and Ecuad.or. Lade
of rainfall during the critical period of first flowering reduced potential yields.
Output also turned out to be below expectation in Guatemala and Honduras.

Production of coffee in Africa and Asia was about 5 per cent higher than the
1976/77 output. Total African production for 197'7/78 is estimated. at
1,308,000 tons, up from 1 9 241,000 tons in the preceding crop year. Kenya and the
United Republic of Cameroon registered large increases in production 9 33 per cent
and 12.5 per cent) respectively. In most other major coffee-producing countries ~

Ethiopia, Ivory Coast) Madagascar, Uganda, the United Republic of Tanzania and
Zaire - rates of increase ranged between 2 and 4 per cent only. Prospects for good
crops in these countries deteriorated due to several factors, such as political
disturbances, a long dry period early in the crop season and the prevalence of
coffee berry disease. In Asia, India produced a record crop in 1977/78, up more
than 21 per cent from the previous year.

14/ The coffee marketing year begins about July in some countries and about
October in others. The crop harvested principally during June to October 1977 is
reported as production for the 1977/78 marketing·year.



Tl-le international price of coffee , which started to rise in July 1975,
continued an upward trend till April 1977. The International Coffee
Organization (rco) composite price for green coffee averaged 63 cents a pound,
ex··-dock, New York, in June 1975. With importers competing vigorously for limited
supplies, the price rose from 89 cents in August 1975 to $2.28 in January 1976
and reached a peak level in April 1977 .- $3.33 a pound. However, oeginning
mid April, there was a sharp turnaround in coffee price, dropping to an
average (ICO) composite or $2.96 per pound in May, $2.70 in June, $2.24 in July
and $1.11 in October. Several factors contributed to this dramatic fall in
international price: by mid April import demand had begun to fall because of
seasonal swnmer decline in consumption as well as consumer resistance to higher
prices in major coffee-consuming countries, green coffee stocks in the major
importing countries were well above normal and the outlook for the 1977/78 world
coffee crop became very favourable.

In an effort to turn prices upwards or at least to stem their downward slide,
several coffee~producing countries adopted a number of measures. To maintain the
price of coffee at $3.20 per pound, Brazil stopped export sales from May through
November 1977. In October, 10 coffee~producing countries (Brazil, Costa Rica,
the Dominican RepUblic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua,
Panama and Venezuela) decided to suspend all exports of coffee until prices
improved; all the countries complied with this decision until the first week of
December. Further, Mexico, along with several other coffee-producing countries,
formally submitted a proposal for the creation of an international coffee
stabilization fund scheme at the rco Council meeting in London in September 1977.
Under the proposed scheme, the fund would be used to maintain an international
buffer stock, buying or selling coffee when market prices moved beyond certain
limits deemed equitable by bot.h producers and consumers. Following this proposal,
rco at its November meeting commissioned a study to explore the feasibility of an
international stock arrangement •

.After the disappointing harvest of 1,356,000 tons in 1976/77, which was the
lowest output since the 1968/69 season, world production of cocoa in 1977/78 15/
is estimated at 1,476,000 tons, 8.8 per cent higher than in 1976177. African
production is estimated to have increased by more than 11 per cent. Among the
four major producers in Africa, production increased by almost 43 per cent in
Nigeria, 10 per cent in the United RepUblic of Cameroon and more than 4 per cent
in Ivory Coast. In contrast, Ghana's 1977/78 crop remained stationary after the
poor 1976/77 output of 320,000 tons. Although producer prices for the 1977/78 crop
were increased by almost 85 per cent in Ghana, the dry weather from April through
early June in 1977 reduced the crop potential. In order to expand the production
of cocoa, in Ivory Coast, Nigeria and the United RepUblic of Carreroon, producer
prices for the 1977/78 season were set well above the prices paid for the 1976/77
crop, which induced growers to increase the usage of fertilizers and pesticides.

In Latin America, too, production increased by 5 per cent, reflecting gains
in Brazil (3.3 per cent), Ecuador (7.7 per cent), Mexico and the Dominican RepUblic
(each 6.3 per cent) and Venezuela (36 per cent). The Brazilian Government plans to
increase cocoa production to 700,000 tons by 1990, compared with 240,000 tons

15/ The crop harvested principally during October 1977 is reported as
production for the 1977/78 marketing year.
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in 1977. In 1976, an estimated 19,000 hectares were put into cocoa production and
an additional 86,000 hectares were planned for the following two years.

As a result of a tight supply situation, stocks were dra"m dow"n for tINO

consecutive years - 1976 and 1977. If production estimates for the 19T7 ITS crop
are realized, there may be a small stock build-up in 19780 Because of short
supplies, world cocoa prices, which started to rise in April 1976, continued to
increase during the rest of the year and then rose sharply during 1977. with the
New York spot "Accra" cocoa bean prices quoted as high as $2.60 per pound in
mid September, well above the average 1976 level of $1.10 per pound. Under the
International Cocoa Agreement, the price range for cocoa beans was increased frem
68 to 81 cents per pound effective 1 October 1977. However, the agreement has
remained inoperative because world cocoa prices stayed well above the new price
range.

After a moderate increase of 2.3 per cent in 1976, world tea production is
estimated to have increased by almost 3 per cent in 1977/78, w~h brought output
to a record high of 1,668,000 tons. At 1,123,000 tons, tea production in developing
countries is 2.4 per cent above the 1976/77 total, despite a modest decline in
output in the Far East. Although India implemented various policy measures to
increase output, production declined by more than 2 per cent because of poor
weather conditions. In Sri Lanka output rose by less than 2 per cent and the
other two major tea-producing countries in the Far East - Bangladesh and
Indonesia - recorded marginal increases in production. In other regions,
production was appreciably higher: in Africa it was 17 per cent and in Latin
America, 4.3 per cent. On a country basis, Kenya, Malawi, Uganda, the United
RepUblic of Tanzania and Zaire in Africa and Argentina in Latin funerica all
registered sharp increases in production.

Beginning in 1974, for three years in a row the world supply demand situation
for tea. was in a near balance, which continued in 1977 as world consumption of tea
was given a boost because of record high coffee prices. After having gradually
lost its market share to coffee for many years, in 1977 tea consumption in the
United Kingdom showed an upward trend. As in 1975 and 1976, in 1977 per capita
tea consumption in the United States of America increased slightly, reflecting
high coffee prices. Tea consumption was increasing in many developing countries,
particularly in the higher-income countries of the Near East and Africa.

The sudden upsurge in consumption resulted in a sharp increase in world tea
prices. The upward trend in the London auction prices for all teas continued
until April 1977 when it reached a record high average of $1.87 per pound.
However, prices began to ease downwards as supplies from the 1977 world crop
reache~the market. London prices averaged about 51 cents per pound during the
1966-1975 period, 63 cents in 1975, 70 cents in 1976 and $1.35 per pound in 1977.

Reflecting sharply higher world tea prices, e~port earnings of tea-producing
countries are estimated to surpass $1 billion in 1977, as compared to $820 million
in 1976 and $800 million in 1975.

Efforts to establish an International Tea Agreement were intensified during
1977. At the fifth session of the Intergovernmental Group on Tea, held from
1 to 14 October at the Rcme heQd~uarters of the Food and Agriculture Organization
of the United Nations, consensus was reached to regulate world production and
trade through a combined system of price ra~ges and the regulating of stocks.
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Ravr materials------_.,......._--
vlorlcl output of Eatural__rul:!b~!.. rose by little more than 1 per cent during

1977, to about 3.59 million tons. Malaysia is total output fell by nearly
1 per cent, mainly because of government actions in the past few years aimed at
reducing natural rubber production in response to falling prices. However,
production in Sri Lanka and Thailand increased by more than 5 per cent. The upward
trend in Africa continued, as trees planted in the beginning of the 1970s in
Ivory Coast, Liberia and Nigeria reaChed maximum yields. In Latin America,
increases in Bolivia and Colombia were offset by a 10i"er output in Brazil.

Although world production increased significantly, in 1976 it fell short of
consumption. Reflecting the supply/demand imbalance, prices climbed to over
)1-0 cents per pound. 16/ Despite, an increase in demand in 1977 5 the international
price remained relatively stable until August 19Tr at around )1-0 cents per pound,
reflecting both sufficient production capacity and adequate stocks of synthetic
rubber. In the last few months of 1977, rubber prices moved upwards to )+5 cents
"Then some of the centrally planned countries entered the vmrld. marl;:et as buyers.

In 1977/78, world production of jute and substitutes 17/ rose by almost
5 per cent, though at 4,327,000 tons it remained well-~lo;;:-the record output of
4,715,000 tons in 1973. In the developing countries, production increased by
7.4 per cent in 1977/78, reflecting primarily a gain of 8 per cent in the Far East
region. In Latin America, total output fell 2 per cent from the previous year is
level; in Africa, output remained at the 1976/'n leveL In the Far East,
production increased by 19 per cent in Bangladesh, by 13 per cent in Thailand, by
27 per cent in Nepal and by 5 per cent in Burma" 18) India registered the only
slight decline in output.

The export price of raw jute rose from a monthly average of $290 per long ton
in December 1976 to $320 per long ton in February 1977; until September 1977, it
remained steady and within the range of $314 + $16 per long ton, set by the
Intergoverrllllental Group on Jute and Substitutes. At the October 1977 meeting of
the Intergovermnental Group on Jute and Substitutes, producers demanded an increase
in prices because of higher production costs. As a result, the indicative price
for jute was raised from $314 + $16 per long ton to $335 + $15 per long ton and the
indicative price for kenaf was-raised to $251 ~ $15 per l;ng ton.

ltTorld cotton production in 1977/78 is estimated at 14.2 million tons,
15 per cent above that of the previous year and 3 per cent above the record of
13.8 million tons set in 1974/75. Output recovered by 17 per cent in the developing
countries after two years of declining production. Results were very encouraging in

16/ An agreement to stabilize the price of natural rubber was signed by five
leading producing countries (Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, Sri Lanka and
Thailand) in November 1976. Following this agreement, an Intergovernmental Task
Force was created in June 1977 to consider and assess the specific elements o~ a
possible commodity agreement for natural rubber and submit concrete proposals by
February 1978.

17/ Mesta and kenaf.

18/ The significant upturn in production is largely attributed to increases in
harvested area. In 1977, for the first time, the Thai Gunny Association agreed to
guarantee minimum prices to kenaf growers.



all developing regions: the 27 per cent expansion In output in Latin America was
the largest since 1972 and production increased by 16 per cent in the Near East,
12.7 per cent in the Far East and by 6 per cent in Africa. However, production
levels in all the developing regions except Africa were below the levels achieved
in 1974/75. Although cotton prices started to fall in March'1977 and were down
by about one third in import markets by September, prices of competing crops also
fell so that the cotton crop appeared at least as rewarding as alternative crops.
As a result, the total planted area in the developing countries increased by more
than 6 per cent in 1977/78 and average yields improved significantly because of
generally good weather. Among the major cotton~producing countries of Latin
America, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua,
Paraguay and Peru all registered significant increases in production. In the
Far East, production rose by almost 11 per cent in India and by 19 per cent in
Pakistan. Egypt, the Syrian Arab Republic and the Sudan in the Near East harvested
substantially larger crops. In Africa, there were bumper crops in Benin, the
Central African Empire, Chad, Ivory Coast, Madagascar, Mali, Mozambique, Nigeria
the United Republic of Cameroon, the United Republic of Tanzania and Zaire.

As noted before, world cotton prices fell rapidly from March 1977 through
August, then paced downwards at a slower rate through October. The steep fall in
cotton prices was caused by the conjunction of the anticipated larger crop of
1977/78 and falling demand, particularly in the industrialized countries, reflecting
a slowdown in cotton textile consumption. Although the textile mills generally had
low stocks of cotton, they waited for the new crop to be harvested to replenish
their supplies.

After more than a 2 per cent decline in 1976, world wool production 19/ is
estimated to have fallen again in 1977 by almost 1 per cent. In the developing
countries, which account for less than 25 per cent of the total world production,
output was up by nearly 2 per cent, reflecting marginal increases in Latin America,
the Near East and the Far East regions. Owing partly to the slow economic growth
and partly to higher domestic market prices for woollen textiles in a number of
important consuming countries, demand for wool in developed countries remained
rather slack. However, reflecting a tight supply situation on the international
market, wool prices moved steadily upwards throughout the year.

19/ Among the five major wool-producing countries, Argentina, South Africa and
the USSR registered moderate gains; Australia and New Zealand, on the other hand,
showed a marked decline in output.



Industrial production

Q££~~h_~n manufacturing output

In 1977, industrial production in the developing countries continued to grow
but at a much lower rate than in 1976. The deceleration in over~all industrial
growth rates affected all major developing regions , although in varying degree.
TIle African region seems to have experienced a larger decline in industrial
activity than the western hemisphere or Asia.

Among the major external factors that caused a poorer industrial performance
in 1977 were the lack of sufficient economic expansion in industrial countries,
rising protectionism and, in the latter part of the year, falling prices for
developing countries' exports. Within countries, certain economic factors on
both the supply and the demand side as well as some government policies and
measures contributed to the 1977 slowdown in industrial activity in the developing
countries.

With regard to the growth of the manufacturing sector, deceleration was
evident in all the regions and in most industries. In Africa, manufacturing
growth fell from 7.1 per cent in 1976 to 4.5 per cent in 1977. In Asia and the
western hemisphere, the rates were, respectively, 8.2 per cent and 6.0 per cent
in 1977 as compared to 11.7 per cent and 6.6 per cent in 1976.

Light manufacturing played a significant role in total manufacturing growth
in Africa and Asia. Especially important was its contribution to the
industrialization process in Africa, where it served as the main source of
manufacturing growth in 1977: light manUfacturing output increased by 7.2 per cent~

which represented a significantly higher growth rate than that recorded for
over~all manUfacturing activity in that region. Africa's growing output of food,
beverages and tobacco (11.6 per cent) was the main springboard for the growth
recorded by light manufacturing. In Asia and the western hemisphere, production
of food, beverages and tobacco also played an important role, with increases
of 7.1 per cent and 3.4 per cent, respectively, over the previous year. Two
major factors seem to have contributed to this expansion in 1977 - a revival of
domestic demand for consumer goods due to higher earnings from such agricultural
exports as coffee and cocoa, and a sustained growth in local processing of
agricultural raw materialS.

The protectionist measures taken by the developed market economies in 1977
adversely affected the growth of light industries ~ notably textiles, in the
developing countries. In that year, the output of textiles increased by
1.1 per cent in the western hemisphere and by 1.2 per cent in Asia; the available
data indicate an increase of 2.6 per cent in the African region. With the textile
industry playing a vital role in a great many developing countries, these trends
could not but affect negatively the over-all industrial growth of the developing
countries.

Heavy manUfacturing showed a strong performance in 1977 in Asia and the
western hemisphere, where its output expanded by 10.5 per cent and 8.4 per cent,
respectively. In Africa, preliminary data indicate that there was a slight
decline of 0.4 per cent. In the two former regions, developments in heavy
manUfacturing had some features in common: heavy manufacturing grew faster than
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total manufacturing and this growth was largely generated in the branches s
producers i goods ~. basic metals, metal products, and machiner<J and equipment @

L.• .::Lu.c-'c",,; ,,1 ,..ham; "",1 co _ ra-l-.rnl P1m'1 and coal products as well as petroleum
recorded smal1er increases In Africa, a stagnation in chemicals and cutbacks
in production of basic metals, machinery and equipment re8ulted in the over~·all

decline in heavy manufacturing.

Mas}>:ed by these rates of growth for the developing countries as a whole and
for various regions aL'e the wide variations in results among individual cOUl1tries
within each region. In the western hemisphere, among the big three countries
(Argentina, Brazil and Me:xico) whose combined share in total industrial output of
the region is more than 60 per cent, there was a sharp recovery in Argentina and
a more modest increase in Mexico but a decrease in the rate of growth of Brazil.
In the Andean countries; manufacturing output accelerated in Chile and Colombia,
continued to expand at the same pace as in 1976 in Bolivia but decelerated in Peru.

Export~led upswings in manUfacturing activity continued in all the Central
American countries ~ Costa Rica~ El Salvador, Guatemala~ Honduras and Nicaragua.
In the last fOcrr countries~ in addition to good agricultural harvests the
implementation of public investment programmes boosted the domestic demand for
manufactured goods, which helped to sustain a high rate of growth in industrial
output. In an effort to contain the resulting inflationary pressures, the
Governments of these countries had to adjust demand management policies.

Three oil-exporting countries - Ecuador, Trinidad and Tobago, and Venezuela ~

achieved rates of expansion in manufacturing production fairly similar to those
of the previous year. Venezuela emphasi zed projects leading to the diversification
of the manufacturing sector. Rapid expansion of the non-petroleum industrial
sectors and a determined pUblic investment effort fueled import demand, which
reduced the trade surplus in 1977 by nearly 50 per cent. In Ecuador, strong
aggregate demand, resulting from large investment outlays which were partly
made possible by substantial capital inflows, helped to sustain expansion in
manufacturing activity but also led to a more than 40 per cent increase in imports,
thus nearly eliminating trade accounts surplus.

In Asia, manufacturing activity accelerated in Pakistan, Sri Lanka and
Thailand and continued at a high rate in Malaysia but decelerated in India and
the Philippines. In Pakistan, despite political disruptions and shortages of
cotton inputs, manufacturing output expanded by almost 9 per cent in 1977 -
a significant improvement over the preceding year's moderate increase. Although
India's economy rebounded in 1977 and recorded a growth of almost 5 per cent,
reflecting significant increases in agricultural production and strong expansion
of exports, the manUfacturing sector remained a problem area. Owing to power
shortages, strikes ~ weak demand and excess capacity ~ manUfacturing output expanded
by only 4 per cent, as compared to 10 per cent in 1976. The rate of gro·~rth of
manufacturing output in the Philippines declined by nearly 1 per cent in 1977.
Slack domestic demand resulting from declining export earnings due to lower
prices and weak foreign demand for many of the Philippines' exports prevented
an acceleration in manUfacturing output.

Reflecting slower growth of world trade as well as subdued domestic demand,
the growth pace in manUfacturing activities decelerated in the export-oriented
economies of Hong Kong, the Republic of Korea and Singapore in 1977. Slow
economic growth, high inventory levels and protectionist measures in industrialized
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countries adversely affected some important ind_ustries in these c01-mtries, including
textiles and shipbuilding, Only the electronics industry continued to do well in
19T7o However, all three economies still recorded hi e:1o 1"",1-<"", of' iSlvW Lll in
manufacturing, Hong Kong recnrCline; 7 1'1='1" C'pn-r 0 -the Republic of Korea, 9 per cent
and Singapore, 8 per cent.

Benefi ting from substantial foreign exchange earnings and strengthened
domestic demand largely because of a sharp rise in pUblic investment and a surge
in private investment, manufacturing activity continued at a fast pace in 1977
in all the oil--exporting countries of Asia. In a.n attempt to illvers ify their
economies, all the countries emphasized the non~petroleum sectors, particularly
rmnufacturing. However, progress was moderated to some extent as a result of
various constraints that emerged during the year. In Saudi Arabia and Kuwait,
severe shortages of manpower and infrastructural bottle~necks impeded progress
somewhat. In the fact of rising imports, Indonesia tightened restraints on imports
of non~essential goods and curbed purchases of capital goods, which accounted for
about 50 per cent of total imports. Benefiting from export earnings, manufacturing
output accelerated in Algeria, Gabon 9 the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya and Nigeria ~

the four major petroleum~exportingcountries in Africa.

In several African countries ~ Egypt, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Kenya and the
United Republic of Cameroon - there was considerable improvement in the rates of
growth of manufacturing output. On the other hand, real growth in manufacturing
output decelerated in 1977 in Ethiopia, Liberia, Morocco, the Sudan and Tunisia.

Growth in the mining sector

With all major industrial sectors showing a decline in their activity in 1977,
the deceleration in growth rates was most pronounced in the mining sector. This
trend stands in sharp contrast to the performance of mining in 1976 when, growing
faster than total manufacturing production, it was the main source of industrial
expansion in the developing countries, In 1977, all of the main components of
the mining sector showed significant reductions in their growth rates compared
with the previous year.

Energy

The characteristic feature of 1977 - a large deceleration in industrial
growth rates in the developing countries - vividly manifested itself in crude
~etroleum production. High stocks in industrial countries and a resultant
slackening of world demand for oil led to lower growth in 1977.

In that year, production expanded in Africa and the western hemisphere but
declined slightly in West Asia. The decline occurred because of a reduction in oil
production in the West Asian OPEC countries by 0.7 per cent from a growth of
13.4 per cent recorded in 1976. Among the OPEC countries in that area, only
Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates increased their petroleum production;
however, their growth represented a sharp decline from the growth rate recorded
in 1976. On the other hand, major producers such as Iran, Iraq and Kuwait
lowered their production volumes. Sizable reductions in output also occurred
in Qatar and Oman.

In contrast, South and East Asia recorded an increase In oil production
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in 197'7 by 9.5 per cent. This rate, however, represented a sharp decline from the
13.9 per cent rate of increase recorded in 1976. This. decline was largely the
result of a slowdmm in petroleum output of most of the producing countries in the
area including Burma, Malaysia and Indonesia, the three largest suppliers in that
area, and a reduction in the output of Brunei. On the other hand, the higher
growth rates of petroleum output recorded in India (7. 8 per cent) and Pakistan
(57 per cent) could not influence the over~all growth rate for that subregion
because of their small share in its total output.

In Africa, despite reductions registered for 1977 in Algeria, the third
largest producer in the area, and in smaller suppliers such as Gabon and the Congo,
total crude oil production rose by 5.3 per cent in 1977 due to large production
gains in Angola (32 per cent), Egypt (18.1 per cent), the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya
(32 per cent), Tunisia (17.1 per cent) and Zaire (18.l~ per cent). Only a modest
increase was recorded in Nigeria 9 the largest petroleum producer in that region.
~be growth rate of the region, however, represented a sharp drop from the
17.2 per cent rate recorded in 1976.

In 1977, production of crude oil in the western hemisphere increased by
2.7 per cent, having been stagnant the year before. A greater output was achieved
in that year as a result of production gains in same of the relatively smaller
oil producers such as Mexico (16.2 per cent), Trinidad and Tobago (7.8 per cent),
Argentina (7.9 per cent) and Peru (6.3 per cent). Venezuela, the largest producer
in the region, reduced its production by 2.5 per cent. Reductions were also
recorded in some other countries such as Brazil, Ecuador and Bolivia and
production was virtually stagnant in Colombia.

Against this background of various production cutbacks in many of the major
OPEC countries and the general slowdowns mentioned above, a remarkable feature
of 1977 was a sizable increase in crude oil output in some of the oil~importing

developing countries. This improvement came as a result of a conscious effort on
their part to reduce their heavy dependence ·on costly imported oil supplies, with a
view to alleviating their foreign exchange problems.

Production of coal in the developing countries decreased in 1977 in comparison
with 1976 by 10.6 per cent. In Africa, the over-all decline was caused by a
substantial drop in output in the two major producers in the region, Zambia
(33.7 per cent) and Morocco (12.8 per cent), whose combined production provides
nearly 80 per cent of Africais output. In Asia, small increases in coal production
in Indonesia and the Philippines were negated by cutbacks in India leading to a
general drop in the region's total. The western hemisphere also showed a sizable
decline in coal production in 1977 due to a sharp drop in Argentina's output
(24.8 per cent). which negated smaller increases such as the one recorded in
Chile (2.6 per cent)

Metallic minerals

Copper ore production in the developing countries continued to grow in 1977
but at a much slm-rer pace. Nearly 80 per cent of the total increase that
occurred in 1977 was accounted for by Chile. with India and the Philippines
providing the rest. High world prices for copper spurred production increases
but eventually resu~ted in over-supplies that led to a fall in prices; this fall
became pronounced in the second quarter of 1977 and prompted a significant
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slo-vdm,n in output. A sharp decrease in the growth of production in Chile
from 22 per cent in 1976 to 5.1 per cent in 1977 caused a general decline in the
growth rates of copper~producing countries from 17.3 per cent in 1976 to
4.7 per cent in 1977. In addition to the drop in world prices, another reason
for the cutbacks in Chile's copper ore production in 1977 was a government policy
that aimed at the concentration of production through a financial squeeze of small
and mediUln~sized copper mines which contributed 15 per cent of the previous year I s
production.

Owing to a substantial fall in the price of zinc~ the output of zinc ore in
1977 was practically stagnant in Mexico, the largest producer among the developing
countries; in Argentina and India output declined. On the other hand, under the
impact of rising prices of some of the non-ferrous base metals (e.g., tin and lead),
production of tin concentrates in Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand rose and the
output of lead ore in both India and the RepUblic of Korea picked up during the
year. Mexi~o, ;h:fch is the largest supplier of lead ore among the developing
countries, was, however, slow to react to the more favourable world prices for
lead and thus its output of lead ore remained virt.ually stagnant in 1977.

In 1977 production of iron ore in the developing countries declined, as it
did in 1976 under the impact of stagnation in the steel industry of the developed
market economies. This decline resulted from the net effect of two opposite trends
in production dynamics - on the one hand, a sharp growth that was recorded in
Africa and Asia and, on the other, a sharp reduction in output that occurred in
the western hemisphere.

In Africa, growth of iron ore was most pronounced in Egypt (37.7 per cent)
and ~1orocco (34.0 per cent) while Tunisia and some other countries reduced their
production levels. Owing to high growth rates in 1977 in the above-mentioned
countries, Africa showed strong recovery from the down-swing in iron ore
production in 1976. Major Asian producers of iron ore also expanded their output
in 1977, although at a slower pace as compared with 1976~ with India providing
96 per cent of the increase. ~fuile output increments in Africa and Asia were
sizable enough by the past standards of the countries in those two regions,
nevertheless these increments could not compensate for the substantial drop in
production that occurred in Latin American countries - in Brazil (18 per cent),
Chile (17 per cent), Colombia (21 per cent) and Mexico (6.3 per cent).
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Domestic ~rices; emulo~~ent

Recent changes in domest~s price levels

Preliminary figures for 1977 indicate that, compared with 1976, the rate of
change of conswner prices decelerated only slightly in developing countries as a
group - from 15.3 per cent in 1976 to 15.0 per cent in 1977 for the oil-exporting
developing countries and from 32.5 per cent to 30.5 per cent for the non·oil~

exporting countries. In the non~oil-exporting countries of the western hemisphere,
the inflation rate for 1977 decelerated markedly ~ 49.6 per cent~ compared with
62.5 per cent for 1976. The high rates of inflation in Chile and Argentina in 1976
were drastically reduced by more than one half in both countries during 1977; this
more than outweighed the acceleration in other countries.

In the non-oil~exporting countries of South and East Asia) the acceleration in
the inflation rate discernible towards the end of 1976 continued in 1977 when a rate
of 8.0 per cent was recorded compared with a negative rate of -0.8 for 1976. In the
non~oil-exporting countries of West Asia~ the inflation rate accelerated during the
first 10 months of 1977 compared with the corresponding period of 1976.

In the non-oil~exportingAfrican countries~ data for the first nine months of
1977 indicate that the inflation rate~ at 20.8 per cent. accelerated slightly
compared with the corresponding period of 1976.

The slight decline in per capita food production in develouing countries in
1977 affected conSlliner prices adversely. Preliminary data indit~ate that the prices
of commodities purchased by the developing countries on the wor:d market also
exerted an upward pressure on domestic prices. The index of thE unit value of
imports expressed in dollar terms rose by about 15 per cent durj 19 the first three
quarters of 1977 compared with 1976. The rise was only 0.9 per ~ent in 1976
compared with 1975. Rising prices of manufactured imports contributed to these
inflationary pressures; the unit value index of exports of manufactures from the
developed market economy countries rose by about 9 per cent in 1977 compared with
1976. The rise in 1976 was only 0.6 per cent.

The continued expansion of the money supply in most developing countries
exacerbated inflationary pressures in these countries in 1977. During the first
three quarters of 1977~ the growth of the money supply decelerated slightly in the
oil-exporting countries and in the western hemisphere but accelerated in East and
South Asia and Africa.

In about 56 per cent of the countries, the increase in the monetary aggregates
in 1977 exceeded 20 per cent. Comparing the trend in 1977 with that in 1976~ it is
seen that about 35 per cent of the developing countries experienced an acceleration
in the growth in money supply_ Most of the countries in which the expansion of
money supply accelerated also had rates of growth of money supply of over
20 per cent.

Though the extension of credit to the private sector was the leading
expansionary force in both 1976 and 1977, its dominance was reduced in 1977; it
accounted for the largest contribution in 49 per cent of the countries in 1977 as
against 56 per cent in 1976. On the other hand, the proportion of countries in
which government net borrowing was an expansionary factor declined from 76 per cent
in 1976 to 64 per cent in 1977~ since many Governments took steps to reduce
budgetary deficits d1ITing the year. In 1977 the increase in net foreign assets
emerged as the leading expansionary factor in 26 per cent of the countries compared
with 22 per cent in 1976 (see table 1--5).
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~~11e continuation in the first half of 191'7 of an improvement in ,wrld market
ces of many of the commodities ex:ported by developing countries increased the

liquidity of the export sector in various countries. 'l'he inflov7 of loans 0 credits
and grants also increased the external liquidity of several countries. 'I'he
countries in which the increase in net foreign assets vias the principal factor in
the accelerated growth in money supply in 1977 included~ in addition to some of the
petroleLUl1,~exportingdeveloping countries (Indonesia, Iran) Iraq, Kmmit, the Libyan
Arab Jamahiriya and Trinidad and Tobago): Afgbanistan" Burundi, Colombia, Costa
Rica, Guatem.ala J Jordan ,. Kenya" Mala"l1i, Paraguay, R,tJanda, Samoa, Sri Lanka, the
United Renublic of Tanzania and Yemen.

Considering the ul1VJeightec1 number of countries in "t1hich the change in consumer
prices did sholV an improvement, the inflationary situation ilTorsened in 1977 compared
,'lith 1976. Only about 42 per cent of the countries included in table I~6 had an
inflation rate of less than 10 per cent in 1977 compared Hith about 54 per cent for
the preceding year.

The l,ehaviour of retail food prices had an appreciable effect on both the rate
emd the direction of change in consumer prices in developing countries in 1977.
~\nlile retail food prices lagged behind the price of all items in the consumer price
index in hO per cent of the countries in 1976, the proportion was about 35 per cent
in 1977. Also~ only about 28 per cent of the countries recorded a deceleration or
decline in these rates in 1977 as against about 73 per cent of the countries in
1976. Meanvhile, the rates acc elerated in around 70 per cent of the countries,
cOl!ll!ared ,?ith around 23 per cent of the countries in 1976 (see table 1·-7). The
(1)ove figures show not only that in 1977 food shortages contributed to inflationary
pressures in developing countries as a group but also that food prices accelerated
ll1 the majority of them.

For many developing countries, the rate of inflation prevailing during the last
quart er of 1976 continued or vlOrsened during the first half of 1977. This lVas due
to a variety of reasons, such as the recurrence of domestic food shortages because
of weather hazards or transport difficulties~ the slovnng dOin, of import grovnh?
expansion in the money supply, wage increases and budgetary increases.

Countries in vhich the rate of inflation accelerated during the first nine
months of 1977 included Bangladesh) Brazi1 9 Colombia, Ghana, India) Jordan~ Mexico.
Nepal and Uruguay. Rapid increases in food prices were the leading factor in the
acceleration of consumer price increases in most of these countries.

Countries in which the inflation rate decelerated rapidly during the first
nine months of 1977 included Argentina, Burma 9 Chile, Ethiopia 0 Indonesia~ Sierra
Leone and Somalia. Moderate food price increases contributed significantly to the
deceleration.

O\dng largely to moderate increases in food prices, some countries were able to
]I.eep the rate of inflation bela"\? 10 per cent in 1977 for the second consecutive
year. These countries included Costa Rica, Malawi s Malaysia, Pakistan, Sri Lanka~

rrunisia and thE" United Repu.blic of 'fanzania (see table 1 0_.6).

Factors that led to the underutilization of industrial capacity in developing
cOLmtl~ies in 1977 included the scarcity of foreign exchauge :fol' imlJu.L°t;ne; needed
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inputs 0 shortages of domest ic input s, transportation difficulties, a fall in
domestic activity and protectionist measures abroad.

In the case of the predominantly export~oriented economies such as Eo~g Kong,
the Republic of Korea and Singapore, curbs on imports of textiles" clothing,
foot-c'Tear and consumer electronics by industrialized countries "rere a major factor
leading to the prevalence of idle industrial capacities. In Algeria, shortages of
building materials caused bottle-necks in the construction sector, while in India,
shortages of raw jute forced the jute mills to reduce production and to operate
below capacity during 1977. In Venezuela, a drop in the sugar harvest due to
inclement weather was reported to have led to idle capacity in sugar refining.
Deflationary measures introduced by the Government of Brazil in 1976 and early 1977
affected capacity utilization in some industries such as those manufacturing motor
vehicles and electrical goods during the first half of 1977.

In the United Republic of Tanzania, infrastructural problems and workhours lost
through absenteeism affected capacity utilization in some manufacturing industries
early in 1977. In Peru, a recession hit some industries such as vehicle assembly
and textiles during the early months of 1977 and companies cut back production. In
Zambia, shortages of spare parts and components caused by foreign~exchange and
trade-route problems caused capacity to be underutilized in the mining sector and in
vehicle assembly plants. Difficulty with the recruitment and retention of skilled
expatriate workers also caused mining capacity to be underutilized. Lack of spare
parts and motor fuel in Zaire was reported to have contributed to the decline in
copper production in 1977.

In Jamaica, during the first half of the year, the drastic restrictions on
imports that were introduced early in the year adversely affected capacity
utilization in domestic manufacturing, because of its high import content. This
was also the case in Guyana where drastic import restrictions affected manUfacturing
production during the first half of 1977.

During 1977 there was no improvement in the high levels of unemployment and
underemployment prevalent in most developing countries; rather 9 the situation
worsened in many of them. The coexistence of shortages of skilled workers with
high levels of unemployment persisted; some countries began to offer incentives to
their nationals working abroad to return home. Thus, in Algeria the Government
offered incentives to migrant workers in France to return to their homeland. Places
for technicians at the country's universities and technical institutes were also
rapidly increased.

Steps taken to correct internal imbalances

The policy mix adopted by Governments to combat inflationary pressures depended
upon the most important factors contributing to the inflationary situation in each
country. Where food shortages bedevilled the fight against inflation in 1977, many
Governments initiated policy measures for increasing the availability of food
through either domestic production or imports. To stimulate domestic production of
food, some countries granted farmers easier credit or larger subsidies and others
increased the availability of agricultural inputs to their farmers. In 1977 a
number of countries liberalized imports not only of food items but also of essential
commodities, spare parts and industrial inputs in order to reduce shortages of these
goods.
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To stabilize the prices of essential commodities, some Governments subsidized
their prices and others maintained price controls. To stabilize the prices of
consumption goods in short supply, some Goverrunents also set up bodies which were
made responsible for the supply and distribution of such goods. Governments that
issued incomes and price guidelines as part of their anti-inflationary measures
included Argentina. Brazil, Ghana, Jamaica. Malaysia and Mexico.

Anti~inflationarymeasures affecting the money supply that were taken by
various dev'eloping countries included the reduction in the expansion of deficits of
the public sector, the restriction of credit to the private sector and the mopping
up of excessive foreign-exchange inflows. l1hile the adoption of such measures
contributed to a deceleration in the rate of inflation in some countries, in others
either the measures were counterbalanced by the effects of other factors, such as
food shortages and increases in prices, or the measures themselves were too
inadequate to be effective.

In 1977. many Governments took steps to reduce the deficits of the public
sector in the face of inflationary pressures. The proportion of countries in which
a reduction in official borrowing was the leading factor in the contraction of money
supply increased from 22 per cent in 1976 to about 32 per cent in 1977 (see
table I~5). The countries included Afghanistan, Colombia, Ecuador, El Salvador,
Guatemala, Indonesia, Iraq, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Liberia, Malawi, Paraguay, the
Republic of Korea, Rwanda, Samoa, Singapore, Somalia, Sri Lanka, Trinidad and
Tobago, the United RepUblic of Cameroon, the Upper Volta and Yemen.

Countries that restricted credit to the private sector during 1977 included
Afghanistan, the Bahamas, Guyana, Jamaica and Mauritius.

In various countries such as Brazil, Colombia and the Philippines, the
Government took steps to reduce the pressure exerted on domestic prices by an
increase in net foreign assets. In Brazil, export taxes on key commodities, such
as coffee and soya beans, were altered rapidly in response to international price
changes as a means of reducing inflationary pressures in the domestic market. To
freeze a large volume of foreign exchange, the Government of Colombia introduced an
export tax of 17 per cent on coffee and imposed controls on the sale of foreign
exchanges, as from April, and reduced the inflow of foreign loans to the private
and pUblic sectors. In addition, the Government required almost all sales of
exchange by banks to be registered with a government agency; such sales were subject
to a 15 per cent official discount whenever they were negotiated immediately for
pesos.
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External trade and payments

Trends in external trade

In 1977, the aggregate balance of trade of the developing countries showed a
surplus of about $36 billion, which was slightly lower than the surplus recorded
in the preceding year (see table 1-8). The non-oil-exporting countries improved
their balance of trade since their deficit dropped by almost $6 billion. This was
largely accounted for by an improvement in their terms of trade. The reduction in
the trade deficit of these countries was, however, offset by a larger drop in the
trade surplus of the oil-exporting countries, where imports increased more rapidly
than export s .

Among the regional groups of non-oil-exporting countries, the most significant
improvement in the balance of trade took place in the western hemisphere where the
deficit for 1977 dropped by over $6 billion from the level registered in 1976. A
smaller decline in deficit, of over $1 billion, was also recorded in Africa. In
South and East Asia, the deficit remained at the level of the previous year. On
the other hand, a deterioration in trade balance was registered in West Asia where
the deficit increased by over $2 billion during 1977.

The total export earnings of the developing countries as a whole increased by
15 per cent during 1977, marking a slowdown from the increase of 22 per cent
registered a year earlier. The value of imports accelerated to 18 per cent in 1977,
compared to an increase of 10 per cent in 1976. Only the oil-exporting countries
were affected by the lower increase in export earnings in 1977. The non-oil
exporting countries as a group maintained the growth of their export earnings at
21 per cent in both 1976 and 1977.

The slowdown in the growth of export earnings of developing countries during
1977 was accounted for by a sharp deceleration in export volume. On the other hand,
the average export price increased by almost 13 per cent for all commodities
including oil - by about 18 per cent if oil is excluded. For the non-oil-exporting
countries, however, the deceleration in the volume of exports was not quite as
severe as for the oil-exporting countries and the average price of their exports
also rose more strongly (see introduction, table 4).

The volume of imports into the non-oil-exporting countries rose as little as
about 3.1 per cent in 1977, a rise only slightly greater than the rise of
1.8 per cent in 1976. Among the oil-exporting countries, the volume of imports
maintained a very high rate of increase.

Prices of many commodities rose sharply early in the year but a decline was
set early in May. By October, the general price index for all commodities was
almost back to its January level. Some recovery in commodity prices appears to have
taken place during the last two months of the year.

Meantime, discussions on the stabilization of commodity prices have continued
in various international forums during 1977; however, progress in actual
negotiations for a Common Fund has been slow. Early in June, the Conference on
International Economic Co-operation had agreed that a Common Fund should be
established as an important instrument for achieving the objectives of the
Integrated Programme for Commodities. Subsequently, the United Nations Negotiating
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Conference on a Common Fund was convened for the second time during the year but
its work was inconclusive and negotiations were suspended. In December, the fourth
session of the Ad Hoc Intergovernmental Committee for the Integrated Programme for
Commodities met to review the progress made under UNCTAD resolution 93 (IV).
However, as the preparatory work on the individual commodities could not be
completed within the time-limit of this resolution, the Committee decided to
recommend the rescheduling of the meetings during the rest of 1978.

Uncertainties on the world market continued, therefore, to affect the prices
of most commodities in different directions throughout 1977. Despite the
fluctuations in commodity prices, the increase in the average price for the year
as a whole led to a substantial contribution to export earnings even though the
advance in the volume of export remained slow. The increase in the import bill,
despite its acceleration as the year progressed, was not large enough to cause a
serious worsening in the balance-of-trade position of developing countries taken as
a whole. For the non-oil-exporting developing countries alone, relative price
developments were favourable during the year and these were reflected in a
considerable improvement in their balance of trade.

Current account, capital flows and external debt

Current account balance

The current account balance of the developing countries appears to have been
characterized by a decline in the surplus of the major oil-exporting countries and
a marginal decline in the deficits of the non-oil-exporting developing countries in
1977 compared to the balances recorded in 1976 (see table 1-9). According to
projections by the International Monetary Fund, the current account surplus of the
oil-exporting countries is expected to decline to $37 billion in 1977 from
$41 billion in 1976. In the non-oil-exporting developing countries, the aggregate
current account deficit, which had reached a record level of $38 billion in 1975,
declined sharply to $26 billion in 1976 and a marginal decline to $25 billion is
expected for 1977. The improvement in the current account balance of the latter
group of countries was the result of a substantial reduction in their trade deficits
which offset the increases in the deficits on services and private transfers.

The bulk of surplus which accrued to oil-exporting countries of low absorptive
capacity was directed to various uses through the financial intermediaries of the
developed countries. More than two thirds of the current account surplus of oil
exporting countries was recycled to finance the deficit of oil-importing developing
countries, The role of the industrial countries was no longer the provision of
net real resources through national savings but rather the placement of surpluses
obtained from oil-exporting countries in international financial markets from which
oil-importing developing countries borrowed to finance their current account
deficits.

The surpluses of the oil-exporting countries were increasingly placed in less
liquid forms tha~in earlier years. Thus, in 1976 and 1977 placement in the
Euro-currency market and in short-term government securities accounted for only
one quarter of the available surplus of oil-exporting countries, compared to about
two thirds in 1974. By contrast, the proportion of these funds going to longer-term
investments in the developing countries rose from one fifth in 1974 to one half in
1976 and 1977, while grants and loans reached one seventh of the total.
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In the non~oil~exportingdeveloping countries~ the current aCColmt deficit
registered in 1976 was about three times as large as in the 1960s and early 1970s 3

in nominal terms, However, in real terms the deficit in 1976 was of an order of
magnitude similar to that Gftlle average for the period 1967-1972, The apparent
increase in the deficits as well as in the means to finance them was, therefore,
largely a reflection of the high rate of inflation in the world economy in recent
years,

The improvement in the current account of the balance of payrnents of non-oil
exporting developing countries in recent years has varied among regions, It
appears that the current account deficit decreased substantially in the countries
of the western hemisphere and of South and East Asia, A modest improvement was
probably recorded in Africa; but in West Asia the deficit remained unchanged,

The combined current account deficit of the western hemisphere region fell
from the record deficit of $16.3 billion in 1975 to $11.2 billion in 1976 and was
further reduced to an estimated $7.2 billion for 1977 (see table 1-9). Among the
factors that brought about the positive trend were programmes of restraint that
slowed down the rate of increase of imports, improved prices for export commodities
in 1976 and early 1977 associated with the llioderate recovery in some industrial
countries~ and flexibility in exchange-rate policies. A few major countries led
by Brazil and Mexico accounted for the improvement in the region's balance-of~

payment situation, r10st of the reduction in the current account deficit, it should
be noted~ occurred in the first half of 1977.

Several of the African countries were relatively slow in carrying out measures
to adjust their balance-of-payments position. There was, however~ probably a
moderate improvement in their combined current account deficit. nle mineral
exporting countries~ particularly Zambia and Zaire. experienced serious
deterioration in their current account situation in 1976 and 1977. The price of
copper has been declining in recent years except for a short-lived period of
recovery in 1976. On the other hand African countries that export agricultural
commodities. such as Ivory Coast. Kenya and the United RepUblic of Tanzania, appear
to have recorded a substantial improvement in their trade and current account
balances in 1976 and 1977~ due primarily to the recovery in their export prices
during most of that period. Egypt achieved some reduction in its current account
deficits between those two years, largely through balance-of-payments adjustments
and a rise in net invisible exports. Ghana~ on the other hand, appears to have
recorded a large current account deficit in 1977 for the fourth year running as a
result of the net services and transfer outflows which offset the trade surplus
attributed to the rise in cocoa prices.

The non-oil-exporting countries of \oJest Asia appear to have recorded a
deterioration in the current account position in 1977 after containing their deficit
at an unchanged level the year before. Several countries in the region continued to
face internal and external imbalances arising from a delay in the implementation of
stabilization progr~mes. No major difficulties, however 9 were encountered in
financing the deficits since substantial flows of external assistance were made
available to these countries.

The current account deficit in South and East Asia is estimated to have risen
in 1977. Despite the increase, the combined deficit of the region for 1977 amounted
to less than half of the deficit recorded in 1975. The over-all improvement in the
balance-of-payments situation of this region between 1975 and 1976, which was mainly
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attributable to India, resulted from a combination of factors which included,
inter alia, the implementation of policies of financial restraint, the reduction
in food imports due to improved agricultural production resulting from favourable
weather conditions and the revival of export earnings coinciding with the cyclical
recovery of some industrial countries 0

Financing the deficits

Financing the sharply reduced current account deficit of the non-ail-exporting
developing countries was accommodated in 1976 and 1977, within the limits of the
funds made available by private banks and multilateral financial institutions. Some
of the middle~income non-oil-exporting developing countries (with ~er capita income
exceeding $265 in 1975) were able to secure loans from private and public sources
as well as credits from the International Monetary Fund 0 Other developing countries
have continued to encounter financing problems 0 In particular, the low-income
developing countries, which have virtually no access to international credit
markets, have depended almost exclusively on IMF credit, provided as balance-of
payments assistance, and on soft loans and grants made available for financing long
term projects and programmes (see table 1-10).

During the earlier period, from 1973 to 1975, an upsurge in the current account
deficit led to a rapid increase in the external borrowing of the developing
countries. However, as the current account position of these countries subsequently
improved, external borrowing continued beyond the level that was necessary to
finance the deficit. Thus, in 1976 non-oil-exporting developing countries had been
able to replenish their international reserves by some $11 billion and in 1977 they
increased their reserves by a further $9 billion.

The middle-income developing countries continued to borrow heavily on the
international financial markets. Thus their share of total Euro-currency market
borrowing stood at over 35 per cent in 1976, a little lower than in 1975 (see
table 1-11). In both 1976 and 1977, the level of borrowing by these countries is
estimated to have reached $10 billion.

The low-income developing countries have so far depended on the flow of ODA at
concessional terms, not only for the implementation of their development projects
but also for financing part of their year-to-year current account deficits.
Progress in the expansion of official development aid to developing countries,
however, has not been encouraging. During 1976, the flow of ODA to developing
countries from countries members of the Development Assistance Committee (DAC) and
of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) amounted to
$13.4 billion and showed virtually no change from the level recorded in 1975 (see
table 1-10). If the rate of inflation is taken into account, it becomes evident
that the flow of that assistance to the developing countries in real terms actually
declined in 1976. At 0.33 per cent of the combined GNP of donor countries, the
flow of ODA from countries members of OECD remained not only less than one half of
the International Development Strategy target of 0.7 per cent but also represented a
decline from the level of 0.36 per cent recorded in 1975. By the end of 1976, only
three countries - the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden - achieved or exceeded the
International Development Strategy target for ODA. By contrast, the ODA/GNP ratio
for the oil-exporting countries, despite a decrease in 1976, remained above
2 per cent, considerably higher than the International Development Strategy target.
While the available data on official aid for 1977 are not complete, preliminary
estimates indicate that the increase in the flow of these resources was marginal,
ranging from only $0.5 billion to $1 billion.



The total flow of resources from OECD to developing countries, which in
addition to ODA includes direct and portfolio investments, export credits extended
by official and private institutions and grants by private institutions, declined
marginally to $37.6 billion in 1976. As a ratio to OECD member countries' GNP, the
total net flow of resources to developing countries (including some higher~income

Mediterranean countries) declined from 1.05 per cent in 1975 to 0.97 per cent in
1976. For 1977, the ratio is expected to remain at the 1976 level. Thus it
appears that for the total flow of resources, the International Development
Strategy target of 1 per cent of GNP has more or less been achieved by the member
countries of OECD.

Net disbursements by members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries to developing countries amounted to $8.0 billion in 1976 compared to the
record level of $8.2 billion reached a year earlier. As a ratio to GNP, however,
net disbursements from OPEC member countries far exceeded the international target.
As to the transfer of resources from the socialist countries, the available
information is not complete. According to OECD sources, however, it appears that
the flow of resources from those countries has remained less than $1 billion per
year.

Official support to the non-oil-exporting developing countries by the
International Monetary Fund has played an important role in recent years. Net
drawings steadily increased from SDR 1.3 billion in 1974 to over SDR 1.9 billion in
1976. The recent trend, however, was sharply reversed in 1977 when net drawings
were replaced by a net repayment of SDR 0.3 billion (see table 1-12). Gross
drawings dropped sharply to SDrt 0.7 billion in 1977 compared to SDR 2.7 billion
recorded during 1976; and these drawings were accompanied by a record volume of
repayment by repurchase amounting to about SDR 1 billion in 1977 as against less
than SDR 0.8 billion in 1976. The net repayment was entirely the result of a record
net repayment to IMF by India.

Disbursement to the developing countries of the proceeds of IMF's gold sales
continued in 1977. By the end of the year, the equivalent of SDR 152.2 million had
been paid out to 36 eligible developing countries. With the termination of the oil
facility in May 1976, the IMF member countries have also agreed to establish a
supplementary facility for providing financial assistance to countries with large
payment imbalances. In 1977, 13 IMF member countries and the Swiss National Bank
expressed their willingness to lend a total of SDR 8.7 billion to IMF for the
purpose of financing that facility.

External debt and debt service

In the past several years there have been significant changes in the size and
structure of developing countries' outstanding external debt. The most important
development in this respect has been the rapid build-up of the external debts of
the non-oil-exporting countries. Following the upsurge in the price of oil and
other imports, the total disbursed debt of these countries increased at an average
annual rate of about 27 per cent between 1973 and 1975. During 1976, a further
increase of 19 per cent was recorded, raising their outstanding disbursed debt to
over $150 billion (see table 1-13). For 1977, preliminary estimates suggest that
the rate of increase may have again decelerated.

The oil-exporting countries also continued to borrow abroad but their debt
increased at a slower pace than that of the other developing countries. Thus,
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between 1973 and 1976, the external debts of the oil~eXIJorting countries increased
at less than 16 per cent per annum compared with a rate of about 22 per cent per
annum in the period 1967~1973.

A large part of the increase in debt of the non-oilo,exporting countries during
recent years has been accounted for by the middle-income developing countries 
countries whose income per capita in 1975 amounted to more than $265. Outstanding
debt of these countries-~than doubled between 1973 and 1976, amounting to
$119 billion in 1976. By contrast, the low~income developing countries (having a
per capita income of $265 or less) recorded a moderate increase of about
14 per cent per year.

fu.other change during this period was the rapid increase in debts at market
terms relative to debts at concessional terms. The share of outstanding debt at
market terms rose from 27 per cent in 1973 to 36 per cent in 1976 but the share of
debts at concessional terms (including ODA) declined from 34 per cent to
27 per cent.

Because of the change in debt structures as well as the ending of the grace
period on many debts acquired in the 1960s, total debt-service payments have
recently been increasing at a faster rate than outstanding debt. Debt-service
payments for developing countries as a whole increased at 25 per cent a year between
1973 and 1976 to reach $28 billion. For the non-oil-exporting developing countries,
payments on account of debt service in 1976 amounted to almost $22 billion~ which
was equal to about one fifth of their combined export earnings or more than three
fourths of their trade deficits in that year.

The middle-income non-oil~exportingdeveloping countries accounted for the bulk
of the debt-service payments because of their large share of debts at market terms.
The oil-exporting countries also had to meet rapidly rising debt-service payments.
The combined share of these two groups in the total debt-service payn~nts of
developing countries rose from 90 per cent in 1973 to 92 per cent in 1976. There
was a corresponding decline in the share of the low-income countries, reflecting
the fall in their share of the developing countries' total outstanding debt and
their increasing share of concessional aid. The debt-service payments of the low
income countries rose by less than $1 billion during the period 1973-1976, although
their total outstanding debt rose from $21 billion to $31 billion over the same
period. However, it should be noted that, at a level of $2.3 billion, the debt
service payments of these countries none the less amounted to the equivalent of
18 per cent of their exports in 1976. It is. in fact. in recognition of the
relatively high burden of debt service of the low~income countries that the Trade
and Development Board of the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development,
at its special session in March 1978, agreed, in principle, to a retroactive
adjustment of the terms of official debt which would enable these countries to
increase imports necessary for enlarging their development programmes.

Public debts originating from private sources have grown at a more rapid pace
than debts raised from official sources. During the period 1973-1976. the annual
rates of increase recorded were 26.8 per cent for debts owed to private sources and
15.7 per cent for those obtained from official sources. Thus, the share of debts
owed to official creditors in total outstanding disbursed debts of developing
countries declined from 55 per cent in 1973 to 48 per cent in 1976.
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The build-up of private syndicated loans to deveLoping countries had slowed dowy
during the first half of 1977 and began to pick up only in the third quarter of the
year. The principal borrowers during the year were Brazil, Mexico, Morocco and the
Republic of Korea and four oil-exporting countries, namely, Algeria, Ecuador,
Venezue].a and IrRn. 'T'h8Se L:uuntries, together with Argentina, Chile, Colombia,
reru, Lhe J:-'hilippines and Thailand, account for about three fourths of the debt
owed to foreign banks by the developing countries.

The use of bonds to raise international long~term loans has also been
increasing steadily in recent years, though by 1977 this source of funds still
constituted only about 20 per cent of the total loans obtained by the developing
countries from private international money markets. Brazil and Mexico, which have
hitherto floated bonds in their traditional United States market, secured access
during 1977 to the newly expanding Japanese capital market.

Recently, Governments of the lending countries have expressed some concern
regarding the risks of default of foreign borrowers and the consequences to the
international banking system. The exposure to additional risks of default of
debtors has also been pointed out by the United States Government in relation to
unguaranteed oversea loans. 20/ It was estimated that the United States banks had,
by the end of 1977, about $3S-billion of such unguaranteed loans outstanding to
developing countries and that more than half of these loans were short-term credits
with maturities of one year or less. In an attempt to reduce the risks of oversea
lending, the United States Government has proposed a formal interpretation of the
law that limits lending by national banks to foreign Governments and their agencies
to a maximum of 10 per cent of the total capital of each lending bank to any single
borrower. The proposed interpretation would establish a test to determine whether
each agency should be treated as a separate borrower or as part of the central
Government. It is difficult to predict whether the eventual implementation of the
new interpretation would seriously affect developing countries that borrow heavily
from United States banks. The risk of default by oversea borrowers has not been as
great as has been sometimes imagined in recent years. In fact, only about half a
dozen developing countries have so far been in serious debt-servicing difficulties.

However, the fear that some developing countries have accumulated external
debts which would be difficult to service has not been completely removed. The
debt-service ratio, 21/ which is often used as an indicator of the capacity of the
debtor countries to meet their contractual obligation, reached approximately
10 per cent during the period 1973-1976 for the developing countries as a whole.
For individual countries, however, there have been wide variations. Between 1973
and 1975 debt-service ratios rose rapidly in several developing countries, including
Argentina, Brazil, Central African Empire, Chile, Mauritania, Mexico, Pakistan,
Sri Lanka, the Sudan, Uganda, Uruguay and Zaire. But as export earnings improved
in 1976 and 1977, the debt-service ratios of most of these countries showed a
subsequent decline. For India and the RepUblic of Korea, the debt-service ratios
have declined steadily since 1972.

20/ They are so designated because risks are not assumed by a credit-worthy
agencY-in one of the leading industrial countries.

21/ The debt-service ratio is generally defined as the total repayments of
principal and payments of interest on external debt as a percentage of exports of
goods and non-factor services.
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The limitations of a single indicator like the debt-service ratio should,
however, be borne in mind. First, comparisons of single years may be misleading in
view of the lumping of debts in some years as well as the fluctuations in export
earnings. Secondly, and perhaps more importantly, the debt-service ratio may not
be adequate for a comparison of the debt-servicing capacities of different
countries. Indeed, there are several countries in the western hemisphere and East
Asia whose debt-servicing capacity has not been questioned despite their high debt
service ratio, On the other hand, some low-income countries with a relatively low
debt-service ratio have in some years been unable to meet their debt-repayment
commitments, Therefore it is the state of economic performance and the art of
management of debt that appear to determine ultimately the credit-worthiness of
individual countries,

Developing countries, as a group, have recently proposed a new definition for
the problem of external indebtedness, According to the proposal, the concept of
the prevalence of a debt problem, which had until then been linked to the
likelihood of default, would be replaced by a broader definition that would
identify the existence of a serious debt problem whenever the servicing of such
debt infringed on the country's capacity to ensure imports essential for
development, The proposed definition would place no less than 45 least developed
and most seriously affected countries among the group facing debt-servicing
difficulties.

The need for a selective approach to the issue of indebtedness based on the
level of income of the developing country involved has gained support in various
international forums in recent years. For the least developed countries and those
countries that have been most seriously affected by adverse economic conditions,
the objective would be to increase the net flow of official development assistance
and to grant a relief on official debts. On the other hand, the proposals for the
higher-income developing countries that have been made in those forums have focused
on the need for action towards the improvement in the structure of debt, including
the provision of official refinancing facilities and greater access to international
markets for long-term capital.
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The outlook for 1978

Aside from the great diversity in conditions among the developing countries and
the mUltiplicity of factors affecting their economies, the uncertainties surrounding
present world economic prospects make it difficult to assess with any accuracy the
economic outlook of these countries. Nevertheless, a number of indications suggest
that the realization in the current year of a growth rate comparable to that of 1977
is unlikely. Rather, some slowdown in growth is in prospect for 1978. For some
countries, the export-led growth of the recent past has lost momentum in the face of
sluggish world growth; for many countries, the uncertain export outlook will dictate
continued restraint on imports in view of their external debt obligations and their
need to protect their balance of payments.

The outlook for the different economic sectors shows some variation. In
agriculture, barring any unforeseen major crop failures, the outlook for 1978 is
mostly favourable. Production increases are forecast for wheat and coarse grains,
coffee, cocoa, tea, natural rubber and jute; however, the outlook for sugar and
cotton is mixed. With the exception of some West Asian and North African countries,
wheat and grain crops have benefited from generally favourable winter weather
conditions. In Brazil, however, a falling maize crop is forecast. Prospects for
the paddy crops appear to be satisfactory in Argentina, Colombia, Indonesia, Peru
and Sri Lanka but slightly less good in Brazil and poor in Malaysia and Thailand,
due to drought.

Industrial production inclUding m~n~ng is likely to grow at about the 1977 rate
or slightly below. ManUfacturing is expected to maintain its lead over mining,
While some export industries such as textiles which are affected by protectionist
measures will probably grow only marginally, if at all.

The external balance of the developing countries is projected to worsen in
1978. The improvement in the balance of payments of these countries in the last
couple of years seems to have temporarily come to an end. In contrast to the recent
decline in the size of their current account deficit, the non-oil developing
countries are expected to incur in 1978 a deficit several billion dollars greater
than that of 1977.

The projected deterioration in the external balance of the developing
countries is the expected consequence of a declining export growth and a slight loss
in terms of trade. Exports of major commodities will probably grow at a very
moderate rate. Some of the larger non-oil developing countries that made
substantial progress in restoring a sustainable external balance are expected
gradually to relax their restrictive import measures. The performance of the
different regions in respect of their external balances will be varied. The
western hemisphere, Africa and the countries of West Asia that are not members of
OPEC are expected to experience increased deficits.

While a large part of the current account deficit of the non-oil-exporting
developing countries will continue to be financed by capital inflow, several of
these countries are expected to find it necessary to draw on their international
currency reserves to finance part of their external deficits. The combined net
reserve holdings of these countries may, therefore, show only a marginal increase
in 1978 in contrast to the reserve build-up that took place in 1976 and 1977. Some
individual developing countries in the western hemisphere and in Africa will
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require additional credits from private and official sources in order to meet
rising deficits on current account of their balance of payments. Part of their
short-term obligations may also have to be rescheduled as they fall due. The IMF
Supplementary Financing Facility may~ if it becomes operational in time~ provide
additional balance-of-payment support from its $10 billion fund. Official
development assistance is likely to show only a marginal increase~ remaining around
the level of about $14 billion.

Debt-service payments are expected to increase by about 25 per cent as the
large debts incurred during the recent recession years mature in 1978. The total
amount of debt service for the developing countries as a whole is likely to reach
$40 billion in 1978 or double the amount recorded in 1974.

Some moderation in the rate of inflation is forecast for the developing
countries as a group in 1978~ though the change will not be dramatic. Food items~

which have been a major factor in the acceleration of the rate of inflation~ are
not expected to be in short supply. Thus their prices will exert relatively
limited pressure on the consumer price index. The prospective inflationary
situation varies between regions and indeed between countries. The oil~exporting

countries as well as the Latin American countries will continuel to register high
rates of inflation. Although a further moderation is projected for the latter
region~ some of it~ countries may experience a resurgence in inflation partially as
a result of the relaxation of anti-inflationary measures.
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Table I-I. Developin8 countries: agricultural production, 1971~1977

(Percentage change from precedinF year)

Region
Average

1971~~1976 1975 1976 1977 a/

Deve~op'iF_~countri~~£! 2.3 4.6 2.9

Africa . . . . 1.3 0.8 4.1
Latin Jhl1erica. 2.6 2.3 5.1
Near East 4.2 5.0 4.7
Far East . . . . . 2.4 7.6 0.7

Other developing: countries 1.5 1.6 2.4
---~------------_._-----~---'"

::-'.1

2.1

3.5

3.1

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on data supplied by the Food and Agricu:l..ture
Organization of the United Nations .

.'2:./ Preliminary.

£/ For details of the FAG regional grouping followed in the table see
introduction, table 2, foot-note c.

Table 1-2. Developing countries: food production, 1971-1977

(Percentage change from preceding year)

------_.._--

Region
Average

1971--1976 1975 1976 1977 a/

Deve~oping countries Q/

Africa . • .•

Latin .America

Near East

Far East ••

Other developing countries

2.7

1.4

3.0

~-.4

2.5

1.3

6.1

0.8

3.6

6.4

9.2

1.7

3.6 1.4

4.9 ~0.8

7.0 0.7

4.7 ~·o.6

0.7 3.5

2.5 3.2

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on data supplied by the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations.

a/ Preliminary.

bl For details of the FAa regional grouping followed in the table see
introduction? table 2, foot-note c.
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Table 1-3. Production of major agricultural commodities

COIDIDodity 1970 Percentage change from preceding year

and (millions Average
country group of tons) 1971-1976 1975 1976 1977 ?:!

Cereals:

Horld · · · · 1 212.8 3.4 2.3 7.9 -1.0

Developing countries 365.6 2.7 9.3 2.7 1.0

Rice (paddy) :

vTorld · · · · · · · · · 308.4 1.6 8.2 -2.9 3.8

Developing countries 162.7 2.0 12.9 -3.7 5.9

vJheat:

"ltVorld · · · · · · · · 318.6 4.9 -1.2 17.5 -7.2

Developing countries 64.5 7.1 12.5 17.1 -7.3

Coarse grains:

1iJorld · · · · · · · 585.8 3.6 1.3 8.3 0.4

Developing countries 138.4 1.7 3.6 2.8 0.4

Meat:

Horld · · · · · · · · · · 105.3 2.5 1.3 2.5 3.5
Developing countries 19.9 1.7 3.8 2.2 2.2

Sugar (raw) :

vJorld · · · · · · · · · 74.1 2.5 4.6 5.9 5.2

Developing countries 36.8 3.1 1.0 8.7 3.1

Coffee:

World · · · · · · · · · · 3.9 -0.2 -6.7 -18.6 20.2

Developing countries 3.9 -0.2 -6.7 -18.6 20.2

Cocoa:

Horld · · · · · · · · 1.5 -1. 5 4.0 -13.1 8.8

Developing countries 1.5 -1;5 4.0 -13.2 8.8

Tea:

Horld · · · · · · · · · 1.4 3.1 2.9 2.3 2.8

Developing countries 0.9 2.7 2.0 2.5 2.4
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Table I~3 (continued)

Commodity 1970 Percenta~hange from preceding year

and (millions Average
country group of tons) 1971-1976 1975 1976 1977 ~

Natural rubber:

World · · · · · · · · 2.9 3.4 -3.4 7.9 1.1

Developing countries 2.9 3.5 -3.2 7.9 1.0

Jute and sUbstitutes:

Iforld · · · · · · 3.6 3,4 -0.4 8.7 4.9

Developing countries 2.9 -0.3 -0.9 12.4 7.4

Cotton (lint):

World · · · · · · · · · 11.8 1.0 -10.8 -0.1 13.4

Developing countries 5.2 -1.0 -14.0 -7.8 16.9

'tIool (greasy) :

World · · · · · · 2.8 -1. 5 4.5 -2.3 -1.0

Developing countries 0.6 -0.4 2.3 1.4 1.9

Tobacco:

World · · · · · · · · 4.7 3.2 2.7 3.1 -0.1

Developing countries 1.8 3.8 -3.3 7.6 l~. 7

Soya beans:

World · · · · · · 46.5 5.6 21.1 10.0 24.2

Developing countries 2.8 31.6 22.2 9.2 16.0

Rape seed:

Horld · · · · · · · · 6.7 2.8 16.7 -11.2 1.8

Developing countries 2.1 4.6 24.8 -9.2 -15.6

Sunflower seed:

Horld · · · · · · 9.9 1.2 -14.2 8.0 13.5

Developing cou~tries 1.7 2.7 -8.4 32.0 -10.5

Ground-nuts (in shell) :

World · · · · · 18.3 0.2 11.8 -7.7 3.6

Developing countries 13.5 0.2 17.9 -9.2 4.9
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Table 1-3 (continued)

Commodity
ana.

country group

1970
(millions
of tons)

?e.!c~E~a~e ~hange_from-pre~_eding.~

Average
1971-1976 1975 1976 1977 ~

Palm oil:

Horld .

Developing countries

Potatoes:

Horld .

Developing countries

1.9
1.8

312.7

20.9

9.8
10.0

-LO

3.4

10.4

10.7

-3.6
5.6

5.9

5.8

1.2

3.7

1.4

1.4

4.9
6.8

--------------
So~: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the

United Nations Secretariat, based on data supplied by the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations.

~ Preliminary.
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Table 1-4. Developing countries: industrial production,
growth by country group, 1971-1977

(Percentage change fro~ corresponding period of preceding year)

Developing VTestern
Component and :period countries al hemisphere Asia ~

Industry "'pj

Average, 1971-1977 6.9 6.5 8.1
1975 · 1.0 0.9 1.4
1976 · · · · · · 8.8 6.2 11.9
1977 · · · · · · . 6.9 5.9 8.5

First quarter 5.3 3.1 8.4
Second quarter 5.8 6.0 6.2
Third quarter 7.1 8.0 6.5
Fourth quarter 9.2 6.1 12.4

Mining

Average, 1971-1977 4.3 1.0 7.3
1975 · -8.9 -6.6 -9.3
1976 · · · · · 9.8 2.3 12.4
1977 · · · · · · 6.8 3.6 8.4

First quarter 6.4 2.6 8.9
Second quarter 4.7 3.1 6.2
Third quarter 3.1 4.4 2.7
Fourth quarter 12.8 4.0 15.2

Manufacturing

Average, 1971-1977 . . 7.4 7.0 8.1
1975 · · · · · 3.2 1.2 6.3
1976 · · · · · · 8.4 6.6 11.7
1977 · · · · · · 6.8 6.0 8.2

First quarter 4.9 2.9 8.2
Second quarter 5.8 6.1 5.7
Third quarter 7.9 8.2 7.6
Fourth quarter 8.2 6.3 11.3

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of St~isti~.

al As defined in the introduction, table 1, except that Israel has been
included with the developed market economies and Turkey with the developing
countries.

b/ ISIC 2-4.
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Table 1-5. Developing countries: sources of change in money supply, 1976 and 1977 ~

Percentage of countries in which the order of importance
of the indicated factor in changing the supply of money in

1976 was 1977 wasDirection of change and
causative factor E! First Second Third First Second Third

Expansion

Foreign assets (net) . . . . 22 31 11 26 25 11

Claims on government (net) 24 32 20 24 26 14

Claims on private sector · 56 33 2 49 41 1

Contraction

H Foreign assets (net) . . · . . . . . 36 36 2
I
w Claims on government (net) 22 2 32 3 1ex>

Claims on private sector · 8 1 5 4

Sources: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat,
based on International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics (Washington, D.C.).

a/ Data for less than 12 months, in some cases.

b/ Based on the consolidated accounts of the monetary authorities and deposit banks.



Table 1-6. Developing countries: changes in consumer prices, 1975-1977

(Percentage change from preceding year)

Category and country ~ 1975

All items

1976 1977 .eJ 1975

Food

1976 1977 J?!

C01.u~!ries.. whose r§~e_,?fil)..!1at :i:9E.._~T~_~g_p~_c.ent__2l:.J:,~_~~_in .1-.2J7

Exp.~£~3:E_c:.~.ng less in:rlation~J.n.15)7L.:t.E.§-~_il?:197§, £!

Burma · · · . 31.6 25.8 -3.6 35.8 17.8 --9.8

Sierra Leone 19.9 17.1 6.4 23.2 17.4 ~5.6

Indonesia 19.0 19,9 9.3 20.5 22.1 fL9

Somalia · 19.3 14.1 7,0 23.2 16.1 8.6

Central African
Empire 16.1 10.5 5.9 15.0 8.9 4.8

St. Lucia · 17.8 9.5 5.6 34.9 -4.6 3.4

Madagascar · . . . 8.3 5.0 3.1 6.8 3.8 1.4

Fiji 13.0 11.4 7.0 12.3 3.2 7.5

Papua New Guinea 10,,5 7.7 5.0 7.2 4.1 4.9

Syrian Arab
Republic 16.1 14.8 9.8 18.9 l LI·.1 18.9

Bahamas 10.3 4.3 3.3 11. 7 2.9 2.1

Iraq 9.6 10.2 8.0 13.7 4.3 13.2

Dominica 18.3 10.9 9.1 18.0 10.6 7.4

Martinique 14.8 11.2 9.6 11. 7 9.4 ~9,8

~xp.~!)encing_~EJmil~!_!ate_..21.,Jnf1-...?,tion il1_~976 and.1977 £/

Venezuela · · 10.2 7.7 7.1 14.7 8.8 12.6

PaId stan 20.9 7.2 6.7 22.2 6.0 5.9

Sri Lanl:a · 6.8 1.2 1.2 7.7 -1.1 0.6

Netherlands
Antilles 15,5 5.3 5.3 23.1 5.7 5.9

United Republic of
Tanzania 26.1 6.9 7.0 30.6 ·~o. 2 6.2

Guyana 8.0 9.0 9.2 8. LI 13.8 9.2

GuadelouI1e 16.9 8.6 9.0 16.3 8.2 9.4

Reunion 13.0 8.8 9.6 12,4· 7.4 16.0

Conf:',o . 17.2 7.2 8.0 1'7.1+ 4,.8 8.3

Costa Rica 17.3 3.5 4.2 16.3 ~0.2 5.0

Liberia · · 13.6 5.6 6.7 15.4 -0.6 12.5
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Table I-6 (continued)

.All items Food

Category and country ~ 1975 1976 1977 E.! 1975 1976 1977 E.!

Experiencing a higher rate of inflation in 1977 than in 1976 ~

Hong Kong ..

Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya

Tunisia .

Honduras

Barbados

Bolivia

Malawi

Paraguay

Malaysia

Cape Verde

Chad

Panama

India .

Singapore .

Nepal ..

1.0

9.2

9.5

6.2

20.3

7.9

15.5

6.7

4.6

27.8

15.6

4.6

5.6

2.6

4.5

3.7

5.5

5.4

5.1

5.0

4.5

4.3

4.5

2.6

1.2

3.4

2.5

-7.8

-1.9

~2.2

5.4

8.2

9.1

8.4

8.4

9.3

9.4

10.0

5.8

3.1

9.2

8.6

7.8

3.2

9.0

-1.9

7.2

9.5

7.9

22.3

5.3

19.1

4.6

3.3

27.2

15.1

5.7

4.4

1.1

11.6

2.9

12.8

6.4

6.0

4.3

2.4

2.3

4.2

2.1

1.2

-2.3

9.6

-12.6

-6.1

- .5

6.5

17.7

7.1

10.9

8.5

9.9

10.9

1l.4

6.7

8.9

15.2

5.8

9.3

4.9

25.7

Countries whose rate of inflation was more than 10 per cent in 1977

Experiencing less inflation in 1977 than in 1976 ~

Saudi Arabia

Argentina

Chile

Niger

Ethiopia

Seychelles

Republic of Korea

Gambia

Mauritius

Bahrain .

Mauritania

34.6

182.8

374.7

9.1

6.5

18.6

25.4

26.0

14.7

16.1

11.9

31.6

444.1

211.9

23.6

28.5

14.9

15.3

17.0

13.4

14.9

14.4

1-40

11.6

176.0

92.0

14.0

16.7

10.2

10.6

12.4

10.3

11.9

12.1

187.6

359.7

-5.4

4.5

22.1

31.9

34.4

16.0

7.6

458.7

212.8

43.9

41.9

16.7

17.8

19.3

6.3

19.5

209.5

86.2

16.2

16.8

4.8

12.3

12.5

9.9

12.7



Table I~6 (continued)

Category and country .§/
'-"--"-'.'-"'--------

1975

}Ul items

1976 1977 pi 1975

Food

1976 19'T7

Peru . · 23.1 33.4 33.9 32.8 32.1 37 ,~i

Botswana 12.1 12.0 12.3 8.7 7.1 18,'7

Southern Rhodesia 10.0 11.6 11.9 12.5 8.8 11.lf

Surinam · · · · 8.3 10.1 10.4 7.3 9.9 7Jf

Zambia · · · · · 10.0 18.9 19.8 11.3 22.5 17.1

French Guiana · · · · 1'-1-.2 9.9 10.5 12.3 7.5 1-:1 1,.J 0-1

EY:J2.~.!_~encing_~.-E.i.:Bhe...r....I.~te ~_...i.:E.:t:!-ati0!1_in ..J:.2.'Il._tE.t1A._.i!1~1-976e)

Israel · · · 39.3 31.3 34.6 46.1 27.7 41.9

Philippines 6.8 9.2 10.3 5.2 9.2 11.6

Brazil · 30.2 35.2 39.3 29.2 34.5 35,8

Trinidad and Tobago 17.0 10.4 11.8 16.9 7.2 6.9

Guatemala 13.1 10.7 12.6 17.3 9.6 5.6

Uruguay · · · · 81.4 50.1 60.0 70.9 47.6 65.0

Kenya 18.4 8.4 10.3 21.0 6.8 11.13

Nigeria 31.7 21.8 28.6 42.9 25.2 111.2

Ecuador 15.3 10.7 14.5 18.6 9.5 18.5

Mexico · · · 15.0 15.8 22.0 12.6 12.'7 2)1-.0

Algeria 8.3 9.5 13.4 11.3 14.7 17.1

Jamaica 11.5 9.1 13.1 17.7 9.0 11. 5

United. Republic of
Cameroon 13.5 9.9 14.0 16.1 11.2 23.3

Egypt · · · · 9.1 10.3 14.6 12.1 Ilf .8 14.9

Morocco · · · · 1.9 8.5 12.6 7.6 10.2 13.8

Ghana. 41.2 52.5 80.0 36.7 64.1 103.6

Antigua 11.5 9.7 15.2 16.5 9.0 12.1

Lesotho 14.8 10.5 17.7 18 ,if 10.2 26.3

IiI Salvador 19.2 7.0 11.8 20.6 6.9 8.7

Colombia · · 25.1 17.4 30.0 31.0 16.9 36 ..~

Dominican Republic 14.5 7.8 15.2 1'7.7 ~2.8 16.8

Haiti · · · · · · 16.7 6.2 12.7 18.6 6.3 8.1
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Table 1-6 (continued)

All items Food

Category and country §/ 1975 1976 1977 bl 1975 1976 1977 E..!

Thailand 4.1 4.9 10.1 4.1 5.5 13.5

Jordan 12.0 15.0 31.1 15.7 21.9 44.1

Togo . 18.3 11.6 24.4 24.6 16.9 24.0

Ivory Coast 11.4 12.0 27.4 10.4 7.2 40.0

Kuwait 8.6 4.7 11. 7 13.1 7.4 11.7

Iran . . 12.8 11.3 29.5 12.2 6.9 17.5

Swaziland 12.1 6.4 18.6 -7.1 5.9 21.6

Nicaragua 7.5 2.9 11.3 7.7 1.2 13.6

Mozambique 3.3 4.5 18.0 11.7 8.1 26.1

Sudan 24.0 1.7 12.2 28.1 -1.8 11.6

Senegal 30.3 2.7 28.8 39.5 0.1 18.9

Afghanistan 10.0 0.5 11.7

Bangladesh . . . 24.4 -9.6 13.1 20.8 -19.5 13.6

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat based on United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics.

~ Within each group, countries are listed in ascending order of the degree
of acceleration as measured by the difference between the percentage increase in
1976 and the percentage increase in 1977.

E..! Based on figures for less than 12 months in some cases.

£! Based on a comparison of year-to-year changes in annual averages.
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Table 1-7. Developing countries: changes in retail food prices, ~ 1975-1977

Number of countries

Total . • . . • .

Percentage change from preceding year:

1975

89

1976

89

1977

89

H
I
.j::""
LA>

Negative . · · · · 2 12 3

0-9.9 · · · · · · . . 22 45 33

10-19.9 · · · · 37 19 35

20-39.9 . . · · . . . · 23 7 10

40 and over 5 6 8

Changes in food prices accelerated from
preceding year · · . · · · · · · · · · · 29 20 62

Changes in food prices were more or less the
same as in the preceding year · · · · · · · · 8 4 2

Changes in food pric es decelerated from
preceding year · · . · · · · · · · · · · · · 52 65 25

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies, based on United Nations, Monthly
Bulletin of Statistics.

a/ Based on annual changes in the food component of the consumer price index, except in 1911 for which
the comparison is between the months for which data were available with corresponding months of 1916.



Table 1-8, Developing countries: value of exports and Hr.-ports 5 1171~1977 f:i:./

Region and item
--------------
Developing countries:

1971 1975 1976 1977 pj
------------_..

1975 1976 1977 E!

-5.9 21.6 15,2
17.8 10.3 18.4

Exports .
Imports ,.

Balance .,

Oil-exporting countries: £/

Exports
Imports

Balance

Others:

60.8 204.1 248.2 286.1
63.7 191.7 211.4 250.2
~2.9 12.4 36.9 35.8

23.3 114.2 139.3 153.7
12.8 57.9 73.8 95.1
10.5 56.3 65.4 58.7

35 .L~

36.4
-7.4
59.9

22.0
27,5

Exports
Imports

Balance

Western hemisphere:

89.9 109,0 132,3
133.8 137,5 155.1
-43.9 -28.5 ~22,8

20,4
19,1

·.4.1
5.7

21.2
2.8

21.4
12.8

16.5 41. 7
20,0 55.3
-3.5 -13.6

Exports .
Imports. ..

Balance .

Oil-exporting countries: £/
Exports .
Imports .

Balance

3,8
3,3
0.5

11.5
8.4
3,1

12.7
10,0

2.7

56,3
61.7
-5.4

22.1
24,5

-17.9
25.4

14.1
3.6

10.3
18.6

18,3
7.6

Oth2rs:

Exports ,
Imports

Balance

12.7 30.3 34.9
16.7 46.9 47.3
-4,0 -16.6 ~12,4

19.1
18,4

-3.5
2.8

15.5
0.9

22.9
3,1



Table I~8 (continued)

Value Percentage change from
(billions of dollars) Average preceding year

Region and item 1971 1975 1976 1977 "'E! 1971-1977 "'E! 1975 1976 1977 "'E!

Africa:

Exports · 13.3 34.4 40.6 49.5 20.8 -10.2 17.8 22.1
Imports 12.8 38.3 40.2 49.9 24.0 34.7 5.0 24.1

Balance . 0.5 -3.9 0.4 -0.4

Oil-exporting countries: :=J
Exports 5.7 19.5 25.1 29.0 27.8 -10.4 29.2 15.4
Imports · 3.5 15.9 19.1 25.2 35.8 60.2 19.9 32.1
Balance · 2.2 3.6 6.0 3.8

Others:

Exports · 7.6 15.0 15.4 20.5 14.5 -10.0 3.0 33.0
H Imports 9.2 22.4 21.1 24.7 17.2 20.9 -5.6 17.0
I Balance -1.6 -7.4 -5.7 -4.2+:-

\Jl

~Test Asia:

Exports · . 14.3 81. 7 99.1 107.4 39.7 -4.9 21.3 8.5
Imports · 9.1 41.1 51.3 64.7 35.1 52.2 24.9 26.0

Balance 5.2 40.6 47.8 42.7

Oil-exporting countries: !J
Exports 12.5 76.1 92.9 100.5 41.6 -5.0 22.1 8.2
Imports · 4.8 28.8 39.1 49.5 42.7 83.2 35.8 26.8

Balance 7.7 47.3 53.8 51.0

Others:

Exports 1.8 5.5 6.2 6.9 21. 5 -3.2 11.0 11.9
Imports · 4.3 12.3 12.2 15.1 22.0 9.1 ~0.7 23.4

Balance -2.5 ~6.8 -6.0 -8.2



Table 1-8 (continued)

Value
__ (billions 0.[ doll~~~_)_

Percentage change from
preceding year

Region and item 1971 1975 1976 1977 "E./
Average

1971<-1977 b/ 1975 1976 1977 "E!

South and East Asia:
._--_.__._._---,_.--_.._----,----_._-----~-----_ ...

Exports •
Imports

Balance . .

46.3
57.0
~10.7

61.0
62.5
~1.5

72.8
73.9
-1.1

25.3
20.7

31.9
9.7

19.2
18.2

Oil-exporting countries: E./
Exports · 1.2 7.1 8.5 10.8
Imports · 1.1 4.8 5.6 7.4

Balance . 0.1 2.3 2.9 3.4

Others:

Exports · 15.5 39.2 52.5 62.0
H Imports · . 20.7 52.2 56.9 66.5
u Balance -5.2 ~13.0 -4.4 -4.5-l="'
0\

37.6
33.1

23.8
19.7

..4.6
24.2

-2.2
2.1

20.3
18.9

34.0
8,8

26.2
30.3

-----_._-~_._---_._-_._-----_.-

Source: Centre for Development Planning~ Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat,
based-on International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statisti<:~ (T,Tashington 9 D. C.) .

~ Exports f.o.b.; imports c.i.f.

E! Preliminary,

c/ ~lestern hemisphere: Ecuador 9 Trinidad and Tobago, and Venezuela; Africa: Algeria, Gabon, Libyan
Arab Jamahiriya and Nigeria; West Asia: Bahrain, Iran, Iraq~ Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia 9 United Arab
Emirates; South and East Asia: Brunei and Indonesia.



Table 1->9. Deve10pj ng countries: balance~of>".payments SUII1mary.
1974-1977 a/

(Billions of dollars)

Country group
and year

Balance of
trade b/

Balance of
services

and
private

transfers sJ

Balance
on

current
account

Net Change
capital in
flow.?J rC[lc.!'V8S

.!?.~Y~~9J2i!:1g count.!i~

1974 .
1975
1976
1977
Oil~exporting

Sle\Celopi!·:Y3.
countries

1971~ .
1975
1976 .
1977

Non-oil-exportin~

Sieveloping
countries

1974
1975
1976
1977 .

Western hemisphere

1974
1975
1976
1977 .

Africa

1974 .
1975
1976 .
1977

\Jest Asia

1974
1975
1976 .
1977

55.4
12 .l~

36.9
35.8

87 .0
56.3
65.4
58.7

~32.8

-43.9
-28.5
-22.8

~14.2

-16.6
-12.4
-5.8

-1.9
-7.4
-5.7
-4.2

-5.6
-6.8
--6.1
-8.2

~16.3

~15.9

-21.7

~19.6

~21.6

-24.4

3.3
5.7
2.7

1.1
0.3
1.1

-1.4

·-2.0
-~o. 6
-1.2

2.7
2.8
2.1

37.9
-3.5
15.2

67.4
34.7
41.0

--29.5
-38.2
-25.8

-13.1
-16.3
"':11.2
-7.2 ~

~·3.9

-3.0
-6.9

-2.9
-4.0
-4.0

-2.9
11.5

4.1

-34.7
-25.2
-32.6

31.8
36.7
36.7

12.5
14.2
15.9
10.0

3.4
4.5
4.5

35.0
8.0

19.3
21. 5

32.7
9.5
8.4

12.4

2.3
-1.5
10.9
9.1

->0.6
-2.1
l~. 7
2.8

0.3
-0.3
0.4
0.8

0.5
0.5
0.5
1.2

foot-notes-Oi1- follouin'g pager------·------
1·,47

euuth ..and East Asia

1974 -11.1
1975 . . . . . .. -13.0
1976 . . . . . .. -4.4

__---191l_·~__~.__:..._._._':...-__ -4.5
(Source and

1.5
3.1
0.7

-9.6
-9.9
-3.7

11. 7
10.4

9.2

2.1
0.5
5.5
4.2



(Source and foot~notes to table 1-9)

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on International Monetary Fund, Annual
Report, 1977 and International Financial Statistics (vTashington, DC). -

~ Data for 1977 are preliminary.

~/ Exports, f.o.b. minus imports, c.i.f.

£/ The balance of services and private transfers is computed as the difference
between the trade balance and the current account balance.

i/ Net capital inflow is computed residually as the difference between the
balance financed by transaction in reserve assets and the current account balance.
It includes government transfers, reported capital movement and errors and
omissions.

~ Preliminary estimates by the Economic Commission for Latin America.
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Table I~lO. Developinc countries: net flow of resources to
developing countries; 1974~l976 (disbursements)

(r.lillions of dollars)

Item 1974 1975 1976

Total flow of resources . .

Excluding southern Europe ~

OPEC countries

Socialist countries ~

DAC countries 9 net flovTs

Excluding southern Europe ~

Official development assistance

Excluding southern Europe §J, ,
Bilateral grants

Bilateral loons at concessional
terms . , , . . . 0 •

Contribution to multilateral
institutions

Other official flows

Private flo"rs . ,

Direct investment

Bilateral portfolio

Multilateral portfolio

Export credit . .

Grants by private voluntary
agencies . , . 0 ,

35 035

32 84·8

5 952
1 100

27 983

25 796

11 317

11 179

5 336

2 921

3 060

2 183

13 266

7 060

3 795
~70

2 481

1 217

L~9 382 L,9 080

46 676 l~6 215

8 l61.~ T 955
840 620

4·0 378 40 505

37 671 37 61.~0

13 585 13 656

13 423 13 376

6 268 6 529

3 547 2 966

3 770 h 161

3 023 3 305

22 428 22 186

10 494 7 593

5 239 6 073

2 553 3 097

4 ll~2 5 424

1. 342 1 358
---- ..------_._-------_._-.-

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on Organisation for Economic Co~operation and
Development, pevelopment Co~oper~tiQ~97.~eview(Paris).

a/ Excluding figures for seven more-advanced countries of southern Europe
which are classified as developing countries by OECD and the Horld Bank. These
countries include Cyprus, Greece, r1alta, Portugal, Spain, Turkey and Yugoslavia,



Table I-II. Developing countries: use of international bonds and Euro-currency
credit markets, 1975-1977

(Millions of dollars)

International bonds al Euro-currency credits

Country 1975 1976 1977 bl 1975 1976 1977 E!
Developing countries c/ • · · · · . . . 791 1 840 3 831 10 794 13 658 15 038

Non-oil exporting countries . 723 1 701 3 060 7 581 10 222 10 107

Oil-exporting countries 68 139 771 3 213 3 436 4 931

Algeria • · · · · · 35 109 172 500 636 500
Ecuador • 28 55 17 417
Gabon. · · 15 30 79 20
Indonesia. · 18 1 608 498 88
Iran · · · · · · · 30 81 245 932 1 210
Iraq · · · · · · · 500

H United ftxab Emirates · · · · 42 6 175 815
I Venezuela. 438 200 1 099 1 650V1 ·0 Others d/..• 10 69 231· · · · · · ·

Upper middle-income . 661 1 171 2 790 6 495 7 265 6 866

Argentina . 16 43 34 896 643
Brazil 35 193 834 2 120 3 268 2 232
Chile • · 53 125 302
Colombia 117 110 43
Hong Kong · · · · 25 128 543 85 8
Israel · · · · 245 351 297
Jamaica • · · 103 15 32
Malaysia • · · · · . 10 43 425 200 230
Mexico 270 428 1 263 2 166 1 963 2 632
Panama · · · · 14 27 115 152 147
Peru · 434 350 91
Singapore 12 175 155
Uruguay . · 130 82 60
Zambia 160
Others e/ . 5 49 148 19 446



Table I-II (continued)

International bonds a/

H
I
VI
I-'

Country

Lower middle-income countries

Bolivia ..
Egypt . • . .
El Salvador
Ivory Coast
Morocco . . •
Philippines .
Republic of Korea
Thailand
United Republic of Cameroon
Others !J ...

Low-income countries

Sudan . • •
Zaire ...
Others £! .

1975

53

28

25

9

9

1976

530

10
45

367
59

1977 E!

270

15

28
130

72

25

Euro-currency credits

1975 1976 1977 E!

959 2 923 3 016

90 161 100
100 250

45 7
50 175 226

200 389 670
223 852 677
326 1 062 593

5 100 182
67 15

20 10 303

127 34 225

53 19
28
46 15 225

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat,
based on information furnished by the World Bank.

a/ Including foreign bonds.

E! Preliminary.

c/ Non-oil-exporting countries are grouped according to per capita income for 1975, upper middle income
being-above $520, lower middle income, $265 to $52C and low income, below $265.

£/ Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and Trinidad and Tobago.

y Bahamas, Costa Rica, Fiji, Guatemala, Guyana, Lebanon, Mauritius, Nicaragua and Tunisia.

!J Honduras, Jordan, Liberia, Papua New Guinea, Senegal and Congo.

£! Burma, India, Malawi, the Niger, Pakistan and Viet Nam.



TobIe I·~12. Use of H1F credit !!:l 1974~1977

(Millions of SDR)

Hec;ion 1974 1975 1976 1971

Western hemisphere

i)est Asia

South and East Asia

2 033 3 489 5 241 4 952

2 033 3 489 5 241 4 952

398 817 1 695 1 561

385 622 1 111 1 224

118 232 322 322

1 203 I 818 2 113 1 839
.-._~.-~_. --•._-----_._---_._----_......---_.._-_._---_..._--------------_._-~_._---

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United rf2'et[ons Secretaria.t, based on International Monetary Fund, International
.~ .. • l C.L " t' (T:' h . n+ DC )
}'~!:!:@c..l!-2la..L....:::..~_~~~~2:..~~"!as J.nbuon, .

~I Use of IMF credit is cur.mlatively equal to the sum of net drawings on the
credit tranche~ compensatory drawing, oil facility and the extended facility.
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Table 1-13. External disbursed debt outstanding and debt service
of developing countries, 1973-1976

(Billions of dollars)

Debt service

Item and country group 1973 1974 1975 1976 1973 1974 1975 1976
---

Total external debt (disbursed)

Developing countries a/ 101.0 125.1 155.0 185.1 14.4 18.2 22.8 28.1

Oil-exporting countries , 22.4 24.4 28.8 34.6 3.0 4.0 5.2 6.4

Non-oil-exporting
developing countries 78.6 100.7 126,2 150.5 11.4 14.2 17 .6 21.7

Low-income developing
countries (1975
per capita income $265
or less), , · . 21.1 23.7 27.7 31.4 1.4 1.7 2.1 2.3

Other developing
countries (1975
per capita income
above $265) . · 57.5 77 .0 98.5 119.1 10.0 12,5 15.5 19.4

Total external public debt (disbursed)

77 developing countries £! 74.2 89.9 108.8 136.9 9.5 11.3 12.7 15.0

9 oil-exporting countries 15.9 17.9 20,9 27.9 2,0 3.0 2.7 3.0

68 non~oil-exporting

countries . . · . . . . 58.3 72.0 87.9 109,0 7.5 8.3 10.0 12.0

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development, Development Co-operation, 1976 and ibid" 1977 (Paris).

§/ The debt statistics are based on OECD/World Bank expanded reporting system,
as reported by creditors on some 130 developing countries. The figures differ from
the vTorld Bank reports not only on account of the number of countries covered but
also because of the inclusion of additional items such as export credits reported
by creditors other than suppliers! credits, and private credits which are not
guaranteed in the debtor country.

E! The data are from the World Bank Debtor Reporting System; they refer to
public and publicly guaranteed debt of 77 developing countries.
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Chapter II

THE DEVELOPED MARKET ECONOMIES

Summary

The recovery of economic activity in the developed market economies from the
worst recession since the Great Depression experienced a serious setback during
1977. Gro,~h rates of aggregate output and industrial production declined steadily
during the year. The slowdown in economic growth follows generally unsatisfactory
rates of economic expansion since 1975, especially when the depth of the recent
recession is taken into account. Among the major industrial countries, only the
United States of America and Japan were able to maintain relatively strong rates of
expansion and even these countries experienced declining growth rates as the year
wore on.

The failure of the recovery to become self-sustaining can be attributed to the
disappointing performance of gross fixed investment. The recovery has not been
strong enough to effect a significant reduction in underutilized capacity and
induce a pickup in investment expenditures. Cautious economic policies in most
countries, and even strongly deflationary policies in some countries, have
dampened aggregate demand and caused uncertainty about future policy. In addition,
the recovery of business profit margins does not appear to have been strong enough
to generate confidence about the future course of profits; profit margins may even
have shrunk during 1977.

As a consequence of the sluggishness of aggregate demand, capacity utilization
dropped further and unemployment continued to grow even to higher levels than during
the trough of the recession. In E~ope, for the first time in a recovery period,
industrial employment actually declined.

Some progress was made on the inflation front during 1977, particularly in the
second half of the year. As a consequence of lower prices for food and industrial
materials, inflation, as measured by either the consumer or wholesale price indices,
eased in the second half of the year. Although wage rates tended to grow at lower
rates than in previous years, substantially reduced productivity gains caused unit
labour costs to grow faster in 1977.

The balance-of-payments adjustment process in the developed market economies
worked poorly during 1977 and imposed a deflationary bias on the entire world
economy. On the one hand, current account deficits in Canada, France, Italy, the
United Kingdom, and most of the smaller developed market economies dictated stringent
domestic demand policies. These policies worked to some extent; the major countries
either reduced their deficits (on trade, in the case of Canada, and on trade and
current account in the case of France) or went into current account surplus (Italy
and'the United Kingdom). On the other hand, owing to fears of inflation, the
major surplus countries (the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, Switzerland and,
to some extent, the Netherlands) were reluctant to reflate in order to reduce
their surpluses. Hence, there has been a marked aSYmmetry in the adjustment
process. While the deficit countries have eventually been forced to adjust and
contract demand, there have been no endogenous forces in the surplus countries
making them reflate and absorb more imports.
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One of the major changes in external positions during 1977 was the swing into
deficit of the United States current account, due to a sharp worsening of the trade
deficit. The basic causes for this development were a surge in petroleum imports
and the different cyclical position of the United States economy vis-a-vis its
major trading partners.

The pattern of external imbalances gave rise to sharp exchange rate movements,
particularly towards the end of the year and at the beginning of 1978. While the
United States dollar depreciated somewhat, the yen, the deutsche mark and the Swiss
franc rose sharply in effective terms. For reasons discussed below, in the
absence of policies to revive the world economy it is doubtful that exchange rate
changes alone can correct the fundamental imbalances. In fact, the trade and
current account surpluses of the Federal Republic of Germany and Japan and the
deficits in the United States external accounts are expected to remain large in
1978.

Stagnating aggregate demand and worsening unemployment have prompted
Governments to adopt protectionist measures in a large number of countries. The
affected industries have been textiles, foot-wear, steel, automobiles, shipbuilding
and electronics. IVhile most of the measures taken have been aimed at imports from
other developed market economies, imports from developing countries, partiCUlarly
in Asia and Latin America, have also suffered. At present, these measures have
affected only a relatively small proportion of world trade; however, if current
deflationary forces are not checked in time, demands for protection from labour
and management may prove hard for Governments to resist. Further and more drastic
protective import restraints could aggravate the economic slowdown already in
progress.

A somewhat more reflationary policy posture, especially in the countries
experiencing a marked slowdown, may induce the rise in investment expenditures
needed to revive the economic expansion without re-igniting inflationary pressures.
The large reserves of unemployed labour and spare ca~acity, both in industry and in
the raw materials sector, would suggest that a faster expansion can be accommodated
without generating sharp wage or price increases.

Trends in aggregate output, industry and agriculture

The recovery from the recession of 1973-1975, which had begun during the
course of 1975, progressively lost momentum in practically all developed market
economies during 1977. As can be seen in the accompanying table, which shows rates
of growth of GDP for the developed market economies as a whole and for major
subgroups of countries, the combined rate of growth of GDP for the developed market
economies in 1977 is estimated to have been marginally above 3.5 per cent, which
compares unfavourably with the 5.2 per cent growth recorded in 1976. GDP growth
rates for individual countries are shown in table II-I. The sharp deceleration
in output which appears to have taken place in the second half of 1977, both in
the aggregate and in most individual countries, raises serious doubts as to whether
the process of recovery from recession will be sustained. In fact, if present
trends continue it would appear that all countries, perhaps with the exception
of the United States of America, may now be entering a down phase in the business
cycle.
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Sources: See table II~l.

~ Canada 5 France, Germany, Federal Republic of, Italy, Japan, United Kingdom
and the United States of America.

"E/ Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland. Luxembourg. Netherlands, IlJorway.
Sweden &~d Switzerland.

~ Australia, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, New Zealand, Portugal, South Africa,
Spain and Turkey.

9J Preliminary estimate based on partial data.

Up to the time of writing, the recovery has been stronger in the major
industrial countries than in the smaller countries. In 1976 almost all countries
recorded GDP grov~h rates above or close to 5 per cent. However, the figures on
quarterly growth rates, shown in the accompanying table, reveal a clear do,vnward
trend in the grov~h rates of most countries. On a quarterly basis, output in the
major industrial countries tended to decelerate steadily throughout 1976. After
a rise in the growth rates of a number of countries in the first quarter of 1977
(Ca.nada, France, Japan and the United States of America), the dowmrard trend in
growth rates resumed in the second quarter. For the year as a whole, only in
the United States of America and Japan did growth rates maintain their momentum
to some extent and even these countries registered declining quarterly growth
rates. According to preliminary data, some improvement in growth rates took place
in the fourth quarter in the Federal Republic of Germany and Ja~an, perhaps as a
result of relaxation of fiscal policies during the course of the year. However,
given the current world economic situation, and particularly the appreciation of
the yen and the mark, it is uncertain whether these rates can be maintained into
1978.
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Major industrial countries: rates of growth of real gross national product, §/
by quarter, 1976-1977

(Percentage change from preceding quarter, seasonally adjusted, at annual rates)

1976 1977

First Second Third Fourth First Second Third Fourth----
quarter quarter quarter quarter quarter quarter quarter quarter

Canada 13.3 3.5 -1. 3 -0.8 6.9 -1.0 5.3
France 6.5 4.1 1.3 1.3 9.3 -2.1 0.8

Germany, Federal
Republic of 8.9 4.0 1.0 5.8 3.9 -0.8 -0.4 5.3

Italy 10.0 5.5 1.0 7.6 7.5 -9.9 -2.4
Japan 9.5 6.0 1.6 3.4 8.8 6.8 1.8 4.2

United Kingdom !d 5.3 0.4 -0.4 6.0 1.1 -4.3 3.0 0.7

United States of America 8.8 5.0 3.9 1.2 7.5 6.2 5.1 3.8
H
H
I
+:""

Sources: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics; Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development, Quarterly National Accounts Bulletin; United Kingdom,
Central StatistiCal Office,Monthly Digest of Statistics; France, Institut national de la statistique
et des etudes economiques, Tendances.de la conjoncture.

~ Except for France, Italy and the United Kingdom, which refer to gross domestic product.

E/ At factor cost, based on output data.



During this recovery the rates of growth recorded by the smaller industrial
countries and by the primary producing countries have been very modest, In fact,
in most of these countries the recovery has either not yet taken hold or appears
to be giving way to fresh recessionary trends. With the exception of Switzerland
and the Netherlands, these countries are suffering from high and stubborn rates
of inflation and payments deficits, which have dictated the maintenance of
restrictive economic policies. To some extent, these internal and external
imbalances are the legacy of the recession. With a feliT exceptions, Governments
attempted to maintain the levels of aggregate demand and employment through
relatively expansionary economic policies at a time IiThen the pace of economic
activity in the major industrial countries liTas falling sharply. As a consequence,
the smaller countries ran up large deficits in the current account of the balance
of payments and experienced accelerating inflation rates. Therefore, while most
of the large industrial countries liTere in a position to institute relatively
expansionary policies in 1975 and early 1976, the Governments of the smaller
countries had no option but to tighten demand-management policies.

An additional factor explaining the virtual stagnation of the smaller
developed market economies is the export picture. In these countries, the export
sector represents a large share of total production and exports to the major
industrial countries are particularly important. Therefore the sloliTdown in
economic growth in the larger economies in the second half of 1976, and later in
the course of 1977, had an adverse impact on the growth rates of the smaller
economies.

The declining strength of the recovery throughout 1976 and 1977, particularly
in the latter year, is also clearly in evidence IiThen examining the grov~h of
industrial production, sholiTn in the accompanying table (for individual country
grolVth rates see table 11-2). For the developed market economies as a IiThole and
for the major industrial countries the growth of industrial production peaked in
the second quarter of 1976 (on a year-to~year basis) and since then quarterly growtl
rates have shown a clear downliTard trend. In the smaller developed market economies,
industrial production did not recover from the recession until liTell into 1976 and
growth rates in the smaller industrial countries liTere negligible in 1977. In some
of the primary producing countries the pace of the recovery in industrial
production appears to have been maintained in 1977; however, a number of countries
experienced negative or very sluggish quarter-to-quarter increases in production.

As shown in table IT-3, industrial production trends varied considerably
between major regions. While a strong deceleration of output liTas clearly in
evidence in Japan and Western Europe, production remained considerably stronger
in North America, although a downliTard trend is also discernible in the latter
region. In Western Europe industrial production during the third quarter of 1977
was at about the same level as a year before, having experienced tliTO quarters of
absolute declines.

Although the agricultural sector represents a small share of aggregate output
in the developed market economies and therefore does not make a significant
contribution to over-all growth rates, trends in agricultural production,
particularly food, are important determinants of liTorld food security and influence

\ the evolution of prices. As shown in the accompanying table, the rate of growth
.. of production in 1977 was someliThat higher than in 1976/ and both food and
agricultural production increased by about 3 per cent/over 1976. As a reslut of
good liTeather after tliTO years of drought, there liTas a.:recovery in agricultural
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Developed market economies: rates of chaDl~~jn

industrial production, 1915-1977

P~rcenta~e change from
preceding year

1975

1976

1977

fercentage change from
corresponding quarter
of preceding year

1976:

.Developed
market----economies

-8.0

8.9

3.9 ~

Ma,ior
indUStrial

countries §:./

-8.4

9.6

3.9

Other
in~8trinl

countries EJ

-6.4

3.9

0.9 ~

Prirrar:y:
producing

£ountries !V

-5.6

5.5

First quarter

Second quarter

Third quarter

Fourth quarter

1977:

first quarter

Second quarter

Third quarter

Fourth quarter

Source: See table II-2.

8.2 9.2 1.3

10.7 11.4 5.3 5.8

9.5 9.6 7.2 8.2

7.7 8.1 3.8 6.6

5.7 5.7 3.6 12.0

3.9 4.1 0.1 7.2
2.8 3.0 -1.1 7.4 Y

2.8

a/ Canada~ France. Germany, Federal Republic of. Italy, Japan, United Kingdom.
United states of A.rnerica.

b/ Austria~ Belgium, Finland~ Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden,
Switzerland.

£! Australia, Greece. Ireland. Portugal. Spain.

~ Preliminary estimate based on partial data.
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production in Western Europe. Production gains were also recorded in North America
8.nd in the otller c.evclored market economies, particularly in Japan, but output
fell sharply in Oceania as a result of adverse weath€r.

Developed market economies: agricultural production, 1974-1977

(1961-1965 = 100)

1974 1975 1976 1977 ~

Developed market economies 124 129 131 135
North America EI 120 129 133 139
Western Europe £/ 129 128 127 129
Oceania gj 120 129 135 129
Other developed countries !:.../ 134 137 133 143

Source: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations.

~ Preliminary estimates.

E! Canada and United States of America.

~/ Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Federal RepUblic of,
Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Malta, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom and Yugoslavia.

gj Australia and New Zealand.

~ Israel, Japan and South Africa.

In spite of a reduction in land utilization, the output of cereals (wheat,
rice and ~oarse grains) increased by 2.5 per cent due to generally favourable
weather conditions and increased use of fertilizer which resulted in substantial
improvements in. yield. The gains were realized in Western Europe and Japan. In
North America output was practically unchanged, after two years of record crops.
In Oceania cereal output declined, due partly to reduced plantings and partly to
unfavourable weather conditions which affected wheat output in particular.

The increase in cereal output consisted mainly of increases in the output of
coarse grains. The output of rice, which constitutes a relatively small proportion
of total cereal production, increased, but that of wh3at declined by 8.5 per cent.
The North American output of wheat (which accounts for about half of total wheat
production in the developed market economies) declined by about 10 per cent due
mainly to reductions in the acreage harvested induced by low prices and to adverse
weather conditions which were responsible for productivity declines. On the other
hand, total production of coarse grains in the developed market economies increased
by 7.7 per cent.

Following two good grain crops in succession in important growing and consuming
countries, which reduced world import demand for grains, stocks of wheat and coarse
grains increased by about 50 per cent in the major exporting developed market
economies, reflecting roughly the same percentage increase in both wheat and coarse
grains. Carry-over cereal stocks at the end of the 1976/77 crop year were at their
highest levels since 1973.
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As a result of an improved supply situation, wholesale prices for agricultural
products decelerated in most countries and actually declined in some of them.
International cereal prices in particular declined SUbstantially. Output declines
and policy developments in the United States of America could alter the balance
between demand and supply of cereals and reverse the downward trend of cereal prices
in recent years. In fact, cereal prices did show evidence of firming up in the last
quarter of 1977. In August 1977 the United States Government announced the
re-establishment of a voluntary acreage set~aside scheme for wheat and coarse grains
and a plan to set up a grain reserve of 30 million to 35 million tons, Under the set~

aside programme for 1978~ a fairly substantial reduction in the acreage planted to
wheat and coarse grains is envisaged, It is estimated that as a result of this
programme wheat and coarse grain output may be reduced by 20 million tons,

phanges in major components of demand

A major factor explaining the sluggishness of the recovery and the slackening
of grovrth rates in 1977 was the behaviour of gross fixed capital formation. In
contrast to past recoveries from recession, fixed investment has failed to rise at
rates high enough to sustain the ups'l¥"ing. As can be seen in table II."J~. which
shows rates of growth of real GDP by demand component in the major industrial
countries, the rates of change of gross fixed investment in 1976 and the first half
of 1977 were disappointingly low in most countries and a weakening in the growth
rates of real gross fixed investment is in evidence in all major industrial
countries with the exception of the United States of America and Japan.

The depressed state of investment expenditures is more clearly in evidence
when the data on investment by the private sector are considered. These data are
shown in table II~5. The rates of growth of both residential construction and
non~residential fixed investment have been weak in all countries for which data
are available. particularly when compared with the very large declines that took
place during the recession. Moreover, the rates of growth of investment appear
to have peaked in 1976. Preliminary estimates indicate lower rates of expansion
for fixed investment in 1977 than in 1976 in all countries except Japan and the
United States of America. and even in these countries private investment appears
to have been growing at deClining rates in the second half of,the year. With the
exception of Canada, in the first half of 1977 the level of gross fixed capital
formation in the private sector was lower than at its 1973 peak.

The causes for the disappointing performance of fixed investment are complex.
In the first place. the recovery of demand has not been strong enough to mop up
existing under-utilized capacity and induce new investments. In fact, in most
countries, especially in Europe, the capacity utilization indices pointed downward
in the first three quarters of 1977. Although some existing capacity has been
rendered obsolete by the increase in energy prices since late 1973, the
persistently high rates of under-utilization have undoubtedly discouraged a strong
upsurge of investment.

Secondly, there are indications that profit margins have not recovered
sufficiently from their recession lows and that the recovery of profits in 1976
may have been reversed in the course of 1977.

Although the data on profits are scanty, changes in profit margins can be
inferred by looking at the behaviour of wholesale prices relative to unit labolIT
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costs and the prices of raw materials. During the recession, profit margins
contracted sharply. On the one hand, input prices rose very rapidly as a result of
the quadrupling of petroleum prices and the commodity boom of 1972~1974. On the
other hand, unit labour costs rose faster than wholesale prices in most countries"
due to continuing wage pressures (perhaps in response to actual or anticipated 
inflation) and sharp reductions in labour productivity. A cyclical rebound in
profit margins appears to have taken place in 1976. Owing to strong gains in labour
productivity and a moderation in wage settlements, unit labour costs rose
substantially less than prices. However, by the second quarter of 1977 there were
signs that this relationship between prices and labour costs was beginning to
reverse itself, as productivity gains began to be exhausted. It is quite
possible that the slow recovery has had some dampening effect on price increases
and business firms probably granted wage increases in the expectation that price
inflation would be greater than the rates that were actually experienced.

The shrinkage in profit margins that is likely to have taken place in 1977,
coming on the heels of what must have been an insufficient recovery in 1975 and
1976, !I may be a factor explaining the stagnation of investment in most countries.
Although there is no necessary correlation between changes in profits and
investment, the evolution of profit margins since the recession is likely to have
given rise to pessimistic expectations about the future course of profits,
especially in light of the deteriorating aggregate demand picture and the reluctance
of many Governments to reflate.

A third factor that may account for the behaviour of private investment during
this recovery is uncertainty regarding economic policy. As mentioned above, most
Governments have adopted restrictive economic policies and are showing a greater
concern over internal and external imbalances than for reviving economic activity.
This environment is clearly not conducive to a strong upsurge in private
investment. Moreover, fears of continuing inflation and of deflationary economic
policies in the future are likely to have been an additional factor dampening
investment expenditures. In the United states of America, uncertainties regarding
energy and tax policies may have been responsible for the postponement of some
investment decisions.

As can be gleaned from table 11-4, personal consumption expenditures have made
an important contribution to growth rates in the current recovery. However, in
several countries (France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan and the
United Kingdom) personal consumption has lagged behind the growth of aggregate
output and recent trends show a weakening in the rates of expansion of personal
consumption in all major industrial countries. Although the growth of personal
consumption expenditures is largely determined by the evolution of disposable
income, a share of such expenditures, particularly on consumer durable goods, may
be considered as discretionary and is likely to depend on consumer confidence.
Therefore, in analysing the factors behind the movement in personal consumption it
is useful to study the evolution of disposable income and the savings ratio of
households.

1/ It should be noted that in 1973-1974 profit Shares/in GDP were at the trough
of a secular downward trend. Although changes in profit inares do not necessarily
reflect changes in profit margins, their long-run decline in practically all
countries for which data are available does suggest the ~~istence of a downward
trend in profit margins. .
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Figures on the growth of real disposable income, as well as data on household
savings, direct taxes and consumption, are shown in table II~6 for the major
industrial countries. In 1976 real disposable incomes grew at rates well below
the growth of aggregate output; preliminary figures for 1977 show a significant
further slowdown. The basic cause for the slow advance in real disposable income
during the recovery has been the worsening of unemployment in most countries and
the trend towards smaller increases in real wages. An additional factor appears
to have been the sharp increases registered in all countries in the ratio of direct
taxes to total current receipts of households. Although increases in the direct
tax ratio may be due to discretionary tax changes and are not necessarily the
result of inflation, the unmistakable upward trend in this ratio in all major
industrial countries is prima facie evidence for the existence of a strong fiscal
drag on the expansion of demand. During periods of weak demand accompanied by
rapid inflation, the progressive tax system no longer acts as an automatic
stabilizer; instead of lowering the tax burden of households, it increases it. The
data for the period since 1973, roughly coincident with the recent recession and
recovery, confirms this hypothesis.

In some countries Governments have become aware of the negative impact of
inflation on disposable incomes and consumption expenditures and in Canada, Finland,
Sweden and the United Kingdom tax-indexation measures have recently been taken.
Therefore, a reduction in fiscal drag in these countries can be expected in the
future. Other Governments are reluctant to take similar action, fearing that
indexation measures tend to validate inflation and to build it into the structure
of the economy.

JUdging by household savings ratios, the concomitant increase in unemployment
and inflation that has taken place since 1973 has had adverse effects on consumer
confidence in a number of countries. In Italy, Japan and the United Kingdom the
savings ratio has increased sharply. On the other hand, the savings ratio has
unmistakably declined in France, the Federal Republic of Germany and the United
States of America. Since Italy and the United Kingdom have experienced the greatest
price instability among the major industrial countries and the Federal Republic of
Germany and the United States of America have had relatively low inflation rates,
high rates of inflation appear to be correlated with a deterioration of consumer
confidence, an increase in savings ratios and sluggish demand for consumer durables.

An additional factor accounting for the behaviour of consumption of durable
goods was the downturn in residential construction in most countries during 1977.
Among the major industrial countries, only Japan and the United States of America
recorded strong rates of advance in residential investment during the first half of
1977 and, as mentioned above, residential building is estimated to have slowed
considerably in the second half of the year in the United States of America. In
the latter country, outlays on automobiles, which had risen strongly earlier in the
recovery, began to lose their strength towards the end of the year. The behaviour
of other demand components in the major industrial countries is also documented in
table 11-4. Government consumption expenditures have generally tended to lag behind
aggregate output during this recovery. Most Governments have made attempts to limit
the growth of public consumption expenditures and to reduce pUblic sector deficits.
\~ith the exception of Japan and, to a less extent, France the rates of growth of
government consumption expenditures have been very modest.
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In the second half of 1975 and during 1976, inventory replenishment provided
a significant boost to aggregate demand, As the recovery weakened, howev~r, the
contribu tion of stoclcbuilc1ing decreased in importance, During 1977 inventories
appear to have become excessive in a number of countries. It is possible that the
expectations that led to the inventory accumulations of 1976 were-disappointed by
the weakening of economic activity dUring 1977. In several countries inventories
fell during the first half of 1977 and further drops appear to have occurred in the
second half of the year in the Federal RepUblic of Germany, Italy and the United
Kingdom,

The strong upturn in world trade in 1976 was reflected in the large gains
registered in the volume of exports of practically all developed market economies.
During the course of 1977, real export growth appears to have lost momentum in
most countries, perhaps with the exception of the United Kingdom, In Canada,
exports surged ahead by over 11 per cent (at an annual rate) in the first half of
1977, perhaps as a consequence of the strength of the economy of the United States
of America and the depreciation of the Canadian dollar. The volume of Japanese
exports also rose at a very rapid pace (19,5 per cent at an annual rate) in the
first half of 1977, However. the effective appreciation of the yen throughout the
year and the slowdown in economic activity in Japan's main trading partners appears
to have reduced export growth to about 4 per cent (at an annual rate) in the second
half of the year, In the case of the United Kingdom, the combination of North Sea
oil exports and the competitive price advantage resulting from the fall in the
effective sterling rate in late 1976 largely accounts for the high export growth
rates of 1977,

In all major industrial countries. with the exception of the United States of
fufierica, the change in the foreign balance was positive. Of course, the positive
effect on demand must be judged to be only a statistical phenomenon, since in
most countries it was the result of a very slow or even negative import growth.
The sluggishness of aggregate demand and, in some countries, deliberate import
restriction policies had the effect of severely restraining imports. In fact, the
modest rates of expansion of imports in all countries with the exception of the
United States of America are a manifestation of the deflationary environment that
has been characteristic of recent world economic trends.

'Ihe unemployment situation

The current recovery has not been strong enough to generate a sustained and
significant increase in employment; the absolute number of unemployed was larger
towards the end of 1977 than at the trough of the recession. The unemployment
figures. indeed) give the best indication of the seriousness of the economic
situation: a total of over 16 million people were unemployed in the developed
market economies at the end of 1977, with Western Europe and the United states
of America each accounting for 7 million unemployed persons. In the United States
of America the unemployment rate among black youth was almost 40 per cent. Such
high rates of unemployment were accompanied by the persistence of excess capacity
in most countries, For instance, in the United States of America capacity
utilization in manufacturing industry was still only 83 per cent in December 1977 
no more than a slight improvement on the previous year's figure of 81.2 per cent.
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Table 11-7 shows unemployment rates for selected developed market economies.
With the exception of the United states of America and, to a less extent, Austria,
the Federal Republic of Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands and Norway, unemployment
rates rose, in some cases quite sharply.

The main cause of the worsening unemployment picture was weakness in the
demand for labour, which in turn reflected the slowdown in aggre~ate demand,
particularly in industrial production. As shown in table 11-8, during 1977
employment in manufacturing declined in most countries. Towards the end of 1977,
in most countries manufacturing employment was either below or at about the same
level as that of more than two years earlier, at the trough of the recession. It
should be noted that this is a new phenomenon during a recovery period and it
underscores the weakness of the current upswing.

In the second half of 1975 and during 1976, the large productivity gains
usually associated with the earlier phases of an upswing kept employment from
rising; in fact, manufacturing employment in several countries fell. Although the
aggregate rate of growth of output was significant, the expansion was unevenly
distributed between countries and not strong enough to mop up unemployrnent. In
1977 productivity gains were considerably more modest and the major factor behind
the stagnation in manufacturing employment was, as mentioned above, the diminishing
strength of the recovery itself.

Trends in non-agricultural employment are shown in table 11-9. Owing to a
relatively rapid growth of employment in the services sector in some countries,
notably Canada and Italy, during 1977 non-agricultural employment grew substantially
faster than manufacturing employment. In other countries, non-agricultural
employment either declined or expanded only marginally. When the entire 1975-1977
period is taken into account, it may be seen that the expansion in employment
that did take place served to accommodate only a share of the increase in the
labour force and that unemployment rates rose.

As is well known, labour force participation rates move pro-cyclically.
During upswings, the labour force tends to expand rapidly as workers, encouraged
by brighter employment prospects, return to the labour force. Increases in
participation rates made the problem of reducing unemployment more difficult in
1975 and 1976. In 1977, however, there are indications that participation rates
began to turn downwards again. It is possible that the high rates of unemployment
prevailing in most countries and the actual decreases in employment in several
countries may have discouraged workers in search of a job. Therefore, the actual
unemployment figures may under-represent to some extent the magnitude of the
problem.

The deterioration of the employment situation has been felt with particular
force by young people. vVhen jobs are scarce and older workers protect their
jobs through seniority prerogatives, it is the entrants to labour force that are
likely to experience the greatest problems in finding employment. Youth
unemployment rates have risen much faster than aggregate unemployment. In
addition, while the labour force participation rates of adults (aged 25 to 64)
tended to increase in 1975 and 1976, the participation rates of teenagers and
young adults (aged 15 to 24) have steadily fallen since the onset of the recession.
Thus it seems that weak labour demand has tended to discourage job search among
the young and has probably kept younger would-be workers in school.
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In response to young and adult unemployment, a number of countries have
implemented selective programmes designed to deal with the problem. These measures
include youth training programmes, special employment grants to local authorities,
tax credits and social security advantages for firms hiring new workers, public
works programmes and early retirement schemes. While these programmes may have
alleviated the problem to some extent, they have been insufficient to stem the
tide of rising unemployment. In a number of cases, the scope of these measures
has been constrained by the desire of the authorities to pursue over-all policies
of restraint.

The behaviour of prices and costs

Consumer prices have continued to rise at rates that are very high by
historical standards, in spite of the weakening of aggregate demand. Inflationary
forces have become embedded in the developed market economies and are kept in
motion through the interaction of inflationary expectations and cost pressures.
Thus it appears that the developed market economies have not yet fully absorbed
the inflationary shocks of the 1972-1974 period,

As shown in the accompanying table (individual country rates are given in
table 11-10), the rate of increase of consumer prices for the developed market
economies as a whole rose from 8.6 per cent in 1976 to 9.3 per cent in 197T, vlhen
looking at the two halves of the year, however, a noticeable price decelera~lon

can be seen to have occurred in the second half. The deceleration is largely
related to the Udlaviour of food prices, which benefited from good crops in
North America and Western Europe. In the case of cereals, price declines during
~Y77 merely extended the downward drift of prices since 1974. Also contributing
to lower food prices were the sharp falls registered by the prices of coffee and
tea in the second half of the year, There are some signs that food prices may
begin to rise at a somewhat faster pace in the near future but the prospects are
for relatively moderate increases. International cereal prices began to improve
in the closing months of 1977 in response to expectations of lower 1978 crops in
the United States of America and to increased purchases by the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, Poland and China.

Inflation trends differed widely among the major industrial countries. In
the second half of the year, there were substantial declines in the rates of
consumer price inflation in Japan and in the countries experiencing the greatest
price instability, namely, Italy and the United Kingdom. On the other hand,
Canada and France were not able to reduce their inflation rates to any significant
degree. A slight acceleration in the consumer price index took place in the
United States of America in 1977 as compared to 1976, as a consequence of the
effects on food prices and energy of very harsh winter weather in the beginning
of the year. While the rate of inflation subsided somewhat in the second half of
1977, it is proving to be a difficult task to. reduce it below 6 per cent for any
significant period of time. The major concern of policy makers in the Federal
Republic of Germany has been to reduce inflation and inflation rates have declined
steadily since 1974.
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Developed market economies: changes in consumer prices

(Percentage change from preceding period, at annual rate)

Average, 1977 , 1977,
1960-1973 1976 1977 first half second half

Developed market economies 4.0 8.6 9.3 10.4 7.9

Major industrial countries §! 3.8 8.0 8.5 9.6 6.9

Other industrial countries £! 4.7' 8.6 8.0 8.4 8.0

Primary producing countries £! 6.3 14.4 17.8 19.2 16.8

Source: See table 11-10.

a/ Canada, France, Germany, Federal Republic of, Italy, Japan, United Kingdom,
United States of America.

£! Austria, Belgium, .Denmark, Finland, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway,
Sweden, Switzerland.

c/ Australia, Cyprus, Greece, Iceland, Ireland, Malta, NewZealand, Portugal,
South Africa, Spain, Turkey, Yugoslavia.

With a few exceptions, inflation rates remain higher in the smaller developed
market economies, particularly in the primary producing countries, than in the
major industrial countries. During 1977, the inflation picture deteriorated in
Denmark, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and Yugoslavia but there were some improvements
in most of the other countries. On average, inflation rates declined somewhat in
the smaller industrial countries anc rose significantly in the primary exporting
countries. Despite stringent economic policies and poor over-all growth rates,
inflation remains an intractable problem in most of these economies.

Underlying inflation trends are probably more accurately gauged by the
movement of wholesale prices than of consumer prices. Wholesale price increases,
shown in table II-II, were somewhat lower in 1977 than in 1976, the rate of
increase exhibiting a decline in 13 out of the 22 countries for which data are
available for the entire year. As in the case of consumer prices, the rate of
increase decelerated quite sharply between the two halves of the year and in a
number of countries (Austria, Belgium, France, Japan and Switzerland) wholesale
prices actually declined in the second half. The slower rates of increase of
wholesale prices were due to some extent to the pronounced weakening in the prices
of industrial materialS. While world export prices of agricultural raw materials
and minerals rose rapidly in the first half of the year (as compared with the
second half of 1976), the weakening of demand caused the prices of agricultural raw
materials to fall by over 16 per cent (at an annual rate) between the two halves
of 1977 and held the increase in mineral prices to 2.4 per cent.

Despite a deceleration of wages in 1977, unit labour costs rose at a more
rapid rate than in 1976. As shown in table 11-12, in most countries for which
data are available the rate of increase of hourly earnings in manufacturing tended
to be lower in the first three quarters of 1977 than in 1976. Nevertheless, the
rate of increase in unit labour costs (see table 11-13) appears to be on the rise,
especially in the major industrial countries. The most important factor acco~mting
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for the deterioration in the performance of unit labour costs was the behaviour ef
labour productivity. Productivity gains were medest during 1977, perhaps as a
result of the stagnation in manufacturing production. Whereas strong labour
productivity growth kept unit labour costs down in 1976, with the Federal Republic
of Germany and Japan experiencing absolute declines, during the course of 1977 unit
labour costs rose at a substantially faster pace. Therefore the improvements
registered in price performance during 1977 cannot be attributed to favourable
developments in wage costs.

Wage cost prospects for the near term are mixed. On the one hand, the state
of the labour market may contribute to continued moderation in wage settlements.
On the other hand, there are indications that, after several years of wage
restraint, labour union militancy may be on the rise in a number of countries.
Moreover, if output continues to stagnate, the chances for significant productivity
gains are rather slim and unit labour costs could rise at growing rates.

Pressures on prices from the demand side eased in 1977. The weakening of
industrial production and over-all growth undoubtedly had some adverse impact on
profit margins since enterprises were unable to pass on to users or consumers the
full increase in their costs. As a consequence, the recovery in profit margins
that had begun to take hold in 1976 was probably reversed. Price developments are,
of course, intimately related to private investment trends. As discussed above,
the squeeze on profit margins is likely to have had an adverse impact on the
private sector's willingness to invest and may, to some extent, explain the
disappointing performance of gross fixed investment.

Under current conditions, it could be argued that a somewhat more expansionary
policy posture might lead to an improvement and not a deterioration in the cost and
price picture. Faster rates of industrial expansion may yield significant labour
productivity gains. Given the state of the labour markets, an increase in the
demand for labour is unlikely to cause a sharp upward movement in wages.
Therefore, controlled reflation may result in a declining rate of increase in unit
labour costs. Moreover, the general implication of the supply situation for raw
materials is that a somewhat faster rate of expansion of aggregate demand in the
world economy is unlikely to put significant pressures on raw material prices.
With plenty of idle industrial capacity, such a step-up in demand can be
accommodated. Of course, all of these favourable factors would work within certain
limits; given inflationary expectations and the still-high inflation rates
prevalent in most countries, any expansion of demand must necessarily be cautious.

Trade, external payments and exchange rates

On the trade side, the distinguishing feature of developments during 1977 was
a marked slowdown in the growth of export and import volumes (see tables 11-14 and
11-15). The slower expansion of world trade in 1977 than in 1976 was a direct
consequence of the slowdown in output growth rates. Only in the United Kingdom,
Ireland and Switzerland did export volumes increase at rates higher than or close
to those of 1976. On the import side, depressed demand conditions were responsible
for very sluggish import growth rates in most countries, with the exception of the
United States of America, Austria, Norway, Switzerland and Ireland. All of these
countries registered above-average output grov~h rates. In addition,
imports of crude petroleum rose sharply in the United States of ft~erica

as a consequence of both severe winter weather and a deliberate government
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stockpiling policy. In the case of Switzerland, the rapid increase in imports can
be attribu-ted -[:,0 the sharp appreciation of the Swiss franc and to the turn-around
In the growth of output from -0.8 in 1976 to about 4 per cent in 1977.

Developments in the terms of trade (see table 11-16) depend to a large extent
on the commodity composition of exports and imports. 1ihile raw material prices
tended to fall beginning in the second quarter, they had run up quite sharply in
the early months of the year (and during the final months of 19(6). Changes in
spot prices tend to be passed on to unit values with a lag of varying length;
when spot prices are as volatile as they were in 1976 and 1977, the extremes may
never get reflected in the unit value of imports and exports. Thus unit values
of imported raw materials are likely to have continued to rise in the second half
of 1977, but at declining rates. The prices for crude petroleum, an important
component of imports in all countries (and a rising export in Norway and the United
Kingdom) rose rapidly in the first half of the year, to taper to a considerably
more modest rate of increase in the second half of the year. On the other hand,
after holding steady in 1976, the unit value of manufactured exports from the
developed market economies rose by over 9 per cent in 1977.

On balance, there do not seem to have been large swings in the terms of trade
of the developed market economies as a whole. Countries which primarily export
manufactures and import raw materials - e.g., the Federal Republic of Germany,
Italy, Japan and the United Kingdom - tended to exhibit some improvement in their
terms of trade. On the other hand, countries which are important exporters of
food-stuffs. particularly cereals - e.g., the United States of America. Canada and
Australia - experienced a significant worsening in their terms of trade.

During 1977, external imbalances, a trait that has characterized the economic
situation of the developed market economies since 1974, exerted an important
influence on economic policies and economic developments. In fact; the evolving
pattern of external imbalances was an important contributor to the depressed state
of aggregate demand in the world economy. For analytical purposes, in the
accompanying table the developed market economies have been grouped into four
categories according to the sign of their current accounts in 1976. These groups
are: major surplus countries (the Federal Republic of Germany, Japan, the
Netherlands and Switzerland), major deficit countries (Canada, France, Italy and
the United Kingdom), the United States of America, and other small developed
marl~et economies.
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Developed market ec~~n?mies: balances on traq.~~!.ti~ces and
current account, by cOLmtry grouping, 1275-1977

(Billions of dollars)

Trade balance a/
1976 1977 c/

Balance on
services and

private transfers
1976 1977 sJ

Current account
balance b/

1976 1977 sJ

Developed market economies,
total -20.0 -23.8 10.0 8.4 -10.0 -15 .l~

Major surplus countries 9:-./ 28.5 36.7 -11.4 -14.4 17.3 22.3

lvlaj or deficit countries !:../ -13.3 ~2.7 1.3 1.8 -12.0 -0.9

United States of America -9.3 -31.2 17.2 18.5 7.9 -12.7

Other developed market
economies !J -25.8 -26.5 2.9 2.4 -23.1 -24.1

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on International Monetary Fund, Inte~national

Financial Statistics.

~/ Exports, f.o.b., minus imports, f.o.b.

~/ Balm1ce on trade, services and private transfers.

£/ Preliminary estimate based on data for the first three quarters of the year
and estimates from Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Economic
Outlook (Paris), No. 22 (December 1977).

!l./ Germany, Federal Republic of~ .Tapan, the Netherlands and Switzerlfu'1d.

!:../ Canada, France, Italy and the United KJ.ligdom.

f! Austria, Australia, Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Finland, Greece, Iceland,
Ireland, Malta. Norway, New Zealand, Portugal, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Turkey
and Yugoslavia.

As can be seen in this table (country data are given in table 11-17), the trade and
current account balances improved sharply in two groups of countries (the major
surplus and the major deficit countries); therefore, the over-all worsening in the
current account deficit of the developed market economies was more than entirely
accounted for by the deterioration in the current account of the United States of
America.



_4mong the major surplus countries, the increase in their collective current
account surplus between 1976 and 1977 was due to the rise of the Japanese surplus
from ~3.9 billion to $11.2 billion. Preliminary estimates indicate that the
surplus of the Federal Republic of Germany rose slightly. While the Dutch surplus
fell sharply, the surplus of Switzerland declined marginally. In the case of
Japan, both imports and exports decelerated in real terms; however, exports
continued to grow at a faster rate than i:mports and the terms of trade tended to
i:mprove as the prices of exported manufactures rose more rapidly than the prices of
imported raw materials. In the Federal Republic of Germany, both export and import
volumes increased at the same rate and the terms of trade appear to have improved
somewhat.

The e)~erience of the deficit countries varied as between the smaller
developed ~arket economies and the major deficit countries. While the smaller
countries saw their collective trade and current account deficits increase, due to
a sharp decline in their export growth rates, the major deficit countries were
successful in either reducing their current account deficit quite substantially
(France) or transforming it into a surplus (Italy and the United Kingdom). In the
case of Canada, a sizable increase in the trade surplus was counteracted by an even
larger rise in the deficit on invisibles (mainly foreign income payments and
tourism) and the current account deficit worsened. In these countries real i:mports
were severely restricted, exhibiting absolute declines in the second half of the
year. In addition, except in Canada, the terms of trade appear to have improved
somewhat during 1977. In the United Kingdom, North Sea oil production permitted a
saving of an estimated $2.2 billion in net oil imports, a figure which represents
over two thirds of the estimated $3.2 billion reduction in the trade deficit
between 1976 and 1977.

The United States current account is estimated to have deteriorated from a
surplus of $7.9 billion in 1976 to a deficit of $12.7 billion in 1977. All of the
deterioration is accounted for by the worsening of the trade deficit from
$9.3 billion to ~31.2 billion, the surplus on invisibles having registered a small
increase. The $22 billion deterioration in the trade balance can be ascribed to a
surge in petroleum imports and to the difference in the cyclical position of the
United States economy vis-a-vis other developed market economies. Net oil imports
are estimated to have risen by about $12 billion, or by over one half of the
deterioration in the trade deficit. While the economy of the United States of
America continued to expand at a relatively rapid pace, the other developed market
economies were experiencing a sharp deceleration of output. As a consequence, real
imports rose sharply while real exports experienced a small decline. In addition,
the terms of trade appear to have deteriorated.

Movements in exchange rates, as measured by effective exchange rates, gj

2/ The effective exchange rate is an index combining the exchange rate of the
country in question and those of 20 other major currencies, with weights derived
from the International Monetary Fund is multilateral exchange rate model (MERM).
These weights take into account the size of trade flows as well as the relevant
price elasticities and feedback effects of exchange rate changes on domestic costs
and prices.
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were broadly in line with the pattern of current accounts (see table 11-18 for
rates of exchange against the United States dollar and table 11-19 for effective
exchange rates). Thus the major surplus countries sa:I-T their currencies appreciate
substantially; effective depreciations were observed in Canada and France,
countries which remained in deficit during 1977. The slide of sterling was
arrested in the third quarter of 1977 as the United Kingdom's deficit turned into a
surplus and the return of confidence in sterling brought large capital inflows.
Government intervention in the foreign exchange markets to prevent sterling from
appreciating had to be given up at the end of October when it became apparent that
the pOlicies to avoid appreciation were endangering monetary stability. The
turn-around in Italy's current account slowed down the depreciation of the lira,
which was due to the large inflation differential between Italy and its major
trading partners. The United States dollar, on the other hand, suffered a
relatively small depreciation in effective terms, despite the large current account
deficit of the United States of America and destabilizing short-term capital
outflows. This can be explained by the strong depreciation of the Canadian dollar
and the large share of Canada in the exports and imports of the United States of
America. None the less, the trend in the United States dollar was clearly
downward, particularly during the fourth quarter of 1977 and in early 1978, 'Nhich
saw a major slide of the dollar against the stronger currencies - namely, the yen,
the deutsche mark and the Swiss franc.

Among the smaller countries, Austria's effective exchange rate moved in line
with the deutsche mark, the Belgian franc appreciated somewhat as a result of
improved external payments, and the Danish, Norwegian and Svedish currenci es
registered little change despite considerable price inflation and high payments
deficits. vfuile capital inflows can explain to some extent the behaviour of the
Norwegian krone, the participation of Denmark ~ Norway and s\'reden in the European
"snake" - the movement of which is dominated by the stronger deutsche mark~ Dutch
guilder and Belgian franc - may have been an important factor accounting for the
failure of these countries' currencies to depreciate in line with their relative
price and payments performance. 1/

The changes in exchange rates brought substantial modifications to the
competitive positions of different countries, as gauged by export prices adju~ted

for changes in effective exchange rates (see table 11-20). Despite better price
performance, the appreciating countries - Austria~ the Federal RepUblic of Germany,
Japan, the Netherlands and Switzerland - experienced a deterioration in their
competitive positions. On the other hand, the export competitiveness of Canada,
the United States of America and~ to a somewhat less extent, France, was
substantially improved by currency depreciation, despite above-average inflation in
Canada and France. In Italy and the United Kingdom, the improvement in their
external payments prevented high inflation rates from being offset by depreciation,
as had been the case to a large extent in previous years. and their competitive
positions worsened. Among the smaller countries, the competitiveness of Denmark,
Nonray and Sweden worsened as rapid price increases failed to be compensated by
depreciation of their currencies.

The changing patterns of current account balances, as well as the exchange
rate movements to which they have given rise. have added to the deflationary

J./ It should be noted that all three currencies were devalued within the
"snake" during 1977 and that Sweden left the arrangement in August.
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forces in operation in the world economy. Indeed, it can be Baid that under
current conditions the balance-of-payments adjustment process has a marked
deflationfu~ bias. On the one hand~ deficit countries have been forced to dampen
demand and curtail imports. On the other hand, the major surplus countries are
under no pressure to reflate and increase their imports. The major preoccupation
of Governments in these countries has been to avoid the rekindling of inflationary
pressures and to this end they have followed very cautious, if not restrictive~

economic policies. The result has been a general slowdown in world trade and a
growing current account deficit in the United States of America, which put /pressure
on the United States dollar and caused the stronger currencies - the yen, deutsche
mark and Swiss franc - to appreciate sharply during the closing months of 1977 and
in early 1978.

The changes in exchange rates that have taken place in the past year cannot be
expected to correct external disequilibria to any significant degree. Perhaps some
improvement in the trade balances of the deficit countries can be expected as a
result of their enhanced competitive positions. In the United States of America,
the adjustment will be hampered by the inelasticity to exchange rate changes of a
major component of imports~ namely, oil. In the case of the su!~lus countries,
appreciation of their currencies hurts the profitability of exports and, given the
large share of exports in total output, reduces their growth rates. While imports
do become cheaper, the negative income effect of appreciation works against any
marked increase in their volume, especially because they consist largely of
industrial inputs. Therefore, owing to the negative income effect of appreciation
in the surplus countries, reductions in their surpluses are bound to be small in
the short term.

In the absence of measures to revive demand in the countries that are
experiencing a marked downturn, exchange rate changes in response to payments
imbalances are likely only to intensify the recessionary forces in the world
economy. On the one hand, appreciation in the surplus countries is bound to have a
negative effect on business confidence and on investment, given the importance of
exports to their economies. On the other hand, depreciation of the United states
dollar is unlikely to induce any significant increase in investment expenditures,
since capital formation in the United States of America responds more to internal
than to external developments.
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The danger of protectionism

The uncertain economic situation in the developed market economies,
characterized by growing unemployment, unused industrial capacity and, in some
countries, balance-of-paynlents difficulties prompted some Governments to resort
increasingly to protectionist measures. Unacceptably high unemployment levels in
certain labour-intensive industries or where conditions of weak over-all demand and
excess capacity existed, aggravated the situation and increased internal demands
for import controls. The imposition or extension of selective non-tariff import
barriers (e.g., quotas, licensing procedures), as well as "anti-dumping1! duties for
the purpose of protecting domestic industries and workers, increased in incidence
and scope to an even greater degree in 1977 than in the previous year. Although
these measures have been aimed primarily at other developed market economies, they
have also sought to restrict imports of labour-intensive goods of particular
interest to developing countries. The negotiation of export restraint (or orderly
marketing) agreements dealing with specific items as an alternative to unilateral
controls also intensified as a means of protecting home markets from encroachment
by foreign suppliers.

Estimates published by the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) of
the proportion of world trade adversely affected by import restrictions introduced
or seriously proposed by the developed market economies since 1974 place the figure
as somewhere between 3 and 5 per cent, equivalent in value to between $30 billion
and $50 billion. 4/ This amount may appear moderate as a share of total
unrestricted flow;; however, the addition of new restraints actually taken may be
the harbinger of further measures in the future, especially if present economic
maladjustments are allowed to continue. 5/ Furthermore, those industries most
affected by protectionist pressures are mainly the most labour-intensive and
therefore the most vocal in terms of union demands for controls or retaliation.

In the 1976-1977 period, the fear of a growing protectionist tide in
international trade relations was voiced in a number of international forums as
well as by individual Governments. International support for trade liberalization
was reflected in late 1976 and 1977 in some forward movement in the stalled Tokyo
Round of multilateral trade negotiations (MTN), including implementation of special
tariff concessions on developing country exports of tropical products and a
speeding up in the time-table for completion of the talks before the end of 1978.
The last stage of negotiations began in January 1978; momentum was given to the
negotiations following the agreement between the United States of America and the
European Economic Community (EEC) to gradually spread reductions in general tariffs
and other concessions over the 1980-1988 period. The total tariff C11ts envisioned
would amount to approximately 40 per cent.

~ Richard Blackhurst, Nicolas Marian and Jan Tumlir, Trade Liberalization,
Protectionism, and Interdependence, GAT'r Studies in International Trade, No. 5
(Geneva, November 1977).

5/ This fear has been reinforced since late 1977 by the heavY depreciation of
the United States dollar: correspondingly appreciating foreign currencies will
have the effect of increasing costs for export industries abroad, forcing foreign
producers to lower prices to maintain sales in the United States market and thus
calling forth charges of "dumping" and demands for retaliatory action by United
States manufacturers.
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Despite such emphasis on the benefits of free trade and international vrarnings
against protectionist trends, domestic pressures have frequently overridden
general aspirations for trade liberalization, particularly during 1977. jfuile
the bulk of vorld trade moves freely in international markets, the am01mt subject
to voluntary or mandatory restrictions has risen over the past three years to
reach the estimated figure cited above. The industries most affected by domestic
protectionist demands are steel, ships, household electrical appliances, clothing,
foot-wear and textiles, the latter being subject to special safeguard provisions
under GATT's ~1ulti-fibre Arrangement. According to GATT, the United States of
America and Western Europe have been most successful in restricting imports to their
markets, Ivhile controls have largely been aimed at exports from Japan and the more
industrially advanced of the developing countries of Asia and Latin America.

Trade protectionist measures adopted in the period under review most commonly
follOived the form of unilateral actions or bilateral agreements covering specific
import items, often from specified sources. In some instances, imports of a
particular good were restricted from all or nearly all supplying countries,
through quantitative controls, tariffs, import deposits or licensing arrangements;
in the case of the countries members of EEC, some controls vere imposed by the
Conmrission for the Nine as a vhole and some were individually applied (although
in either event, aln~st without exception, such restraints exempted Community
members) .

The number of llvoluntaryH export restraint agreements or, as more recently
called, orderly marketing agreements (OHA) , has increased substantially during
the past few years. This may be because countries exporting "sensitive i1 items
have come to realize that the current climate of economic recession marked by
stagnant industrial production and unemployment in the importing countries is not
conducive to the latter's increased import absorption and that threats of unilateral
quantitative controls as alternatives may indeed be carried through. The GATT
study quoted above bases the recent popularity of O~ffi on their avoidance of
international trade regulations and the greater flexibility they afford the
importing country to protect its domestic industry from low~cost producers
abroad. §j

Such voluntary arrangements first appeared in the late 1960s to regulate
exports of Japanese and other Asian suppliers of cotton textiles to the United
States of Ajllerica. Alleged market disruption from low-cost imports of other
textile goods into the traditional prOducing countries led to a proliferation of
restrictions in additional sectors of textile trade. This situation was
subsequently dealt with by the negotiation under GATT of the Arrangement Regarding
International Trade in Textiles (known as the ~1ulti-fibre Arrangement or MFA),
which came into force on 1 January 1974 for a period of four years. The agreement
was signed by 50 countries. After extended discussions during vhich developing
exporting countries in Asia and Latin America demanded the elimination of textile
trade restrictions and the European Economic Community advocated more favourable
terms for importing countries, the agreement was renewed for an additional period
of four years on 1 January 1978.

While the agreement seeks to allow the orderly expansion of world textile
trade (exports growing by 6 per cent per year) and the elimination of pre-MFA

§j Blackhurst and others, Ope cit.
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restrictions. its safeguard provlslons may be invoked by lJdrti i'ipallLs to introduce
specific controls against imports which disrupt or threaten to disrupt domestic
markets. Most safeguard measures under the Arrangement take the form of bilateral
agreements , although recourse to unilateral actions is allowed under certain
circumstances. 11

Several developed market economies have either implemented or threatened
restrictions on foot-wear imports, which are of special interest to developing
countries. Countries that have implemented protective barriers against imported
foot-wear in 1976 and 1977 include Australia in April 1977, Canada in
December 1977 and the United Kingdom in April 1976 and August 1977.

Voluntary or orderly marketing agreements have existed for some time in other
"sensitive i1 industries. Steel imports into the United States of America from
Japan and EEC have been restricted since 1969. Licensing restrictions on exports
of speciality steel to the United States of America for a three-year period were
agreed to by the Japanese authorities in July 1976. Furthermore, record high
steel exports from EEC to the United States of America in the third quarter of
1977 (surpassing even Japanese shipments) "Jere voluntarily reduced in the last
two months of the year in response to heightened demands for protectionist
controls in the United States of America. In return for a preferential price
arrangement, the six European Free Trade Area (EFTA) countries agreed in
March 1978 not to increase the volume of their steel exports to EEC for the
April-December period. Another type of restrictive measure to keep out lower-cost
steel imports is being implemented in early 1978 by both the United States of
America and EEC. The European plan of minimum import prices went into effect on
1 January 1978 for a three-month trial while the United States reference price
system went into effect on 15 Feburary 1978 for an indeterminate duration.

Sharp increases in imports from Japan of electrical machinery, consumer
electronic goods and automobiles have prompted a number of importing countries
to request restraint from Japanese manufacturers. Despite agreements reached
during 1976 and 1977 between Japan and a number of its major trading partners,
these imports have continued to increase, albeit at slower rates. In
February 1978, Japanese manufacturers rejected their earlier restraints on sales
to the United Kingdom and refused to agree to a freeze on 1978 automobile exports
to 1977 levels, thus calling forth demands for import controls against Japanese
automobiles by British manufacturers.

It can be seen from the preceding dis cussion that recent protectionist
sentiment in the United States of America and Europe has focused on relations
with Japan. While United States and European concern over their external
relations with Japan may be seen primarily as resulting from balance-of-payments
considerations. there are also many protectionist elements involved since the

7/ By mid-1977, the United States of America had concluded bilateral
agreements under the safeguard clause with 18 exporting countries; the European
commission, negotiating for EEC member countries jointly, had 13. The number
has increased for both since then and expiring deals have been renegotiated.
ID1 example of a unilateral action under MFA is the European Community's
imposition, in March 1977. of new limitations on Indian exports of men's and
women's shirts and blouses, which had increased in volume nearly threefold
between 1975 and 1976.
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major Japanese export industries are just those considered "sensitive l1 by
irr~orting countries.

Orderly marketing agreements or bilaterally negotiated limitations of exports
of certain items of special interest to the importing country are frequently
looked to as an alternative to unilateral import controls. However, the effect is
the same in contravening free trade flows and impeding world economic growth.
These agreements are particularly damaging to developing countries seeking to
expand their exports of manufactures.

The potential impact of protectionist policies on developing countries cannot
be properly gauged from the measures alone. Even if developing country exports
are exempted from restrictions, a generalized turn to protectionism in the
developed market economies is bound to affect adversely the growth process of
developing countries by reducing the rate of expansion of world trade and
dampening the levels of economic activity. A recent econometric study shows that
a generalized escalation of protection on manufactures in the developed market
economies in 1978 and 1979 would significantly dampen the expansion of world trade
in raw materials as well as in manufactures, with adverse effects on the growth
rates of both developed market economies and developing countries. ~/

A more promising alternative policy than restrictive controls for alleviating
injury to domestic import-competing industries is adjustment assistance to
unemployed workers and firms adversely affected by increased imports. The scheme
has been most elaborately worked out in the United States of America where, since
the introduction of the Trade Act of 1974, it has assisted nearly 300,000 workers
with payments of over $300 million as well as provided educational retraining and
relocation allowances. United States industries that have benefited from trade
adjustment assistance include footwear, steel and electronics. In some cases,
such as footwear manufacturers, trade-related adjustment assistance has replaced
protectionist alternatives.

Developments in fiscal and monetary policies

The slowdown in economic growth during 1977 can be ascribed to a large extent
to the restrictive pOlicy stance adopted in most countries and to uncertainties
regarding the future course of economic policies. High inflation rates prevented
most Governments from taking decisive steps to deal with the unemployment
situation. In a number of countries large external imbalances contributed to the
maintenance or adoption of restrictive economic policies. Concern over the sharp
increases in public sector deficits since 1974 that have resulted from both
discretionary action to counter the recession and the effects of the recession
itself, also influenced fiscal pOlicy in many countries.

The basic policy problem facing Governments in recent years has been the
ineffectiveness of traditional fiscal and monetary tools to deal with the
viorsening inflation/unemployment trade-off and the unavailability of other policy
instruments. In those countries that have resorted to them, incomes pOlicies have
not succeeded in noticeably reducing inflation rates. Some countries which had

[}./ L. R. Klein and V. Su, HSimulated protectionism according to Proj ect
LIIm:n

, paper presented to the meeting of Project LIJ\TK~ United Nations
Headquarters, March 1978.
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adopted price and wage controls abandoned or substantially mDdified them in 1971
and early 1978,

In all major industrial countries with the exception of the United States of
America, fiscal policies were contractionary at the beginning of the year"
However, as the year progressed they were relaxed somewhat, particularly in
countries in a strong external position, Nevertheless, the policy stance remains
cautious in all major industrial countries and no Government is willing to take
chances in re-igniting inflation.

In the course of 1917, the Federal Republic of Germany and Japan introduced
some new measures to reduce taxes and increase government spending, particularly
on capital formation. In the Federal Republic of Germany, these more expansionary
policies were somewhat weakened by increases in value-added taxation. Despite the
desire of the federal authorities to increase the over-all pUblic sector deficit,
a sharp decline in the deficits of regional and local governments caused the over~

all public sector deficit to decline by 22 per cent. The Japanese Government
introduced several new pUblic investment measures through the approval of three
supplementary budgets beginning in August 1977. when it became apparent that the
official target of 6.7 per cent for the growth of GNP in 1977/78 (1 April through
31 March) would not be attained.

Fiscal policies were cautiously relaxed in Canada, France, Italy and the
United Kingdom - but perhaps to an even less degree than in the Federal RepUblic
of Germany and Japan, Although these countries improved their external payments
situation and achieved some progress on the inflation front, their rates of price
increase remained high,

In Canada, fiscal pOlicy was strongly contractionary during most of 1977,
although the goal of reducing the pUblic sector's deficit as a percentage of GNP
was not achieved. Some stimulative measures consisting of a mixture of tax
reductions (affecting both personal and business incomes) and pUblic works were
taken in October 1977 and further increases in spending on social services were
approved in early 1978. However~ the Government does not expect to exceed its
guideline for holding the increase in public sector spending to, at most, the rate
of growth of nominal GNP.

In France, fiscal policy was restrictive during 1977, although more flexible
policies were adopted in the course of the year as the external payments situation
improved. Some selective measures were int~oduced to stimulate employment,
including the waiver of social security contributions by employers hiring young
people and incentives for early retirement and the repatriation of foreign
WV~~O~S. However, these and other new measures to increase pUblic spending and
transfer paYJllcnts do not constitute a new policy departure and the Government is
continuing its implementation of the Plan Barre designed principally to reduce
inflation.

The direction of economic pOlicy in Italy in 1977 was largely determined by
the need to obtain loans totalling slightly above $1 billion from the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and EEC. These agreements specified stringent
credit ceilings, drastic reductions in the pUblic sector's deficit and in the
central Government's cash expenditures and limitations on the Government's
recourse to the monetary authorities to finance its deficit. Despite a steep
increase in taxes in the third quarter of 1976, amounting to 3.5 per cent of GDP,
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and determined efforts to curb expenditures, the goals set for the Government's
expenditure and deficit were not met, due to the loss in revenue that
res ulted from the contraction in economic activi The -turn-around in the
CUTrent account of the balance of s and the gradual reduction in the rate
of inflation allovTed the Government some relaxation in its fiscal policies.

As in the case of Italy, in December the United Kingdom also agreed to
reduce the public sector -borrm'Ting requirement and to tighten its control on the
expansion of domestic credit as a condition for obtaining a stand-by credit of
$3.9 billion from IMF. This ,vas to be achieved principally by further cuts in
public spending. After the first quarter of 1977 it became clear that, as a
result of harsher-than-expected cuts in capital expenditures, the public sector
borrowing requirement would be below the IJ\lIF target:, accordingly, a reduction in
taxes and some stimulative expenditure measures became possible. During the
remainder of 1977, personal income tax rates were reduced, increasing gross pay by
an equivalent of 6.5 per cent of the total disposable income of the average
employee. personal allow-ances (i. e., income not subj ect to tax) were indexed to
the price level and an additional spending programme of £1 billion was approved.
However, even with this increase the growth of public expenditures in 1978/79 is
expected to be well below the growth in nominal GDP.

Fiscal policy in the United States appears to have followed a somewhat
different pattern from that of the other major industrial countries. Although the
intentions of the new Administration that took office in January 1977 had been to
stimulate the economy through a combination of tax and spending measures, it had
to withdraw its tax proposals under Congressional pressure and in the light of
improving economic indicators. As it turned out, the public sector's contribution
to demand was less expansionary than anticipated at the beginning of the year, due
to a decrease in the federal deficit caused partially by underspending and by an
increase in the combined surplus of state and local governments.

There are many uncertainties surrounding fiscal policy in the United States
and its impact on the economy. On the one hand, a tax reduction of $25 billion
(to be effected through a straight tax cut and tax reforms) has been proposed by
the Administration for 1978/79 (beginning October), with about two thirds of the
tax reductions benefiting households and much of the remainder benefiting
businesseso Even if these measures are passed by Congress, they are not likely to
stimulate the economy to any large extent, since it is estimated that they will
barely offset the sharp increase in social security taxes, which will begin to be
implemented in 1978, and the rise in tax rates brought about by inflation.
Moreover, the outcome of the energy legislation pending in Congress and its
eventual effect on real disposable incomes are uncertain at this time.

In all major industrial countries with the exception of the United States of
America, monetary conditions remained easy, not because of decisions by the
monetary authorities to expand the money supply but because of slack demand
conditions resulting from the slowdown in economic activity. In fact, three
countries (France, Italy and the United Kingdom) were able to meet their targets
for monetary expansion and Canada even reduced its target rate of growth for the
money stock. In all countries, with the exception of the United States, interest
rates showed a downward trend.

In the United States, in the mid-year quarters the growth of the narrowly
defined money supply (Ml) tended to exceed the Federal Reserve System's target
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rate; short-term interest rates were allowed to rise in an attempt to dampen the
demand for credit, which had expanded together with economic activity. Towards
the end of the year, interest rates were again increased in order to combat the
depreciation of the dollar by encouraging short-term capital inflows.

Economic policies in most of the smaller developed market economies were
restrictive, especially in countries SUffering from payments deficits and high
rates of inflation. Some relaxation of both fiscal and monetary policies was in
evidence in countries that had been able to reduce their inflation rates and 1tlere
in a more favourable external position. Some countries - notably Norway and
Sweden - used fiscal policy to combat unemployment while maintaining stringent
monetary policies for purposes of reducing their internal and external imbalances.

The outlook for 1978

The economic outlook for the developed market economies in 1978 is one of
slow economic growth at somewhat below 4 per cent - about the same as in 1977 (see
table 11-21). The growth rate of the United States of America is predicted to
decline from 4.9 per cent to about 4.5 per cent. The rate of growth of Japan, the
other country exhibiting relatively fast growth in 1977, should be over 5 per cent
in 1978. As to the other major industrial countries, some improvement in growth
rates is expected as a result of the cautious relaxation of economic policies
during 1977 and in the early months of 1978. However, the upturn in these
countries is expected to be weak. The effect of policy changes is likely to be
felt primarily in the first half of the year, with growth rates slackening in the
second half. In most of the smaller developed market economies, growth rates will
probably continue to be extremely slow.

As pointed out above, private investment has not performed as well in the
recovery from the recession as could have been expected from the evidence of
earlier post-war business cycles. The outlook for investment in most developed
market economies continues to be weak. Investment expenditures are not likely to
increase substantially in the absence of policy changes leading to a faster rate
of growth of demand to absorb the large excess capacity still in existence in most
countries, a firming of exchange rates and greater success in the control of
inflation.

The tax cuts which were introduced in several of the major industrial
countries in the course of 1977 could lead, largely through their effect on
consumption expenditure, to a fairly moderate expansion of economic activity in
the early part of 1978. However, it is doubtful whether this expansion can
continue at the same rate into the second half of the year and into 1979 without
additional stimuli. Furthermore, in the recent past an unusually large part of
increases in disposable income, particularly in the case of Japan, has found its
way into savings rather than into expenditure and it is still unclear whether the
real value of consumers' assets, which was reduced by the heavy inflation of
recent years, has been sufficiently restored to previous levels so as to encourage
expenditures to increase together with disposable income.

As the outlook is for slow economic growth, unemployment cannot be
expected to improve. Indeed, in many countries, ~mless growth is above
3.5 per cent unemployment may 'v!orsen; the OECD estimates of December 1977 put
unemployment in the region as reaching 17 million in 1978, an increase from
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16,3 million in September 1977. 2J Only in the United S·tates of America should
the employment situation materially improve with, according to the OECD estimates,
the unemployment rate falling from 7 to 6,5 In the European countries,
excluding Portugal and Turkey, it could increase from 5.25 to 6 per cent and in
Japan from 2 to 2.25 per cent, although the lifetime employment patterns there
mask the full extent of the gap between supply and demand.

With unemployment still high, prices are expected to moderate in 1978;
table II~22 shows that the forecasts point to a reduction in inflation in all of
the seven major industrial countries except the United States of America.
However, even at the reduced rates forecast for 1978, inflation is still at a high
level and its persistence is a major factor in restraining the relaxation of
fiscal policy that could possibly lead to higher rates of growth in the medium
term.

Current estimates indicate that balance-of-payments disequilibria are
unlikely to be corrected in 1978 (see table 11-23). In the one hand, the deficit
on current account of the United States of America is expected to rise somewhat in
1978. While petroleum imports are unlikely to grow much, due to the end of the
government oil stockpiling programme and an increase in Alaskan production, the
depreciation of the dollar is not expected to have a significant impact on exports
until 1979. On the other hand, an increase is forecast for the combined current
account surplus of the major surplus countries and the countries identified as
major deficit countries because of their deficit position in 1976. While the
major surplus countries will probably continue to run high and undiminished
surpluses as a result of the slow expansion of imports, sluggish economic growth
and deliberate attempts to curtail imports are expected to reduce the deficits of
Canada and France and to maintain relatively unchanged the emerging Italian
surplus. In the case of the United Kingdom, increasing flows of North Sea oil are
expected to contribute to a growing current account surplus. The collective
deficit of the smaller countries could also decline, as a consequence of depressed
domestic demand conditions. These payments forecasts should be treated with
caution, since the methods used and the 1977 benchmark estimates differ widely
between sources. Nevertheless, they paint a disturbing picture, in that the
imbalances that have led to exchange rate turbulence during 1977 will most
probably continue into 1978. Further instability in foreign exchange markets
could have additional and unpredictable adverse effects on business confidence and
investment plans, particularly in the more foreign-trade oriented economies of
Europe and Japan.

While the growth forecasts are not very encouraging, they may nevertheless be
on the high side. The evidence points, on the whole, to a downward revision in
the already pessimistic forecasts because of two considerations which have been
referred to previously. The first is the continued dedline in the value of the

I

United States dollar and uncertainty as to its future course, which will adversely
affect the growth possibilities of the strong currency countries and, through
them, those of the weaker currency countries. On balance, as has been pointed out
above, it is doubtful whether the dampening effects of the dollar's decline on
aggregate demand in the appreciating countries will be offset by positive effects
in the weaker currency countries. The decline in the dollar is already having an

9/ Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Economic Outlook
(Pari;),/No. 22 (December 1977), p. 5.
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adverse effect on countries such as the Federal Republic of Germany and Japan
whose currencies have appreciated and which in the past have relied heavily on
exports as an engine for growth. In the United States of America. on the other
hand, investment is not expected to respond positively to the depreciation of the
dollar. On the contrary, the uncertainties generated by recent currency movements
and the prospects for continued instability may contribute to dampen rather than
encourage new investments.

The second consideration is the reaction of business investment and consumer
spending to the somewhat more expansionary fiscal policies adopted in the course
of 1977 and in early 1978. Admittedly. the policy changes that did take place
were extremely cautious; nevertheless, the forecasts assume that firms and
consumers will react to these changes as they have in the past. The experience of
the past few years has shown that not only can forecasting fail through not being
able to predict changes in government policy but also through not being able to
calculate the effect of the policies that are taken. In the present stage of
recovery, the spending of businesses and consumers is still marked by extreme
caution and so there is more reason to believe that government stimuli will fall
short rather than exceed their objectives.
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Table II-I. Developed market economies: rates of growth of gross
domestic product in constant prices, 1971-1977

(Percentage change from preceding year)

Developed ma,rket economies

Major .industrial countries

Canada
France
Germany. Federal Republic of
Italy
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of America

Other industrial countries

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway
Sweden
Switzerland

Primary exporting countries

Australia
Cyprus
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
New Zealand
Portugal
South Africa
Spain
Turkey
Yugoslavia 9J

Average.
1971-1917

3.2

3.2

4.0
3.5
2.3
2.9
5.2
1.6
3.1

2.6
3.8
3.1
2.3
2.9
1.7
3.3
4.7
1.6
0.5

4.0

3.1
-0.8
4.6
3.1 £!
2.9
2.5
4.5
3.1
4.5
6.9
5.5

1975

-1.1

0.5
0.1

-3.3
-3.5
2.4

-1.3
-1.6

-1.4

-2.0
-2.0
-0.7
0.2

-7.9
-1.2

3.6
0.5

-7.4

2.1

1.4
-21.1

6.2
-1.5
-0.2
1.3

-3.8
2.1
0.6
8.9
3.7

1976

5.2

5.6

4.9
5.2
5.5
5.6
6.3
1.4
6.1

2.9

5.2
2.0
5.5
0.2
2.6
4.6
6.0
1.5

-0.8

3.3

3.4
16.0

5.8
-0.9

3.0
-1.1
5.3
1.3
2.1
8.1
3.9

1977 ~

3.7

4.0
2.6 bl
2.4 -
2.4 bl
1.7-
5.1 pj
1.0
4.9

1.7

3.5
2.7
1.5

-0.5
1.7
2.5
3.9

-2.4
4.0

2.3

2.0
15. 4 pj

3.5

5.3
-1.0
6.0
1.5
2.4
5.0
7.0

Sources: Centre for Development Planning. Projections and Policies of the United
Nations Secretariat. based on Economic Survey of Europe. 1977 (United Nations publication.,
Sales No. E.78.II.E.1. 1978); Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development. Main
Economic Indicators; International Monetary Fund. International Financial Statistics; ---
National Institute of Economic and Social Research. National Institute Economic Review
(London, February 1978); and official national sources.

~ Estimate. based on partial data.

pj Rate of growth of gross national product.

£! 1971-1976.

9J Rates of growth of gross material product.
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Table 11-2. Developed market economies: changes in
industrial production, 1971-1977

(Percentage change from corresponding
period of preceding year)

1977Average,
1971-
1976 1975 1976 1977

First
quarter

Second
quarter

Third
quarter

Fourth
quarter

-8. 0 8.9 3.9!!:/ 5 . 7Developed marRet economies

Major industrial countries

Canada
France
Germany, Federal

Republic of
Italy
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of America

Other industrial countries

Austria
Belgium
Denmark b/
Finland -
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway
Sweden
Switzerland

Primary producing countries

Australia £!
Greece
Ireland
Portugal
Spain
South Africa b/
Yugoslavia -

1.9
4.1
4.0
0.4
3.4

2.4

3.4
2.9
2.2
4.0

3.5
2.7
2.5

-1.0

5.6

2.2
8.4
3.5
6.9
7.5
3.9
6.8

-8.4
-4.8
-8.9

-6.1
-9.2

-11.0
-4.8
-8.8

-6.4

-6.3
-10.4
-6.4
-4.7

-21.8
-1. 7
-1. 7
-1. 7

-14.4

-5.6

-7.6
4.9

-6.6
-4.3
-6.0
2.2
5.0

9.6

5.0
9.8

8.5
12.4
13.7
1.0

10.2

3.9

5.9
9.5

11.8
1.6
6.5
5.9
0.8

-0.9
1.1

5.5

5.5
9.9
9.6
3.0
5.0

-1.6
4.1

2.0
-1.1
4.1
0.1
5.6

-0.4

-2.0
0.9
0.8

-1. 7
-2.6

5.7
4.4
5.8

5.5
10.9

8.6
2.1
4.9

3.6

8.3
5.4
3.6
0.8
3.1
2.4
0.8
0.9
5.4

12.0

1.8
3.7
7.4

12.6
20.4
-8.6
9.5

3.9

4.1
2.8
2.5

2.3
-1.4
5.0

-0.3
5.9

0.1

4.0
1.1

-2.6
-4.9
-1.0
1.6

-2.6
-3.5

3.1

7.2

-0.9
-0.6
8.9

14.4
12.2
-4.6
12.7

2.8

3.0

3.1
-1.6

0.4
-3.6
2.2
0.6
5.8

-1.1

3.2
-4.1
1.8

-3.1
-1.6
-4.2
-4.3
4.1

7.4 !!:/

-1. '7
2.4
3.2

11. 3
-5.7
8.9

2.8

3.1
-0.9

2.1
-9.4
2.1

-1.7
5.7

-3.6

-1.9
1.0

-1.6
-1. 7
-3.5

Sources: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics, and
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Industrial Production.

!!:/ Estimate based on partial data.

£! Manufacturing products.

£! Manufacturing, electricity and gas.
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Table II-3. Developed market economies: index numbers of industrial
production by regional grouping, 1974-1977

(1970 .. 100)

1976 a/ 1977 a/

First Second Third Fourth First Second Third
1974 1975 1976 quarter quarter quarter quarter quarter quarter quartel

Total industrial
production

Developed market
economies 120 110 120 117 119 121 122 124 125 124

Uorth America "pj 121 110 121 118 121 122 123 124 127 129

Western Europe £! 118 110 118 114 117 117 120 122 120 118

Japan 123 110 125 119 125 127 129 130 131 130

Mining

Developed market
economies 102 100 102 100 99 100 102 103 104 103

Uorth America "pj 106 103 104 104 104 104 106 107 110 108

Western Europe £! 98 99 101 97 94 95 97 100 96 96

Japan 77 73 73 73 72 73 74 73 75 75

Manufacturing

Developed market
economies 120 110 120 116 119 120 122 123 124 124

North America "pj 122 110 122 119 122 124 124 125 129 130

Western Europe £! 117 109 116 111 115 115 117 119 117 115

Japan 124 110 125 119 125 127 129 130 131 130

~: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Industrial Production.

!I Quarterly index numbers are seasonally adj usted.

'E.l Canada and United States of America.

£! Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Federal RepUblic of, Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Luxembourg, Netherlands. Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom.



Table II-4. Major industrial countries: changes in major components
of final demand, in constant prices, 1975-1977
(Percentage change over preceding period,

at annual rates. seasonally adjusted)

1976. 1977 •
1975 1976 second half first half

Canada

Private consumption 5.1 6.1 6.3 1.1
Government consumption 4.4 0.9 -4.9 9.1
Gross fixed investment 3.9 0.8 -7.1 3.4
Increase in stocks !I -2.6 1.6 -1.6 -2.0
Exports of goods and services -6.4 8.9 6.9 11.5
Imports of goods and services -2.4 8.2 2.8 6.7
Foreign balance bl -0.8 -0.3 0.7 0.7
GNP at market prices 1.1 4.9 2.5

France

Private consumption 3.1 4.9 4.0 1.8
Government consumption 5.1 4.7 4.4 2.5
Gross fixed investment -3.4 4.5 2.8 1.0
Increase in stocks !I -3.0 2.1 0.4 -1.1
Exports of goods and services -3.0 9.4 5.1 6.9
Imports of goods and services -8.7 19.5 15.8 -6.0
Foreign balance bl 1.3 -1.8 -0.8 2.4
GDP at market prices 0.1 5.2 3.5 3.0

Germany. Federal RepUblic of

Private consumption 2.6 3.6 2.7 2.4
Government consumption 3.6 2.4 -0.8 0.7
Gross fixed investment -4.1 5.0 4.7 4.7
Increase in stocks !I -0.7 1.6 0.9 -0.2
Exports of goods and services -8.7 11.8 8.6 4.2
Imports of goods and services 0.8 11.4 10.0 2.9
Foreign balance bl -3.5 0.4 -0.3 0.8
GNP at market prices -3.2 5.7 2.9 3.1

Italy

Private consumption -1.4 3.2 3.8 1.2
Government consumption 2.8 1.9 -0.1 2.0
Gross fixed investment -13.0 2.3 6.6 5.6
Increase in stocks al -3.1 2.6 -2.8 -0.4
Exports of goods and services 3.5 12.6 13.6 4.2
Imports of goods and services -9.9 13.1 -0.5 3.6
Foreign balance bl 2.7 0.3 2.9 0.6
GDP at market prices -3.5 5.6 3.8 2.2

Japan

Private consumption 6.1 4.4 2.3 3.7
Government consumption 7.0 4.3 0.3 5.4
Gross fixed investment -2.8 4.5 0.3 8.0
Increase in stocks al -2.1 0.4 1.9 -1.0
Exports of goods and services 4.4 17.2 8.9 19.5
Imports of goods and services -8.1 7.9 16.1 -3.2
Foreign balance bl 1.7 1.7 -0.3 3.6
GNP at market prices 2.4 6.3 3.0 7.6



Table 11-4 (continued)

United Kingdom

Private consumption
Government consumption
Gross fixed investment
Increase in stocks a/
Exports of goods and services
Imports of goods and services
Foreign balance b/
GDP at market prices

United states of America

Private consumption
Government expenditure
Gross private fixed investment
Increase in stocks a/
Exports of goods and services
Imports of goods and services
Foreign balance b/
GNP at market prices

1975

-1.0
4.5

-1.3
-2.1
-3.9
-6.5
0.7

-1.6

1.9
2.1

-13.7
-1.5
-3.3
12.6
0.5

. -1.3

1976

0.2
2.4

-4.4
1.2
6.8
5.1
0.5
1.5

6.0
0.5
8.6
1.5
6.6

18.4
-0.5
6.0

1976,
second half

2.3
2.2

-6.2
1.0
9.4

10.4
-0.1
1.7

5.0
0.3
9.6

-0.8
7.0

11. 7
-0.2
3.5

1977.
First half

-3.9
-1.1

-12.6
2.1

12.7
8.4
0.4

-1.8

5.1
1.6

15.0
0.8
0.6

14.4
-0.8
5.6

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations
Secretariat, based on Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Quarterly
National Accounts Bulletin; National Accounts of OECD Countries, 1975; Economic Outlook,
various issues; and Economic Surveys - Germany (July 1977).

!I Change in stockbuilding as percentage of GNP/GDP in the preceding period.

pj Change in foreign balance as percentage of GNP/GDP in the preceding period.
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Table II-5. Selected developed ..rket economies: rates of change of private gr'oss fixed
capital formation. in constant prices. 1960-1977

(Percentage change over preceding period, seasonally adjusted at annual rates)

1977. first half bl

Country Average, Growth rate from Index
1960-1973 !I 1974 1975 1976 previous half year (1973=100)

Australia

Gross fixed capital formation 5.2 -2.0 -7.5 6.7 -4.1 95.6
Residential buildings 6.0 -13.1 -14.2 25.9 -14.6 89.1
Non-residential fixed investment 4.9 3.1 -4.9 0.1 0.9 98.1

Canads. s.I
Gross fixed capital formation 6.0 5.5 3.8 1.9 3.2 111.6
Residential buildings 6.5 -0.5 -6.6 17.5 -9.2 104.6
Non-residential fixed investment 5.8 8.0 7.8 -3.2 8.6 114.4

~

Gross fixed capital formation 4.0 -8.0 2.9 -0.3 98.3
Residentialbuildin~s E:/ 4.3 -2.6 6.6 3.0 109.9
Non-residential fixed investment 3.7 ..12.4 -0.1 -3.0 89;4

Germany, Federal Republic of £.1
Gross fixed capital formation 4.9 -11.1 -5.4 7.1 6.7 93.1
Residential buildings 3.5 -:16.3 -12.4 6.7 -1. 7 17.5
Non-residential fixed investment 5.4 -9.4 -3.6 7.3 11.0 99.0

Italy

Gross fixed capital formation' 7.8 -16.9 2.8 92.1 el
Residential buildings 2.7 -10.9 -2.3 2.7 91.8 -
Non-residential fixed investment 10.8 -20.4 4.8 92.4 !.I

Japan

Gross fixed capital formation 14.3 -11.3 -7.7 4.6 6.9 88.6
Residential buildings 14.9 -12.8 7.3 10.4 9.6 106.6
Non-residential fixed investment 14.0 -10.8 -13.1 2.1 5.6 82.1

Sweden £.1
Gross fixed capital formation 4.1 3.0 -2.0 -16.0 !! 95.8 !!
Residential buildings 5.4 -8.3 -4.3 -8.3 80.4 el
Non-residential fixed investment 3.5 8.5 -0.3 1.1 107.0 !I

United Kingdom s.I
Gross fixed capital formation 4.3 -1.1 -0.8 -3.2 -6.3 !!J 89.0 h/
Residential buildings 3.7 -3.8 6.8 -0.4 -32.8 !!J 87.5 hi
Non-residential fixed investment 4.4 -0.3 -2.9 -4.1 -0.8 !!J 89.4 W

United States of America

Gross fixed capital formation 5.0 -7.9 ;.13.7 8.5 12.7 96.9
Residential buildings 4.2 -24.6 -13.8 23.2 21.5 96.6
Non-residential fixed investment 5.4 ..0.3 -13.7 3.5 9.1 97.0

(Sources and foot-notes on folloving page)
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(Sources ana. foot-notes to table II-5)

Sources: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development, Quarterly National Accounts Bulletin and Economic Outlook, No. 22
(December 1977).

\
~ For the United Ki~gdom and Sweden, periods are 1962-1973 and 1963-1973,

respectively. \

E! Calculations basedbn seasonally adjusted data.

£/ Including pUblic sector enterprises.

~ Including pUblic housing.

!d 1976.
1/ Based on seasonally unadjusted data.

gj Excluding public sector enterprises.

hi 1977, first quarter.
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Table II-6. Major industrial countries: factors explaining the growth of
real household consumption expenditure, 1970-1977

(Percentage)

Country 1970-1973 1973-1975 1976 ~ 1977 !2!

Canada

Rate of change of real disposable income £! 8.5 5.4 3.8 1.1
Savings rate d/ 8.2 10.5 8.8 7.8
Direct tax rate ~ 18.9 19.2 20.0 20.0
Rate of change of real consumption !I 7.0 5.0 6.0 2.3

France

Rate of change of real disposable income £! 6.0 3.0 3.5 1.8
Savings rate dl 19·9 20.2 18.6 17·9
Direct tax rate el 21.3 21.7 23.6 24.4
Rate of change of real consumption :U 5.8 2.9 5.7 2.8

Germany, Federal Republic of

Rate of change of real disposable income sJ 3.3 1.7 0.7 2.3
Savings rate £I 18.5 17.4 16.0 15.4
Direct tax rate ~ 25.1 27.4 28.9 29.6
Rate of change of real consumption :U 4.2 1.6 2.6 3.0

Italy

Rate of change of real disposable income £! 3.2 fJ 2.4 0.3
Savings rate £I 18.0 hi 21.6 20.8
Direct tax rate ~ 22.1 h/ 24.3 25.6
Rate of change of real consumption !I -2.8 gJ 3.8 1.4

Japan

Rate of change of real disposable income £! 10.6 3·7 3·7 3.2
Savings rate d/ 23.2 26.4 25.7 25.8
Direct tax rate ~ 11.2 12.1 12.4 12.8
~ate of change of real consumption fl 8.2 3.7 4.4 3.0

United Kingdom

Rate of change of real disposable income s./ 5.0 0.6 0.6 -3.6
Savings rate 9J 6.9 9·7 10.4 9.3
Direct tax rate ~ 20.3 21.6 24.1 23.5
Rate of change of real consumption :U 4.4 -0.8 0.8 -2.4
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Table 11-6 (continued)

-------_._--~---------_._-----------------------------

Country

United States of America

1970-1973 1973-1975 1976 al 1977 £I

Rate of change of real disposable income £.!
Savings rate dl
Direct tax rate ~.
Rate of change of real consumption fl

5.0
8.3

19.6
4.8

8.6
20.2

0.1

4.1
6.3

20.4
6.7

2.9
5.7

21.1
3.5

Sources: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development, National Accounts of OECD Countries. 1975, vol. II, and Economic OutlooJ
various issues.

~ Preliminary.

£! Estimate based on partial data.

cl Disposable income (current receipts of households minus direct taxes)
divided by the deflator of household final consumption expenditures.

~I Disposable income minus household consumption expenditures, as a percentage
of disposable income.

el Direct taxes, as a percentage of total current receipts of households.

fl Nominal household consumption expenditures deflated by the household
consumption deflator. Owing to the preliminary nature of the 1976 data, there are
some minor discrepancies between these estimates and those shown in table 1-4.

gl 1974-1975.

hI 1974.
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Table 11-7. Selected developed market economies: unemployment rates, ~ 1971-1977

(Percentage of total labour force)

A. Labour force sample surveys
B. Employment office statistics
C. Compulsory unemployment insurance statistics

1977
Source First Second Third Fourth
of data 1971 1975 1976 1977 quarter quarter quarter quarter

Major industrial countries

Canada A 6.4 6.9 7.2 8.1 9.0 8.0 7.6 7.8
France B 1.8p) 4.0 4.2 5.0 £! 4.3 4.9 5·2 5.7 £!
Germany, Federal RepUblic of B 0.8 4.7 4.6 4.5 5.2 4.3 4.2 4.5
Italy A 3.2 3.3 3.7 6.8 £! 6.6 7.7

H Japan A 1.2 1.9 2.0 2.0 2.3 2.0 1.9 1.9 c/
H
I United Kingdom B 3.7 4.4 5·9 6.4 6.1 6.0 6.9 6.4 -

LV
United States of America 5·9 8.5 8.2 6.9 6.8 6.2\0 A 7.7 7.0

Other industrial countries

Austria B 2.1 2.0 2.0 1.8 2·7 1.3 1.1 2.2
Belgium. B 2·9 6.7 8.6 9.9 9·7 9.4 9.7 10.7
Denmark B 1.1 V 6.0 6.1 7.3 7.8 6.8 6.8 8.0
Finland A 2.3 2.2 4.0 £! 6.2 £./ 6.1 6.0 5·9 6.6 £!
Netherlands B 1.6 5.2 5.5 5.3 5.6 4.8 5.3 5.4
Norway A 0.8 £! 2.3 1.8 1.3 1.9 1.3
Sweden A 2.5 1.6 1.6 1.8 1.9 1.5 1.9 1.9

Primary producing countries

Australia A 1.6 4.4 4.4 5.2 5.4 5.1 5.2 5.1
Cyprus B 1.1 10.9 7 .1 4.4 2.5
Ireland C 7·2 12.2 12.3 12.0 £./ 12.8 12.2 11.5 11.1 £!
Yugoslavia B 6.7 10.2 11.4 12.5 12.0 11.6

(Source and foot-notes on following page)



(Source and foot-notes to table 11-7)

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat. based on United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of
Statistics.

~ Owing to differences in definition and coverage, rates are not comparable
between countries.

£I 1972.

£! Estimate based on partial data.

d/ Revised series. Rates are not comparable with those of previous years.

~ 1973.
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Table 11-8. Selected developed market economies: index numbers
of manufacturing employment, 1975-1977

(1970 == 100)

1977

1975 1976

Major industrial countries

1977
First Second lhird Fourth

quarter quarter quarter quarter

102.8 10lj·.3
100.4 99.9

Canada
France
Germany, Federal

Republic of
Italy
Japan
Unit ed Kingdom
United States of America

Other industrial countries

90.6
107·2

99.4
89.8
94.8

90.3
107.5

99.0
87.5
98.0

98.8 a/
88.5 ~

101.1

100·7 103.9
99.1 99.3

90.1 89.7

99.0 98.9
88.4 88.5
98.5 100.9

104.7
98.6

97.5 99· 7 a/
88.5 88.6 a/

102.1 102.8-

Austria 101.7 100.0 100.9 §} 100.7 100.4 101.2 101.1 §}
Denmark 89.4 89.6 89.1 88.8 88.4
Finland 109.6 106.1 104.5 ~ 102.7 105.9 106.4 103.1 §j
Netherlands 88.0 86.0 84.0 84.0
Norway Q/ 109.9 111.0 112.0 110.2 110.4
Sweden 108.8 104.6 103.1 102.0 100·9
Switzerland 85.9 79.8 79.0 79.6 80.0

Primary producing countries

Australia 94.0 92.9 91.4 90.4 89.2
Greece 119.2 126.5 127.7 130.6 135.3
Ireland 94.3 95·9 96.9 98.2
New Zealand e / 105.9 108.1 111.3 113.4
South Afrie 81\ 117·1 118.3
Spain 115.1 115.8
Yugoslavia 127.5 131.4 134.0 135.1 138.8

-----_.
Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the

United--Nations S~cretariat, based on united Nations, Monthly Bulletin of
Statistics.

~ Estimate based on partial data.

Q/ 1972 == 100;

£! 1971 == 100.
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Table II-9. Selected developed market economies: . index numbers
of non-agricultural employment, 1975-1977

(1970 =100)

1976 1977
Third Fourth First Second Third Fourth

1975 1976 1977 quarter quarter quarter quarter quarter quarter ~j

Major industrial countries

Canada 119.8 122.8 125.3 126.9 122.9 120.0 125·3 129.6 126.6
France 99·2 98.9 99.2 98.8 98.5 98.7 98.1
Germany, Federal Republic of 91.1 95.4 95·7 96.2 95.1 95.0 95.5
Italy 106.3 107.4 109.5 108.3 111.3 112.4 113.0
Japan 108.4 110.0 112.0 ~ 110.1 111.1 111.3 111.7 111.7 113.4 ~
United States of America 108.3 112.0 116.1 113.4 113.7 113.1 115.6 117.9 118.8

H
H
I Other industrial countries.j::"'
I\)

Finland 115.0 112.9 110.6 ~ 116.8 110.7 107·7 112.2 114.4 108.0 ~
Luxembourg 105.8 103.4 104.0 101.5 101.7 102.5 101.7
Norway bj 106.8 111.9 111.5 114.5 114.0 114.3 114.8
Sweden 107.4 108.3 108.8 108.7 108.5 107.8 109.0 109.5 108.7

Primary ~roducing countries

Australia 109·0 110.9 112.4 109.8 111.4 112.0 112.8 112.4 112.0
New Zealand 111.5 112.7 112.1 111.9 113.7 114.9
South Afric a 114.9 117.4 117.5 115.1
Spain 121.4 123.3 123.8 124.1
Yugoslavia 125.2 130.0 131.6 132.3 134.6 136.5

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat,
based on United Nations, Monthly BUlletin of Statistics.

~ Estimate based on partial data.

bj 1972 =100



Table 11-10. Developed market economies: changes in
consun~r prices~ 1960-1977

(Percentage change from preceding period, at annual rates)

Average,
1960-1973 1975 1976

1977, 1977,
1977 first half second half

17 .~. 14.4 17.8

Developed market economies

Major industrial countries

Canada
France
Germany~ Federal

Republic of
Italy
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of America

other industrial_...£2....untr!.es

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway
Sweden
Svri t zerland

Australia
Cyprus
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Malta
NevT Zealand
Portugal
South Africa
Spain
Turkey
Yugoslavia

4.0

3.8

3.3
4.6

3.4
4.7
6.2
5.0
3.2

4.7

4.2
3.6
6.2
5.6
3.2
4.9
5.1
4.7
4.2

6.3

3.5
2.1
3.3

11.6
5.9
2.4
4.8
6.1
3.8
6.9

11.5 b/
13·5

11.6

11.1

10.8
11.8

6.0
17.0
11.9
24.3
9.1

10.4

8.5
12.7

9.6
17.8
10·7
10.2
11.7

9.8
6.7

15.1
4.6

13.4
48.9
20·9

6.1
14.7
15.2
13.5
16.9
20.1
26.2

8.6

8.0

7.5
9.2

4.5
16.8

9.3
16.5

5.8

8.6

7.3
9.2
9.0

14.4
9.8
8.8
9.2

10.3
1.7

13.6
3.8

13.3
32.2
18.0

3.1
17·0
21.0
11.1
17.7
15.3
10.0

9.3

8.5

8.0
9.5

3·9
18.4

8.1
15.9

6.5

8.0

5.5
7.1

11.1
12.6

6.7
6.7
9.1

11 )~

1.3

12.3
4.0

12.1
28.5
13.6
10.0
14.3
23.9
11.3 a/
24.5 -
29.8
15.9 ~/

10.4

5.6
21.0
10.0
20.5

7.0

8.4

6.6
7.5
9.5

13.3
8.1
7.0

10.3
12.1
1.4

19.2

13·5
3.6

15.0
27.8
16.6
16.7
13.5
32 )~

11.0
25.2
23.4
24.2

9.2
10.1

2.1
12.7

4.1
9.3
6.3

8.0

3.5
5.8

14.1
12.2

3.3
5.3
8.2

13.~

1.4

16.8

8.9
7.4

10.8
29.2
7.8
7.1

16.3
1.5

11.5 a/
28.9 --
57.2

" /(.i.0 ~

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on United Nations~ Monthly Bulletin of Statistics.

!y Estimate based on partial data.

b/ 1968-73.
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Table II-l1. Developed market economies: changes in
wholesale prices. 1971-1977

(Percentage change from preceding period. at annual rates)

1977, 1977.
Average, first second
1971-1977 1975 1976 1977 half half

Major industrial countries

Canada 11.6 6.7 4.3 9.1 a/ 14.3 5.8 a/
France pj 8.8 -5.7 7.4 5.6 4.5 -0.6 -
Germany, Federal Republic of 5.6 4.7 3.9 2.6 3.0 0.5
Italy 18.0 8.6 22.9 17.4 17.9 7.6
Japan 9.3 3.0 5.5 1.9 2.0 -1.6
United Kingdom £! 15.7 24.1 16.4 19.2 ~ 23.1 13.4 ~
United States of America 9.3 8.6 4.6 6.2 7.9 3.9

Other industrial countries

Austria 5.8 6.2 5.8 3.1 4.0 -2.1
Belgium 7.2 1.3 7.1 2.4 4.7 -4.6
Denmark 10.5 5.8 7.8 8.2 9.2 5.7
Finland 14.2 13.5 11.3 10.7 11.2 6.0
Netherlands 6.7 7.0 6.5 5.4 a/ 6.1 4.6 ~
Norway 8.7 9.7 7.8 6.2 5.9 5.3
Sweden ~/ 10.6 6.7 8.8 9.2 9.9 9.4
Switzerland 4.4 -2.3 -0.7 0.2 1.4 -2.9

Primary producing countries

Australia ~/ 10.8 15.0 11.4 10.0 11.8 6.9
Cyprus 10.7 f/ 10.7 3.4 12.3
Greece 15.8 - 6.8 14.0 10.5 12.9 8.4
Ireland 16.9 25.7 19.7 16.5 ~/ 22.0 4.7 ~/
New Zealand 13.1 f/ 12.1 25.3 13.7
Portugal 17.4 - 13.4 19.1 28.7 42.8 13.0
South Africa 14.0 17.3 15.1 13.0 12.9 9.9
Spain f!J 12.5 f/ 12.6 15.3 22.7
Turkey 19.6 - 10.1 15.5 24.6 a/ 23.9 34.0 §:../
Yugoslavia 15.1 21.8 6.6 9.4 9.9 11.1

Sources: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics;
and International Monetary Fund. International Financial Statistics.

~/ Estimate based on partial data.

~/ Industrial products.

~/ Finished goods.

3J Domestic supply.

~/ Manufacturing output.

r../ 1971-1976.

gj Producers'prices of industrial goods.
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Table II-12. Selected developed market economies: changes in
hourly earnings in manufacturing, 1971-1977

(Percentage ~hange from corresponding period of preceding year)

1977
Average. First Second Third Fourth
1971-1976 1975 1976 1977 quarter quarter quarter quarter

Major industrial
countries

Canada 11.9 15.9 13,7 12.0 11.1 10.9
France 15.4 17.3 14.7 15.1 13.2 12.4
Germany, Federal

Republic of 8.9 8.1 6.3 7.9 7.6 7.5
Italy 20.8 26.7 21.1 33.5 31.1 24.6
Japan 17.7 11.4 12,6 11.1 11.3 9,1
United Kingdom 18.6 30.1 19.8 7.0 4.2 3,3
United States of

America 7.8 9.2 7,7 8.4 8.0 8,6 8.3 8.8

Other industrial
countries

Austria 13.0 19.8 9.9 8.2 9.9 9.6
Belgium 16.5 20.0 11.1 9.1 8.3 9.6
Denmark 16.7 19.1 11.9 9.3 10.0 10.4
Finland 17.8 20.7 15,0 8,9 8.7 9.5
Netherlands 13.2 13.6 8.3 5.3 5.8 8.1
Norway 14.7 19.5 16,8 15.8 10.8 8.8
Sweden 13.4 14.8 17.9 8.1 3,7 6.1
Switzerland 7.4 7.4 1.6 2.1 1.2 1.7

Primary producing
countries

Australia 16.6 19.3 14.7 11.7 11.7 11.1
Greece 20.7 24.7 28.6 24.0 22.7
Ireland 19.9 28.8 17.1 15,1
New Zealand 11.6 14,4 11.7 17,2 10.0
Spain 24.7 30.3 30.2 27.0 23.1
Yugoslavia 19.6 21.3 14.1

Sources: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat. based on United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics, .
and Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Main Economic Indicator~;
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Table II-13. Selected developed market economies: changes in
unit labour costs, 1975~1977

(Percentage change from corresponding period of preceding year)

1977
First Second Third

1975 1976 quarter quarter quarter

Ma,jor industrial countries

Canada 15.5 8.4 6.4 5.6 6.2
France 23.8 4.9 7.0 9.7 11.8
Germany, Federal Republic of §/ 6.8 -2.1 2.9 3.6 3.6
Italy 39.8 9.3
Japan 22.3 -3.1 0.5 4.4 5.5
United Kingdom 31.8 13.3 9.3 11.9
United States of America 12.4 1.6 5.5 6.2 7.0

Other industrial countries

Austria 23.4 1.2 6.3 1.3
Denmark 14.5 1.3 6.9 15.4 5.3
Finland 24.6 10.4 11.0 14.9 10.1
Netherlands 16.4 0.5 -2.5 1.7
Norway 33.7 16.0 20.7 15.4 8.3
Sweden 25.2 14.7 10.1 6.3 9.0
Switzerland 14.2 7.1 -4.5 -3.3 ~1.4

Primary producing countries

Australia 9.2 11.4 7.7 8.0 10.0
Greece 20.6 23.3 25.2 30.7
Ireland 26.2 8.8 11.5
Spain b/ 33.3 14.6 13.2 18.9
Yugoslavia 20.2 13.8

Sources: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on United Nations, Monthly Bulletin of Statistics,
and Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Main Economic Indicators.

a/ Mining and manufacturing.

b/ Industry.
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Table 11-14. Developed market economies: changes in the
volume of exports, 1971-1977

(Percentage change from corresponding period of preceding year)

1977
Average, First Second Third Fourth

1971-1976 1975 1976 1977 quarter quarter quarter quarter

Major industrial
countries

Canada 3.7 -7.5 11.1 9.0 13.3 7.6 4.5 10.6
France 7.6 -4.1 9.1 6.5 9.0 3.9 7.9 5.9
Germany, Federal

Republic of 7.6 -10.4 13.6 5.1 6.7 5.8 2.5 5.3
Italy 7·1 2.2 12.1 ..... 7.9 12.3 2.1
Japan 10.1 0.8 22.0 5.1 5.0 3.4 5.2 6.7
United Kingdom 5.3 "':2.3 8.8 9.3 9.4 9.4 14.4 4.4
United States of

America 8.3 -2.2 3.4 -0.6 1.9 0.3 0.9 -3.6

Other industrial
countries

Austria 8.0 -7.4 16.0 2.6 10.7 3.4
Belgium 6.6 -7.4 14.0 2.2 ~ 11.9 6.0 1.9 -7.3 ~
Denmark 3.9 -3.8 3.0 8.0 -0.9 5.2
Finland 3.6 -17.4 17.0 9.4 25.3 0.9 11.2 5.1
Netherlands 7.4 .,..3.8 13.0 -1.8 3.7 -1.8 -1.9 -5.7
Norway 7.8 4.2 15.0 -1.7 4.4 -11.3
Sweden 4.8 -9.9 5.0 -0.9
Switzerland 4.5 -8.3 11.0 11.7 12.6 9.0 14.3 9.4

Primary producing
countries

Australia 3.9 8.7 10.0 5.0 2.8 -7.5 • 0"·. •

Cyprus 4.0 -11.4 63.7 30.4 ~ 64.4 56.5 14.9 10..8 ~/··
Greece 17.0 8.9 15.4 -2.0 -2.7 2.0 ~I
Ireland 6.5 7.8 3.9 20.8 ~ 20.8 10.1 26.9 ·24.3§:./
Malta 23.5 11.4 43.0 48.9 22.1
New Zealand 2.9 2.0 19.0 17.0 2.9 3.6
South Africa 6.3 ...;1.0 7.0 12.1 15.8 17.1
Spain 10.6 3.1 14.9 .. ' .. 7.6 26.9 3.8 .
Turkey 5.2 -7.4 33.0 -50.0 -19.0

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United
Nations Secretariat, based on International Monetary Fund, International Financial
Statistics.

al Estimate based on partial data.
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Table 11-15. Developed market economies: changes in the
volume of imports, 1971-1977

(Percentage change from corresponding period of preceding year)

1977
Average, First Second Third Fourth
1971-1976 1975 1976 1977 quarter ",-uarter quarter quarter

Major industrial
countries

Canada 8.7 -5.7 7.4 0.5 1.8 3.6 -0.8 -2.7
France 8.7 -7.1 20.8 0.7 7.0 1.2 -2.2 -2.9
Germany,

Federal
Republic of 6.6 2.6 16.5 5.1 9.0 3.3 4.8 3.5

Italy 3.6 -11.4 15.2 5.8 4.8 -14.2
Japan 6.4 -12.7 10.3 3.0 9.3 4.2 -2.0 1.3
United Kingdom 4.8 -7.1 6.4 2.3 8.6 4.5 -0.1 ,.;.3.1
United States

of America 4.8 -11.2 21.9 12.1 18.7 18.5 8.5 5.5

Other industrial
countries

Austria 8.4 -6.5 23.0 9.8 13.4 5.8 11.3 9.6
Belgium 6.8 -5.7 14.0 0.7 al 9.9 0.8 2.0 -1. 7 ~I
Denmark 5.2 -5.7 17.0 5.2 -4.5
Finland 4.0 -4.0 -9.4 -4.6 4.8 -14.3 -13.1
Netherlands 3.8 -2.9 11.0 4.5 15.5 6.4 4.8 -7.1
Norway 6.5 11.0 7.2 12.3 12.4
Sweden 7.2 3.1 5.0 11.2 -3.8
Switzerland 0.9 -18.0 13.0 10.6 14.4 9.9 12.3 4.8

Primary producing
countries

Australia 5.6 -20.6 13.0 14.0 5.5 -0.9
Cyprus 0.1 -30.3 53.6 32.4 ~I 52.7 48.6 35.2 7.0 ~I
Greece 6.8 -2.3 8.1 6.1 14.7 -7.6 ~I
Ireland 4.5 13.4 15.2 17.4 ~ 15.9 9.0 15.8 12.0 ~I

Malta 5.8 -2.7 18.6 21.4 13.6
New Zealand 4.2 -21.9 2.0 -8.7 3.1 1.0
South Africa -0·7 -9.1 -14.0 -27.2 -29.3 -14.5
Spain 10.3 -0.8 13.4 -0.7 -8.2 -14.4
Turkey 14.3 14.9 17.0 18.6 26.2

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on International Monetary Fund, International
Financial Statistics.

~I Estimate based on partial data.
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Table II~16. Developed market economies: changes in the terms of trade, ~ 1971~1977

(Percentage change from corresponding period of preceding year)



(Source and foot~notes to table 11-16)

Sourceo Centre for Development Plannin8, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on International Monetary Fund, Intern8otional
Financial Statistics"

~ Based on unit value indices of exports and imports expressed in dollars"

~J Estimate based on partial data"
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Table 110-170 Developed market economies: balances on trade 0 services and
private transfers, and current account, 1975~1977

(Billions of dollars)
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countries

Austria
Belgium
Denmar};:
Finland
Netherlands
Non-ray
S'fTeden
Sw'itzerland

~l"irlary pro,~:uc_ing

Australia
Cyprus
Greece
Ice18,n,l
Ireland
Halta
New Zealand
Portugal
South Africa
Spain
Turl\',ey
Yugoslavia

H
H
I

\Jl
I-J

(Source ane_ foot~notes on following page)



(Source and foot-notes to table II~17)

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on International Monetary Fund, International
Financial Statistics.

~ Exports, fooobo, minus imports, foOob.

~/ Balance on goods, services and private transfers.

~/ Preliminary estimates based on data for the first three quarters of the
ye ar, except for Austria 5 Denmarl~ and Japan, for which the figures are final ones.



'I'aDle II~~18. Developed market economies: market exchan{c~e

rates, end of period

(Dollars per unit of domestic CUYTency? 1970 = 100)

1977
F{;st ---- Secuno --- Thi;a------F~~_;::th--

1975 1976 quarter quarter quarter quarter

Canada
France
Germany, Federal Republic of
Italy
Japan
United Kingdom

Other industrial countries

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Norway
Sweden
Switzerland

Australia
Cyprus
Greece
Iceland
Ireland
Malta
He"r Zealand
Portugal
South Africa
Spain
Turkey
Yugoslavia

99.5 100.2 95.7 95. Lf 9L,l.2 92. Lf
123.0 111.0 111.0 112.2 112.5 117.3
139.0 15)+ .4 152.7 156.0 158.1 173.3

9102 71.2 70.6 70.3 70.6 71.0
11S.3 123.3 130.2 13LIo 9 136.0 150.5

84.5 71.1 71.9 71.9 73.0 79.6

139.5 15Lf .0 152.4 155.7 156 .5 170.6
125.7 13S.1 135.7 137.9 139.0 150.8
121.2 129.3 127.9 124.2 121.6 129.6
108.3 110.7 109.8 102·9 100o~ 103.8
125·7 13S.0 135.7 137 ·9 139.0 150.8
133.8 146.4 144.4 145.5 146.!-+ 157.8
127·7 137.6 136.2 134.2 129.6 138.8
117·7 125.1 123.0 117.4 106.8 110.6
164.7 176.1 169.7 175.4 184.5 21)-+ .7

112.7 97 .~ 98.9 100.0 99.3 102.4
105.9 101 .2 100.8 101.6 lUl·9 109·0

.2 81.0 80.3 81.1 81.7 84.5
51.4 46.3 45.9 ~5 .1 42.2 41.2
84.5 71.1 71.9 71.9 73.0 79.9

103.2 97· 7 97 .3 98.0 98,7 105.6
93.5 85.1 36.1 86.7 87.0 91.4

10t!.7 91.1 7De .2 74.4 70.5 72.1
0)2.5 82.5 82.5 82.5 82.5 82.5

116.4 101.9 101 .3 100.0 82.2 86.0
98.5 89.6 84.4 84.4 76.8 76.8
69.5 68.6 68.6 68.5 68.3 67.8

Source: Centre for ~evelopment Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on International Monetary Fund, International
Financial Statistics.



Table 11,-·19, Selected developed market economies: index numbers
of effective exchange rate,s 9 periOd average

(1970 = 100)

.------------
1975 1976

______________ 1 S!.'U . _

First Second Third Fourth
1977 quarter quarter quarter quarter

Canada
France
Germany, Federal Republic of
Italy
Japan
United Kingdom
uniteel States of America

101,1
109.3
127,6
n.8

111,7
78,3
83,5

106,3
103,7
132,3

63.7
115,1

66,3
87,7

97,8
98.5

143,1
58,6

128,1
63,0
86,7

101.6
98.5

lL~O, 0

59.4
120,3

62,7
88.0

99.0
98.5

141.4
58.8

124.9
62.5
a7. Li

97,1
99·0

144.0
58.6

129.0
62.7
86.8

93. L~

98.1
146.9

57.6
138.1

64.2
84.7

Other industrial countries
.~_.._---~-_.~'---...~--. __. - ,- ~.-._---'~---

Austria 127·9 131,;:> Ih.7 138.9 140.4 142.9 144.5
BelgiulYl_ 106.6 101·1 111.9 111.1 111.9 112.4 112.3
Denmark 111.1 113.5 113.8 116.6 114.2 113.1 111.1
Netherlands 113.5 115,8 121,5 121,2 122.0 121.5 121.4
Norvmy 114.5 115 ·9 116.6 119.1 118.5 116.2 112.1
Svreden 108,8 109,2 105,9 112.8 108,8 104.4 97·6
Switzerlancl 14-5,0 157·0 161.5 150·7 157.9 158.7 160.5

~-~-------_._ ..__._--~_._'-.~ ~-- ---_._~-~,,--~--,--

~£~'ce: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on International Monetary Fund, International
Financial Sta.tistics.



Table II~20, Selected developed market econoll'-ies: export prices
adjusted for changes in effective exchange rates

(1970 = 100)

197'T

quarter quarter quarter aU8,rter1975 1976 1977
First Second Third Fourth

Canada 176)-[ 190,2 131.1,9 187,7 186,0 lEH3,6 1~'~ nr> 0 (-;

France 17Ll 177 ,0 131.108 182,3 1,(32,8 le7,5 186,9
Germany, Federal

Republic of 168,0 117,7 19)+,6 190,8 192,2 195,7 199,5
Italy 15BJi 15'),5 172,3 168,5 172,0 177 ,ll 172,9
Japan 167,8 170, 4 195,1 190,2 193,7 19~,3 200,5
United Kingdom 155,3 159,2 179,1 172,0 175, 1.~ 180,8 183,7
United States of America 147,1 160,1 165,9 Ih6,6 1(,7,9 165,9 J~O

Other industrial countries
----~-_._-------------

Austria 17L4 175,8 195,5 193,1 Ih9,6 195,8 200,9
Belgium 11.19,2 157,21 166,7 16~,4 176,6 167,5 IG7,3
Denmark ID,3 183,9 202,6 201.7 191,5 201.1, '( 204,4
Netherlands 168,0 1,31,8 196,8 193,9 l"q 0 196, ,3 196,7_.-/U c ,/

Nonmy 18)~, 3 19L2 200,6 203,7 203J) 201,0
S':Jeden 193,7 20Ei,6 225,6 222,0
Switzerland 188,5 201.[,1 21302 198,9 211,6 207,9 210,3

Sourc,,=_: Centre for Development Plannincs, Proj ections and Policies of the
United nations Secretariat, based on International T10netary Fund, 1:nterna,!ional
Financial Statistics,-- -



Ta-ble II·~2L market economies: forecast of grovth
rates of [jross domestic product, 1978

(Percentage)

Forecast, 1918
Actual J

1977 !!! OI~CD NIESR LINK EEC

Major industrial countries_____._.~_._·_~r~ ,_
Canada
Fral1.ce
Germanys Federal Hepublic of
Italy
Japan
United Kingdom
United States of America

Other industrial countries

Austria
Belgium
Denmark
Finland
Luxembourg
Netherlands
Nonray
Sweden
S"ivitzerland

Primary_prod__,:lCing co~ntri~",

Australia
Greece
Ireland
]ew Zealand
South Africa
Spain
Turl"ey

m=c total

OECD Europe

}07 2_~ 15

Lf 00 L~_ 00

206 3075
20 L~ 3,25
2, 1: 3,25
L7 LO
5.,1 500
LO 300
409 4025

L7 ;1--:2
':) c L5-,>0)

207 205
L5 LO

-0,5
L7
205 2075
309 6,0

-~20 4
4,0 200

203 202

200 3025
305 LI 05
503 505

-LO 2,0
L5
2.4 05
)00

L 9 2075

200 205

.~_~_2_

401 1: 03

)LO 307
":l 'J )[00 201--.J 0 _)

303 3075 301
L5 200 L 7

I

6,0 5,4
2,1 2,4 3,5
L. '-=? L~ 06., ---'

2,2 EJ--
L5 L8
205 402 2,3
L5 L5

0,1
L4

203 302 201
6,0

003
2,5

§ources: Centre for Development Planning" Projections and Policies of the
United IJations Secretari et 1iased on Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development 0 Economic Outlook (Paris) 5 Eoo 22 (December 1977)~, National Institute
of Economic ant[ So~ial~esearch, ~ational Instit~rte Economic Review (London),
February 1978; forecasts presen~ed Juring th;r1arcl;-1978~1~eti~gof Project LINK at
United Nations Headquarters; and EEC Commission estimates of ~1arch 1978,

§:../ Estimates based on partial datao

b/ Rate of crouth for all developed marl':et economies except the seven major
incllJstl::'is,l countries 0



Table II~22, Developed market economies: forecast of the
rate of change of conSQmer prlces

(Percentage)

Forecast, 1978

4,6
5,5 4,9

10,5
7,5

400
5,5 5,9

11,7

EEC LINK

7,6
7,0 8,1
305 3,5

12,0 12,3
6,95

8,4 9,6
6,0

Actual,
1977 OECD NIESR

Developed market economies 9~3 L~ 1,6

Major industrial countries 9-:.20 6,5 l~Q

Canada 8,0 6,5 5,0
France 9,5 8,15 8,0
Germany, Federal Hepublic of 3,9 4,0 3,8
Italy 18,1.[ 12,15 13,0
Japan 8,1 6,0 5,5
United Kingdom 15,9 9,0 9,0
United States of America 6,5 5,15 1,0

Other industrial countries 8,0 1:-~ 10, 5 ~/

Austria 5,5 5,25
Belgium 7,1 1,0
Denmark ILl lL5
Finland 12,6 lLO
Luxembourg 6,7
Netherlands 6,1 6,0
Nonvay 9,1 9,0
Sweden lL4 12,0
SvTitzerland L3 L75

Prim~y producing countries 17,,§_ 1601

Australia 1203 800
Greece 1201 lL5
Ireland 13,6 10,0
He,v Zealand 14,3 12015
Spain 2lf,5 2)f,5

EEC total 1006 7,5

OECD Europe lLO 8,75

Source: See table 11-21,

~ Rate of change for all ceveloped market economies except the seven major
industrial countries,



Table II~23, Developed market economies: forecast of balances
on current account, ~I 1978

(Billions of dollars)

------.---------

Forecast, 1978

Developed market economies

Hajor surplus countries

Germany, Federal Republic of
Japan
Netherlands
S\vitzerlano.

~1a,j or deficit countries

Canada
France
Italy
United Kingdom

United States of America

Other developed market economies

Source: See table II~21,

Actual,
1977 '!}j

~5,9

-4,5
-3,6
2,1
0,1

OECD

-22~ 9J

18,0

3,0
10,0

1075
3,25

-3,75
~2,O

1075
3,5

-19,25

-20,,72 ~

NIESR !::.-I

-20,3

-5,7
0,2
3,6
2,5

-2102

LIme

~·3,O

-2,0
1)+
0,8

~I Balance on trade, services and total (private plus government) transfers,

'!21 Preliminary estimates based on data for the first three ·quarters of the year
and estimates of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development,
Economic Outlool~ (Paris), lTo, 22 (DecemlJer 1977),

cl Estimates in SDR converted to dollars at the average rate for 1977
(1 SDR = ¢l,16752),

~I OECD countries only,

~ Other OECD countries only,

II Including Netherlands and Switzerland,

II-58



Chapter III

THE CENTRALLY PLANNED ECONOMIES

Eastern Europe and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Overview

Economic trends in the European centrally planned economies reflected policies
aimed at consolidating growth and reducing external and internal imbalances,
Output growth slowed down in 1977 to the lowest rate experienced since the early
1960s, slightly over 4 per cent for the group as a whole and generally below the
pace anticipated in the national economic plans, The expansion of aggregate
domestic final uses. though over-all somewhat above that planned, appears to have
been generally in balance with output growth, Imports grew less than exports and
the external balance of the group improved substantially, though most countries
remained in external deficit.

This pattern is in general in conformity with the growth strategy fornUllated
for most of the socialist countries in their medium-term development plans for
1976~1980. 1/ Domestic and international trends contributed to the lowered
medium-term-growth outlook reflected in these plans.

On the one hand, the anticipated tightening of labour supply in all countries
and the rising capital costs of raw material, fuel and productive infrastructure
development reduced the growth potential. Supply bottle-necks arising from
intersectoral development imbalances affected the efficiency of the production and
investment process and needed to be worked off. In a number of countries housing
and urban infrastructure claimed an increasing share of investible resources for
both social and economic reasons, But in some countries the investment rate
appears to have approached an upper limit. On the other hand, the global economic
developments of the early 1970s and the attendant worsening in the terms of trade of
most of the smaller socialist countries required a restructuring of production and
use patterns - including increased stress on the production of exportabIes - that
was itself bound to reduce growth at least in the short run. In some countries,
especially those with a large volume of maturing external debt, concern about
increasing protectionism and the weakness of demand growth in their western export
markets forced consideration of development patterns involving slower import growth.

These factors, which impinged upon different countries with varying intensity,
were reflected in the national medium-term plans of almost all countries (with the
exception of Romania) in a strategy of eased expansion of claims on resources
and reduced output growth, increased emphasis on export production and tightened
import policies. However, some of the assumptions none the less turned out to be
over-optimistic in the first two years of the plan period with respect to both
internal and external developments and additional adjustments were required in
most countries. In Poland, where economic strains had built u.p to the greatest

1/ On the five-year plans, see Supplement to World Economic Survey. 1976
(Unit;d Nations publication, Sales No. E.78.II,C.2), pp, 95-101 and, in much
greater detail, Economic Survey of Europe in 1976, part II (United Nations
publication, Sales No. E,7T.II.E.ll).



degree in the Ivake of a very high expansion pace in the first half of the 1970s 3

this involved an about~turn of policy on a very broad front in a very shcrt time ~

a policy change aptly called an i1economic manoeuvre!? ~ with the aim of reordering
priorities maximally towards the redressing of imbalances both in the domestic
consumer market and in external economic relations, In other countries, changes
were less drastic but also involved some scaling d01n1 of gro\~h goals and, in
several cases, the revision of investment programmes to take account of emerging
bottle~necks and supply tensions, Such reviews of structural programmes took
place in 1977 in Czechoslovakia and Hungary - where special attention is also
being paid to the implementation mechanism of the economic programme ~ and early
in 1978 in Bulgaria, In Romania, in some contrast to the policy patterns in
other Eastern European countries, a programme supplementary to the current
five~year plan was adopted in 1977; in this supplementary programme most of the
aggregate production and final use targets are raised, in part to compensate for
shortfalls in the early implementation but in part ~ especially in the sphere
of consumer incomes ~ to go well beyond the original goals for 1980,

The short~run policy objectives of the centrally planned economies for 1978
reflect these revisions and the priority given to reducing strains, improving
efficiency and consolidating rather than accelerating grov~h, The over~all

production target for the group as a whole is near the reduced gro~h pace
attained in 1977 and is based on the antic ipation of somew-hat diminished gro~h in
industrial output and substantially accelerated grov~h in agricultural output,
Except for a slight acceleration in the Soviet Union and steeply accelerated
gro~h in Romania, investment expansion is generally to be lower than in 1977; it
is expected to cease altogether in Hungary and Poland, A further improvement in
the foreign balance ~ especially in trade with the .market economies ~ through
reduced import gro~h is an explicitly formulated target in the national plans
of Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Poland and an implicit goal in several other
cases,

Production and supplies

Total output (real net material product ~ N}~) of the centrally planneo
economies of Eastern Europe 2/ and the USSR increased by 4,3 per cent in 1977,
which was markedly below the-5, 5 per cent expansion of the past two years, the
6,2 per cent average growth rate for the decade to date and the planned rate of
about 5 per cent, Gro~h slow-ed d01Jl1 in the Soviet Union, where national income
increased by 3,5 per cent, 11 and also in Bulgaria, Poland and Romania, In the
other Eastern European countries, where output gro~h had been relatively low in

~/ Bulgaria, Czechoslovalda, German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland
and Romania,

3/ In the USSR? plan targets and the achievement for the current year are
reported in terms of the grovrth of NMP domestically utilized, Since the Soviet
Union went from a foreign trade deficit in 1976 to a foreign trade surplus in
191'7, NNJP ed must have grmm at a somevrhat higher rate than domestic
allocations ~ perhaps at 4 to 4,2 per cent, as against 5,2 per cent in 1976,



1976) results "Tere better in 1977 and the average gruvrth rate for the group ~ at
6,1 per cent ~ "ras the same as in the preceding year (see table III ~l) ,

vTith the exception of Hungary, no country reached the growth target of its
annual plan for 1977 and on the basis of the result s of the first two years all
countries are nOvT to some degree lagging with respect to the targets of the
1976~1980 medium~term plan, This shortfall is not expected to be eliminated
in 1978, since plan targets for that year are very similar to the rates attained
in 1917,

The dominant factor accounting for the 1977 pattern of aggregate net output
gYo,,~h in the region appears to have been the yearis agricultural output, which
generally fell short of expectations though an absolute decline was registered
only in the two Balkan countries, However, other factors also contributed to the
reduced or below<~plan over~all grm'Tth, Although industry generally met its targets
in terms of gross output, productivity gains and input economies "nlich were to have
raised the sector's net contribution did not always materialize, In several
countries bottle-necks appear to have developed in energy supplies and in
tranS1JOrt and generally the performance of tre construction sector fell short of
the plans, ~

.Industry

Gross industrial output of the group increased by 6,3 per cent in 1977, as
comnared to 5,7 per cent in the preceding year and an annual average of 7,8 per
cent in the first half of the decade, Industrial growth in Eastern Europe of almost
8 per cent was about the same as in 1976 9 while in the Soviet Union output growth
accelerated from about 5 to about 6 per cent (table III~2), Except for Bulgaria.
all countries exceeded the targets of the annual plans for gross industrial
expansion, Gains in industrial labour productivity, vThich ranged from 5 to 10 per
cerrb in Eastern Europe and recovered to 4 per cent in the Soviet Union from last
year v s low level, accounted for the bulk of the output increment (table III~3), '2/

The substantial industrial growth and the satisfaction of aggregate grov~h

targets were accompanied by a quite varied performance in different countries with
regard to sectoral goals; however, several aspects appear to be of broader
regional significance, Above~trend rates of output growth in the food~processing

sector contributed to the acceleration of industrial expansion and improved consumer

4/ Data on trends in value added by sector of orlgln are generally not yet
a",milable; hence the contributions of individual sectors to the slo"ldng of
national income growth cannot be pin~pointed, In Bulgaria and Romania, the
disruptions of the March 1977 earthquake must have raised production costs, thus
curbing net output grov~h in industry, Import programmes for industrial inputs
may have been cut to the quick in some countries in the search for improvements In
the external balance, and this VTould affect production efficiency,

2/ The contribution of productivity gains to industrial output incre:.rnents
varied from 72 per cent in the USSR, about 80 per cent in Czechoslovakia and
Romania and about 96 per cent in Bulgaria, the German Democratic RepUblic and
Poland to over 100 per cent in Hungary,



supplies in most countries for which data arc Ctvcdlable, with x-elatively very large
increases in several cases (5 to 6 per cent in the USSR and Czechoslovakia,
lO per cent in Hungary and Romania); on the other hand, a contraction in this
sector played a significant role in the below-plan industrial gro.~h in Bulgaria.
The shift in the structure of industrial output in favour of engineering,
metal~working and chemicals continued in all countries with above-average rates
of growth for these sectors; however, expansion rates generally slowed down
somewhat and in the Soviet Union and several Eastern European countries growth
targets in the chemical and petro~chemical branches were not m~t. ~his may have
been connected with the relative lag in growth of the fuel and energy sectors,
where expansion generally slowed do.m; in a nLuuber of countries ~ most important,
in the Soviet Union, the regionVs main supplier ~ production targets were not
reached,

The production of basic fuel (petroleum, natural gas and coal, aggregated in
terms of coal equivalents) increased by an estimated 3.7 per cent in 1977, well
below the expansion rate of the recent past (almost 5 per cent annually in
1970-1976) and the over~all growth of output and requirements in the region. There
was a slight acceleration in the expansion of coal production, which grew by
2 per cent (as against 1.5 per cent annually in 1970~1976) but a slowdown in
petroleum (4.7 per cent, as against 6.4 per cent) and natural gas (5,6 per cent,
as against 8.2 per cent). In caloric terms, about 50 per cent of the increase
in the regionVs basic fuel output was provided by petrole~m and another 32 per cent
by natural gas, thus further increasing the share of these two fuels in total
supplies produced in the area. 6/ Almost all of the gain in fuel production was in
the Soviet Union, where output Increased by 4,5 per cent, In Eastern Europe, where
all cO~Dtries but Poland are net fuel importers, aggregate fuel output grew by
less than 1 per cent, The production of low-calorie soft coal was expanded in
Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republic, as was hard-coal extraction in
Poland, but these gains were partially offset by deClining hard-coal production in
several countries and by a downturn in the output of oil and natural gas in Romania.
Electricity generation increased by 3.8 per cent, much below the trend rate for
the first half of the decade (about 7 per cent) and short of plan targets in the
Soviet Union and several Eastern European countries.

§j Eastern Europe and USSR: change in the structure of basic fuel
production. 1970~1977

Structure
Output a/ (percentage)

;h5/70 1976 1977 1970 1976 1977
Petroleum . 522.1 756.5 792,2 36.0 39.3 39,6
Natural gas 260.1 418.3 441.2 18.0 21,7 22.1
Hard coal 490.5 570.4 578.6 33.8 29.6 29.0
Brown coal 176.6 181,5 185.3 12.2 9.4 9.3

Total 1,449.4 1,926.7 1,997,3 100,0 100.0 100.0

Sources: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
United Nations Secretariat, based on national plan fulfilment reports,
Press-Biulleten 9 Sekretariata SEV (Moscow), 1977, No.2, and Statisticheskii
~~h~godnik ~tran~chlenov SEV 1977 (Moscow, 1977).

§./ Millions of tons of standard coal equivalent. Standard YVcoal equivalent
coefficients: petroleum 1.43. natural gas 1.19. hard coal (average, all grades)
0.8, brown coal 0.3.



, Data on trade in fuels and energy and on domestic consmfiption are not yet
available but qualitative reports indicate that in 1977 in several Eastern
European countries ~ especially Czechoslovakia and Poland ~ the expansion of
aggregate energy supplies lagged behind the growth of requirements, Measures to
economize on energy consumption are strongly stressed in the national economic
plans of all cOLmtries~ spurred by the rising cost of fuel imports and the
relatively high ratio of energy consumption per unit of national income in
Eastern Europe. 11

Among other production trends, growth in ferrous and non~ferrous metallurgy
was generally modest and in a number of cases short of plan targets, Steel
output of the European socialist countries jointly increased by less than
3 per cent, but there was a large (14 per cent) increase in Poland where a major
investment project ~ the Katowice foundry works ~ had been commissioned at the end
of the preceding year, There was a pronounced slowdown in the Soviet Union, where
steel production and the output of rolled products and steel pipe increased by
1 per cent or less and ferrous ore extraction stagnated, after increasing at average
rates of 4 to 5 per cent over the past six years. ~ Growth of the construction
material sector continued at average or above~average rates in all of the Eastern
European countries but slowed down further - to only 3 per cent - in the Soviet
Union. Expansion in light industry was generally below the industrial average;
however~ in most countries it was faster than in the preceding year, owing in part
to the improved performance of sectors relying on inputs from agriculture,

In most countries of the group. the rate of industrial expansion during the
first two years of the current medium~term plans has been below the five~year

average grov~h pace set in these programmes, though targets of the annual plans
have generally been fulfilled, Only in Poland and Romania have the medium-term
target rates been exceeded in 1976-1977, The easing of industrial growth targets
at the beginning of the five-year plan period reflected both material difficulties
in expanding output and the high priority assigned to a rapid improvement of
internal and external balance, Apparently this policy stance is to be continued at
least for another year, since the annual plans for 1978 indicate no intention of

11 Without precise quantification, this high ratio can be shown roughly by
a comparison of per capita energy consumption levels. In 1975, per capita energy
usage in Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republic of about 7 tons of coal
equivalent substantially exceeded that in Sweden (6,2 tons), the highest consumer
in \ATestern Europe, Consumption levels of 4.8 to 5,0 tons in BUlgaria and Poland
were comparable to per capita usage of ~.,8 to 5,3 tons in Finland the United
Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany countries with substantially higher
income levels~ and the same can be noted for Hungary and Romania~ where usage
(3,6 tons to 3,8 tons) was at the level of Svritzerland, Austria and France
(3,6 to 3,9 tons). See World Energy Suppl~s4 1971~1975 (United Nations
pUblication, Sales No. E, 77 .XVII, 4) , It needs no stressing that, apart from usage
efficiency. differences in climate 5 production structure location and transport
distances and other factors are reflected in the usage-level variations,

8 The main reason for this slowdown appears to have been raw material
shortages stemming from delays in the commissioning of new mining facilities. The
Soviet plan for 1978 assigns a high priority to the acceleration of production
grovlth in ferrous metallurgy, with increases of about 4 per cent each in the
production of steel, rolled products and pipe.



accelerating grovTth in order to catch up to the medium~term goals. 9/ A further
easing of industrial grovTth is expected in the USSR and Poland in the other
countries of the group the 1978 grovTth targets are uniformly belu'J those of the
five~year plans, though in some cases slightly above the 1977 achievement
(table III~2). For the region as a lv-hole) industrial output would on these plans
grovr by 5 ~2 per cent, about 1 per cent less than in 1977.

Gross agricultural output of the region increased by less than 3 per cent
in 1977, a somewhat lower rate than in the preceding year. The increase was
3 per cent in the Soviet Union, where the grain harvest dicl not match the
bumper crop of 1976, and about 2 per cent in the ~astern Furopean socialist
countries. Substantial gains were attained in Czechoslovakia and HLmgary but
production vTaS stasnant in Poland and declined in the tvro Ballmn countries
(table III~4).

The results in almost all countries I{ere below the targets of the annual
plans' these plans had generally, after several bad years uitb falling output in
most countries] reckoned with average or above-average climatic conditions that
lIould have produced a significant recovery effect on agricultural grov7th rates.
In tbe event) production in the crop sector was held down by adverse Iv-eather
conditions durin!c: the groning season in several countries, iv-hile in others ~

notably in Poland but also in the German Democratic Republic and parts of
Czechos.lovakia ., excellent standing crops suffered from moist weather and heavy
rainfall during the harvesting season. Since livestock herds and animal
production reslLmed their grovrth after the contraction of 1975-1976 vrhile crop
output generally remained below earlier peaks) fodder balances continued to be
strained and import requirements for animal feed did not fall as much as expected.

The over-all crop production of the Group was below that of the preceding
year. Total crop output rose by 11 to 15 per cent in Czechoslovakia, the
German Democratic Republic and Hungary (from a very depressed base in the former
two countries) but declined) by an estimated 5to 8 per cent) in Bulgaria,
Poland Romania and the USSR. The direction of change in the various countries
reflects mainly the trend in grains. The grain harvest of the region, about
273 million tons) lTaS 29 million tons belml the previous year v s record) though
still substantially above the average for the first half of the decade (255 million
tons) 0 Only in Poland did the harvest fall short of that five-year
average, After record crops in 1976 9 grain production declined in the Soviet
Union (from 224 million tons to 196 million tons) and also in Bulgaria and
Romania. In the northern~tier cOQntries except for Poland" output increased in
spite of the difficult climatic conditions" approaching previous peaks in
Czechoslovakia and Hungary. Trends in other crops were similar, with SUbstantial
recovery gains in the northern countries other than Poland and generally lower

9j Though all countries other than Poland and Romania have fallen slightly
behind, a substantial lag relative to the goals of the mediunl~term plan has so
far developed only in Bulgaria (about 4 percentage points in 1977) wbich ,vill
vdden to 5 points at the planned. 1978 grovTth rate). In the Soviet
Union, a relatively slow initial pace was built into the time path of the five
year plan ,rith a significant acceleration in the last three years of the period
(6 per cent in 1978; 7 percent in 1979 and over 8 per cent in 1980). At the
planned 1978 grmvth rate J output l-TOuld fall about 2 points short of the original
target for that yee.r and grm,7th at 8.4 per cent annually in the remaining two
years 1;-Toule: be required to attain the 1980 goal.
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output levels thrn1 in the preceding year elsewhere, In spite of large gains In
some countries (55 per cent in the Gennan DB~ocratic Republic) the output of
potatoes declined by about 9 per cent in Eastern Europe, due mainly to
sharply lowered yields in Poland, A 2 per cent reduction in this crop in the USSR
may have been largely due to a continuation of the trend to reduced plantings,
The output of sugarbeet rose by 16 per cent in Eastern Europe but declined (by
about 7 per cent) in the Soviet Union from the record crop level of 1976,
probably due to reduced yields, The area under this crop has been rising rapidly
in all countries in recent years. In the Soviet Union, the production of
oil ,seeds increased by 11 per cent and a record cotton h2Tvest "Tas obtained 0

Animal production s which in most countries had declined in 1976 awl in some
countries also in 1975. generally resumed grovth in 1977, In most c01mtries this
resulted in SUbstantially increased supplies of meat, milk, eggs and other
products of the sector, In the Soviet Union; meat production rose by over 10
per cent and the combined total of meat ~ milk, eggs and lIOOl by almost 8 per cent,
After t\VO years of contraction, the total output of the sector probably ree;ained
its 1974 level, A very large increase" but from a less depressed base, Has also
registered in Hungary (over 10 per cent for meat milk and eggs and about 8 to
9 per cent for total sectoral output), vThile more modest ~ though generally also
accelerated ~ growth was noted elsewhere, In some countries. however. the resumed
production growth of the sector went in the first instance into the rebuilding of
the production base i,e" the livestock herds, ,vhereas the output of market or
export supplies continued to decline, This was the case in Poland and probably
also in the Germ8fl Democratic Republic, \There the combined output of meat. milk
and eggs dropped for the second year (by about 2 per cent in both countries) while
livestock numbers increased, lQ/

In spite of substantial efforts to protect the production and grovrth capacity
of the livestock sector during the years of poor crops and strained fodder balances
after 1974 0 including significantly increased imports of grain and other feed, a
slight reduction of cattle herds and a more substantial culling of pig stocks could
not be avoided in most countries in 1975 and 1976. Herd building resumed in 1977
in all countries except Bulgaria and Romania. where herd expansion had continued
during 1975 and 1976 and the fodder situation appears to have become very tight
in 1977 in spite of the bumper harvest of the :orecedinr~ year, The number of cattle
in the region rose to 145 million at the end of the year c 2,5 million above the
level of one year earlier and more than 4 million above that at the end of 1974.
Pig numbers increased by almost 10 per cent in 1977 as herds in Pol~nd and the
Soviet Union were being rebuilt at a rapid pace but they were still about 1 to 2
per cent beloH the end 1974 level 0 In vielT of the great significance attached to
i c 1eat supplies) herd expansion is likely to continue in most countries
in 1978 c lifter the reduced 1977 c'~rcdn harvest of the re=ion such ex-pansion will
require increaseu feccl~r:lin i'",-r;orts in 'l, 1' 1.:." 801' of countries, In PoLmd which

10/ In PoL::.ncL total output of the livcstocl~ sector increased by 13 per cent
after a combined 9 per cent drop in the preceding t"TO years' hmrever outr-ut
growth excluding the increase in animal herds was only 1 per cent. Comparable
data are not yet available for the German Democratic Republic but the underlying
trends have been similar.



6 rdllion tons of in 1976 J s of Nore than 15 million tons
for 1977~-1978 0 11/ ID'T'orts of the Soviet Union q which had fallen

1977 fron the 1976-levol of 21 miJ,lion tons, are ~lso eX'Jected to
J:?J '\'Thile th02,e of tho GerDmn Del'locratic Republic are likely to

:c'el'1aUl near recent levels (4.8 l'lillion tons in 1976) 0

Asricultural grmTth tar,"~ets in the national eCOnOl"llC plans for 1978 are on
the 'Jhole inversely correlated \Tith the eXTlerience of 19770 Czechoslovakia and

. phere strone; grovth results \Jere attained) hope for increases of 2 to 3
'\.)er cent, whereas BUlgaria Ronania Poland and tho USSR, \There results Viere poor
or much belOl! plan ~ envis9~ge [rowth in the 5 to 7 per cent range. Since targets
for [1~rain outTJ'Qt are., in all countries for uhich these data are available
(Cze;hoslovakia) HunGary" Poland, Ror:umia 9 USSR). nce.I or '.~ cspeci8.11y in
Homania ~ above previous records" sm'le climatic lucl~ 'Irill be required if the
lJostulcttecln;routh is to be achieved, Substantial {'ains in Ineat production are
expected in ru.ost c01.mtries, The Soviet Union> 'Jith an output goal of 15.6 million
tons 0 JJlans to surpass the earlier peak of 15 nillion tons attained in 1975,
uhile in Poland ,J vThere an increase of alrlost 9 per cent is planned 'j the recovery
to the output level of 1975 will not yet be complete,

Other sectors

In most countries of the region, the construction industry and the transport
sector anpear to have vTOrked under considerable strain in 1977, Output growth
generally fell short of plan targets in both sectors" in some cases by substantial
marc;ins, Construction fulfilled the aggren;ate output grm,nh targets of the
national plan only in the German Democratic Republic and Hungary, i-Tith srm,nh
rates of about 6 per cent which vrere mainly the result of improved labour
productivity (in Hunpary" employment in the sector actually declined) 0 Elsewhere
construction volume increased by 3 to 5 per cento except in Romania where it must
have approached 10 per cent, in all cases less thill1 planned, Labour supply to
the industry must have been very tight under condition,s of increased competition
for diminishinc: labour force increments, employment in construction increased
very little or declined in all countries for which data are available, Though
labour productivity improvements ~ based on rapid growth of the sector's capital
stod: in recent years ~ \'Tere substantial in 1977, the even higher targets 1iTere
generally not Bet 0 Building materials sUlJplies may also have been strained in
a nUIn1Jer of countries especially in Poland, uhere the output of this industry
has been la:::;cing relative to the e:rowth of construction volmJle for several years,
and in the Soviet lh1ion ,There the expansion of this industry has dropped off
sharply in the last tuo years, Labour shortages also affected the transport

11) 'J:'FYb.:ma_Ludu (Harsa\v), 11 January 1978, The figure 3 mentioned in a
speech of Prime 1'!linister Jarosze\,ricz) probably refers to tvlO years rather than
to the agricultural year 1977/78,

~21 Soviet data on 1977 grain imports are not yet available, Grain exports
to the Soviet Union from the United States c Vihich had supplied 12 million tons
or 58 lJer cent of Soviet grain imports in 1976 9 declined by more than one third
behTeen the tuo years 'I accordinrc: to United States Department of Commerce data.
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sector especially in CzechosJ-avaJda" uhpye much rollin2~- sl~ucl._ cF),S locke,l up in
rep25r yards for this reason .~- tIl capacity linits ond orgnnizational
eSTJecially those concerning the turn"around 'crne of railroad cars 'Tere proba'Dlv
of- greater significance in -holdin,o; dmm performance 0 Freight turnover (in ton·~·
kilometres) increased less than plannecl. and at reducecl rates relative to tb
first half of the 1970s in the Ui:3SR an.d most of the Ee,stern European countries 0

In Czechoslovakia and Poland transport bottle~necks appear to have been severe
enough to affect other sectors of production"

Though comprehensive and comparable data on manpovTer and employment changes
in 1977 are not yet available o it appears that a very rapid tightening of labour
supplies has set in even in those countries of Eastern Europe .~. Bul,'jaria,
Poland and Romania uhere the grovrth of the working~a'je population and the share
of aC';riculture in the vwrk force are still relatively hi~h _ In Poland the
expansion of 'lTage employment dro}:ped to less than 1 per cent in 1976 and 1977 from
3n average annual growth of 304 per cent in 1971~1975) csid signs of labour
shortages in many sectors of the economy 0 IJost of the increment must have gone
to the service sectors of the econoI'ly) since employm.ent in industry grelT by only
003 per cent (as against abnost 3 per cent annually in 1971~1975) and the
construction labour force declined in both yearso A shift tewar~s the service'
sectors probably accompanied sharply fallin:3 vrage employment r.£rovth in Bulgaria)
too) where employment in the material sphere of production actually declined in
1977. Though uage employment e;rovrth in Romania still expanded at a high rate)
it dropped from over 4 per cent in 1971~1975 to 2.8 per cent in 1977 and in
industry it dropped even more sharply (from over 6 per cent to 2.5 Der cent). To
a less degree 9 wage employment growth also sloued c1mID in the Soviet Union (from
2.5 per cent in 1971~1975 to about 2 per cent in 1976-~1977) and it remains lou
or negative in the other Eastern European centrally planned economies. 13/ The
rapid deceleration of manpower growth. coupled ~ especially in the Soviet Union ~
uith a spatial imbalance betvreen population location and manpouer ne,:,ds. poses
difficult.labour allocation problems in all of the socialist countries and thrO',rs
a heaiTI! weight on productivity improvement for future output gains 0

Resource use and internal balance

In accordance \V-i th their medium~term development plans) natiol1al policies
in most of the centrally planned economies aimed for the second year in 1977 at
somev-That ~ in several instances sharply ~ slmTer @;routh of aggregate domestic
resource use (imp distributed) than lms envisac;ed for aC;GreGate output (~il.1P

produced). Though this relationship l>las explicitly formulated only in the cases
of Hungary; Poland ffi1d the USSR) 14/a rough aggregation of plan targets for

13/ Intercountry difference in total labour force trends are some'lThat smaller
since~The \,rage employment data exclude the private (in 'Poland) and co~operative
agricultural labour force. In some cases? year-,to~year chan,Q'es in this
indicator '1re affected by organizational changes) such as the transformation of
co~operative farms to state farms.

~4/ In Hungary? net output (JlU,JP produced) \Tas to grmr by 6 to 605 per cent
vn1ile the net domestic uses (NGJP distributed) were to increase by only 4-to
4.5 per cent. The correspondinr plan figures for Poland Ivere 5.7 and 2.3 per L.c:nt
and for the USSR, 5,2 and 4.2 per cent.



investment expenditures 8-'lel seven3cl cOnSUDI}Tlion cOElponents indicates that similar
policy intentions can be ascribed to all the remaininc~ countries 2xcent perhaps
Romania,

Considerations relating to both external and internal balance shaped these
denand pOlicies, The policies uere fClOSt stronGly reflected in the

slackeninG of planned investment frov~hc thou~h in some cOlli"tries consumption
gro::rth lIas also to 1Je held do::m, An improvement in the foreign balance appears
to have been a hiC;h priority soal in all cOlmtries" Internally J reduced investment
Grov~h was to ease the pressure of ac;greGate domestic claims on available
reSOUTces J to penn.i t FIore balanced grOlrth in order to lessen supply bottle-necks
and genereclly to permit concentration on efficiency im.prover:lents in production
and the investment process,

Althou~h comprehensive data on aggregate resource uses in 1977 are not
yet available j it appears that the basic policy intentions uere implemented
broadly in accordance vrith the plans' the planned proportions could not 9 hOVlever 0

be fully achieved in the face of generally beloiV'~plan grmrth of output and in
some countries above~plan expansion of investment, Total internal uses seem to
have srmffi less than J or in balance crith) output 0 but the margin of slack in
the domestic balance betueen available resources and their uses did not materialiZE
to the extent expectedo The policies were more successful in their external
aspect and, except for Hungary, where investment outlays far outran the plan
and spilled over into foreign markets all countries improved their foreign trade
balances 0

Price levels continued to be under pressure from rising import costs as
Hell as increased domestic production costs and structural imbalances betvreen
demand and supply, Several countries conducted revisions under the medium-term
pro~rammes in their producer price systems but price levels in consumer markets
Here l3enerally insulated from the resultinl3 cost movements by increasing price
subsidies and other financial bridges, Only in Hungary and Poland was there a
substantial updrift ~ in the 4 to 5 per cent range ~ in consumer price levels,

Aggrel3ate demand constraint as a means of reducing domestic economic
tautness and. to obtain further improvements in the foreign trade balance also
dominates the policy orientation of most centrally planned economies for 1978,
1;Tith the exception of Romania) vThich still seel:s to maximize output growth
through very high investment rates) all the countries of the group intend to hold
the expansion of aggregate uses belou anticipated output srmvth, vdth especially
sharp restraints in the case of Hungary and Poland >:There investment outlays are
to be held at or beloVT the 1977 levels 0

Investment activity in the region expanded in 1977 at a rate probably just
over 4 per cent 9 slightly less than in 1976 and substantially belo'0T the 8 to 9
per cent average annual grovrth of the early 1970so National economic plans
envisaged somevnlat accelerated expansion of real gross investment in several of
the Eastern European countries but reduced or zero grovvth in the Gennan
Democratic Republic) Poland and the USSR, In all countries but Romania, investment
grovnh was scheduled at a much lower pace than during the preceding quinquennium
(table 111-5)0 With the exception of Hungary, the centrally planned economies
achieved roughly the desired trends in 1977, though actual expenditures diverged
to some degree from those planned.



The lm,est f;ro·Hth rates ~ in the 2 to 3 per cent ranse ~~ "Tere sterecl in
Poland and the Soviet Union 0 In Poland the modest increase of 205 per cent vTaS
none the less in excess of the plan, which had aimed at stabilization of investment
at the precedinc year:s level" In Czechoslova~ia ond the German Democratic
Republic) the approximately 6 per cent investment gro\Tth \Jas vr1thin half a
of the plan targets 0 1:21 Only in Hungary and Romania IIhere there uere real
increases of 12 to 13 per cent, did ,:;rovTth of investment significantly outpace that
of net output, In Romania the very ambitious (17 per cent) grov~h target was not
attained" in part because energency reconstruction effcrts after the Harch 1977
earthqual~e aggravated bottle~Lecl~s in the construction sector hovever c actual
gro\nh at 12 per cent \Jas still much above that of 19760 In Hungary, by contrast,
investment activity ran out of control in the first half of the year and, instead
of the planned 4 to 5 per cent rise o total outlays rose by 13 per cent in real
terms (19 per cent nominally), 16/

JUdging from the 1977 trends in gross investment expenditures and national
income j the investment rate (net investnent as a share of Nl'.![P) , "Which had dropped
in most countries in 1976 after a rapid rise in the first half of the decade,
continued to decline in Bulgaria and Poland - very significantly so in the latter
country ~ and rose in Hungary and Romania, while changing very little in the
remaining countries, 171 Except for Romania) all socialist countries expect
this ratio to stabilize or drop over the remainder of the five~year plan,

Plan targets for 1978 imply some further deceleration of investment activity)
with the planned expansion rate for the region as a vThole estimated at somewhat
less than 4 per cent, In Hungary and Poland out18~s are to be held at or below
the 1977 levels and in the German Democratic Republic growth is to drop sharply
from 6 to 2 per cent, 181 In the Soviet Union, investment activity is to increase

15/ In Czechoslov~~iaJ investment gro\~h of 603 per cent surpassed the
original plan target (5,8 per cent)) but it appears that the target vTaS raised in
the course of the year and the final result vTaS reported to have been 005 per cent
short of the plan) owing to shortfalls in the construction sector.

Hungary Here an unanticipated
producer price changes and a very
fund set ~p in 1976 to promote the

Factors behind the investment boom in;:L61
build~up of enterprise liquidity after the last
rapid disbursal of state credits from a special
expansion of export production capacities,

17/ Net accQmulation ratios (the share of net investment in fixed assets
plus I~ventory change in Nl@) in 1976 ranged from 23 per cent in the GerBon
Democratic Republic, 26 to 30 per cent in Bulgaria Czechoslovakia c Hungary and
the USSR? to over 35 per cent in Poland and probably also in Romania. In Poland,
the net investment share, estimated at 30 per cent in 1976 3 is to be cut to 24
per cent in 1978 (~~~1rogi (TvarsavT)? No, i (1978), p, 97),

1~ In Hungary? viliere owned ffiLd borrowed enterprise funds accounted for 56
per cent of investment expenditures in the socialist sector in 1977 9 the investment
constraint is enforced by means of a freeze on all bank credits for nevT enterprise
investment projects through mid~year and a sharp reduction in budgetary investment
financing as well as operating subsidies, the latter in part to reduce enterprise
liquidity,
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,'It c' rate th9.n in 1977 but still at only 3 o~· per cent, Some'\{hat
r:,stes c<re nlanned in the rellaininr: countries J vrith a significant

aecelerc:.t:ion only in Romania? vThere investment tarl::;ets VTere not rIet in the past
hm ::rear;:::'C;lcl 2n efJQort is bein,"; made to er:ctch up vlith the mecliu.m~·terEl plan

In all COil.l'ltries the retrenchme::lt in investment grm-7th as a strategy for the
second b~lf of the 19708 is linked with efforts to raise the efficiency of
investllent tun's . This is to be done, first J accelerating the conpletion
and COli)I'lissionin,,,; of projects in proGress and constraininp: ne,\I investment starts
in order to cut b'1cl~ the larGe overhang of unfinished. projects and o secondly by
incre2,sing the sh:'u'e in the total outlay of reconstruction and moderniz2,tion
investments in existinr facilities as an appro2,ch to shortening the over~all

ion period of c8.nital expenditure s .

Inevitably a major portion of investDent resources continues to be devoted
to very larc:e~·scsle 1.1l1dertakings vIi th long gestation periods, especially in
transport and other infrastructural sectors and in the fuel) enerc;y and mineral
r8'lT material cor.J.plexes but also in manUfacturing 0 ~9/ Emergin,"'; bottle~necks and
tight enerc!y balances have induced several countries to re-,allocate invest,nent
resources ffi1d to raise the share of the fuel and energy, other raw materials and
tr2Dsport sectors above the proportions envisaged in the origina.l five·~year pla.l1s,
eSI)ecial1y in Poland in 1977 and in CzechoslovakiEt and the USSR in the 1978 plans,
In the German Democratic Republic~ these sectors absorbed 58 per cent of total
industrial investment in 1977

In some contrast to the successful curtailment of the gro\nh of over~all

investment expenditure, performance in 1976~1977 regarding the completion of nevT
:orojects ,Titbin prescribed til::le frames and corresponding to planned quality
-parameters has been rather ,"ixed, Uhile in all countries significant additional
ca-pacity was put into 'l)roduction 20/ dcc 12ys in completinG structures and
cOEIlnissionin<>; neH f)lant, ls,rgely ca~l-secl by bottle~necl\::s in the construction
sector 2nd in some countries, also in the tr~nsportation sector, were
reported throuGhout the rec;ion 0 The German Dern.ocratic Pc:Dublic "n.," Poland
appear to have succeeded in reducing the backlog of unfinished projects 0 2~/

~21 In the USSR) this includes such major projects as the construction of
the Bailw.l·/I.nur railroad trunldine) a lO··year and RIO to R20 billion undertaldng
vlhich by the mid 19808 '\.;]'ill open access to the rich mineral resources of eastern
8iberia; the Orenburg natural c:as complex "lith a pipeline to the western border
of the m::SR 0 a joint ClJEJ\. undertakinc; in the R5 billion to RIO billion ranGe begun
in 1975 .. "Thich will start operations in 1978 vTith deliveries to participating CMEA
partnerfi as well as narkets in TTestern Europe ,md the ~iant Kona Truck Plant,

20/ In Bulgaria, productive assets \vorth 5,5 billion leva were cOlimissioned
in 1977, an increase of 22 per cent over the preceding year e and in fact an
incre,,,-ent nearly equal to total investment expenditures in 19770 In Poland) the
value of completed construction proj ects 'ITaS 14 per cent larger than in 1976)
'Ivherea,s investment outlays increased by only 205 per cent 0

.2Jj TTevertheless 0 the stock of l.ll1finishecl nrojects in Poland continues to
be hiGh, Investnent fl.ll1ds required for completinf~ ongoing projects mnounted to
670 billion zlotys at the end of 1975, but about 1,000 billion at the end of 1976
(1Jiacl.omosci statystyczne (Tlarsmr) 1 No, 12 (1976), p, ~. and NOI"e, c1ror:i (iTarsavT),
nO':-' I--n978) c-':;-:-94-r:--' . ------



Hmiever t s for completing onp:oin!7 projects "I,rere not attained in
Czechoslovakia? Romania and the Soviet Union? while in Hungary the stock of
unfinished investments increased substontially, Though the share of mocIcrDiza~i0n

type investments increased in several countries (especially Buln:aria)
would seem to have fallen short of Dolicy intentions, 23/

Revisions of investment progra~nes in some cases eIDolmting to a reorderinG
of the priorities established in the five~year plans 0 were particularly
in CzechoslovaLia Poland and Romania 0 In Czechoslovalda 9 expenditures liTil1 be
concentrated on the completion of oneoin~ projects and the modernization of
existing capacities, though outlays will be increased and some neli projects
started in the fuel and energy sphere to ir;lprove the strained supply situation,
Perhaps the most radical reassessment of the investment strategy was inlplemented
in Poland 0 vhere the iiree;rouping of resources under the auspices of the'econoclic
manoeuvre'i included the scrapping or postponement of some investment PYoj ects
originally scheduled for the period) a systematic concentration of outlays on
:modernization projects yielc1in~ increased output of consumer and export products
and the reallocation of construction resources from industrial purposes to
housingo In Romania" a rationalization drive yielded a reduction in the scheduled
costs of the five~year progrw11me of about 11 per cent' the resources released
in this manner "I,rere reallocated to the speeding Ul) of the completion of current
projects and the starting up of some additional ones to a supplementary investment
programme for less developed re~ions of the country and to a roughly 20 per cent
increase in the housing construction programme for the guinguenniwno

~comes5 wages an~ levels of livi~g

Increases in material production "rere accompanied by relatively high
grO\'irth in personal incomes (table 111-,6). In nominal terms _ total disposable
income increased in 1977 at rates ranging from almost 5 per cent in
Czechoslovakia to over 12 per cent in Poland) generally moving above tarc:'et
levels. In some countries ~ especially in Hungary and Poland part of this
monetary gain Has eroded by increases in consumer prices' however 0 in all countries
rea,l disposable inCOl"le increasec1 su1)stantially 0

~,-2apita real personal income increased at rates rangin:3 from 3 to 7
per cent. OHing to appreciable increases in the social cOTIponent of consumptionc.
pe:r:-.£anita real incor0e in Host countries tended to expand faster than average

22/ In Czechoslovakia for instance, the five~year plan called for a
curtailment of ongoing proj ects by 15 to 18 per cent but performance in 1977
"lIaS even less satisfactory than in the nreceding year,

23/ In Poland c for example 9 the share of mOdernization-type investments
in industry \>Tas 24 per cent in 1976 and 26 per cent in 1975) both beloH
plan expectations (No"leJe drogi ("Tarsmr)) ITo. 1 (1978) c po 98). In Bulgaria~

;utlays- on reconstru-c'tion ~nd modernization 9 including the expansion of existinr
capacities) constituted 68 per cent of total investment in the material sphere
(R~botnic}1eslw.~le,.lo (Sofia)) 9 February 1978) 0
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Social consumption grew by 7.8 per cent in the German Democratic
4.9 per cent in Czechoslovrucia and 2.9 per cent in the USSR,

real VTE\?;eS or labour~related incomes hm;rever 9 there Ivere several exceptions
occasicnerl by wage reforms (as in Romania) 5 2Lf/ good harvests (as in Hungary)
or revisions in procurement prices (as in Poland and the Soviet Union). ?5}
Nevertheless) in most countries the aGgregate of transfer payments and free social
benefits increased sUbstantially. 26/ \Jhereas in the German Democratic Republic)
Hungary and Poland direct transfers increased faster than the remaining elements
of social benefits, 27/ elsel'rhere the directly allocated benefits 'TOuld appear
to have grown faster-.-28/

t::!_c:!age .:!ag~ increases in 1977 vrere veIl ahead of targets and of the levels
attained in 1976 in most co~mtries for which data are available. Nominal wage
gains ranged from a Imr 2 per cent in Bulgaria to about 7.5 per cent in Hungary,
In the Soviet Union) however, average vrage gains (2.7 per ce~t) fell short of the
growth attained in the preceding year, though the plan (for 2 per cent gains)
vlaS surpassecL In some countries, a part of the over~all I,mge increase resulted
from adcjustments in the minimwll vrage level (as in Poland, Romania and the Soviet
Union), In the Soviet Union, a general increase of wage scales for personnel
in the service sectors continued to be implemented by stages~ starting with the
regions of the far north, the far east and Siberia, The average wage increase in
the German Democratic Republic resulted largely from a Irider use of the new revrard
system, viliereby vage incentives are directly linked to prOductivity, and to some
extent perhaps also from increased overtime work after the introduction of a

24/ The Romanian wage reform calls for an increase in nominal wage rates
of 40- per cent by 1980, The first stage of this reform) with vlage increases of
15 to 19 "Der cent 7 vlaS begun in mid~1977) to be cOTupleted by late 1978.

25/ Thus in the Soviet Union average wages in the socialized sector increase
by 2.6per cent but labour~related incomes of the coc~operative peasantry vvent
up by 4.3 per cent, mostly on account of price changes. The same phenomenon was
observed in Poland, In Hungary, the vrage bill increased by 8.2 per cent but
labour~related incomes of the co~operative peasantry by 8.3 per cent and incomes
from agricultural sales on olm account by 24.6 per cent, mostly because of very
good output performance (Statisztikai havi lcozlemenyek (Budapest) No, 1 (1978))
p, 60), .. ------

26/
RepUblic)

27/ In the German Democratic Republic and Polffi1d J pensions rose by 12.5
and 2~8 per cent, respectively, Transfer payments in Hungary increased by 9,8
per cent vrhile uages went up by 8.2 per cent (Statisztilcai havi
(Budapest)) 1978, No,l) p, 60),

28/ For example 9 private consLLmption in Czechoslovakia increased by 2,4
per cent (instead ;f 3,1 per cent as planned) but public consumption rose by
4,9 per cent, Retirement and social security benefits went up by a modest 2,7
per cent,



shortened vTOrk~vreek for shiftlwrl>.:ers and vTOrking 'iTom,en. 29/ In Hunc;ary) shift
suppler1ents 'I,rere raised to strew,:then incentives for the' multishift utilization
of existing fixed assets.

The plans for 1978 almost uniformly envisar<;e reel.uced rates of e;ro'\·rth for
nominal and real incomes in comparison to 1977. The planned cutback in nOIQinal
income Gro"~h is most pronounced in Poland (from 12 to below 7 per cent for
total money incomes and from 7 to belovT 3 per cent for the average net Hage) but
it should be noted that in recent years similar liuits on money incOl'.1e grOlTth have
been consistently exceeded by uide me,rginsc In spite of the deceleration 0 real
per capita incomes are expected to grovT by 3 to 4 per cent in all countries.
SUbstantially higher ~ and accelerated ~ gains of aLnost 8 per cent in real
incomes ani]. averac:e vrages are envisageD in Romania, 'I'There the first stace of the
wage reform is to be completed in the course of the year and a significffi!t
increase in agricultural output is expected.

The volTh~e of retail sales of goods and services, measured at constant
prices) increased at rates ranging fro)'! 3 to 4 per cent in the m.aj ority of
countries to 6 to 7 per cent in Hunga,rY'j Poland and Romania (table III~~6).

Growth rates were on the uhole si:m.ilar to those observed in the preceding year)
except for a very marked SlOvTdown in Bulgaria which mirrors the over~all

production performance and especially the agricultural performance in that economy.
In most countries 0 however _, the increase fell short of the planned expansion rate
and in a nwnber of cases the rate of increase of retail trade value in nominal
terms remained belovT the gains in disposable money incomes, which in conjunction
I,rith the generally high income elasticity of consumption must have caused some
market strain. Major efforts were made in all countries to increase the supply
of services. ?o/

29/ Major revisions in the labour code introduced in the German Democratic
Republic in the first half of 1977 provided for: (a) a reduction of the 'IJOrk~vTeek
from 42 to 40 hours without loss of income, for workers participating in three~

shift production and for fully employed mothers with two children under age 16;
(b) three additional paid vacation days for Horkers on a three~shift system; (c)
a reduction of the \Tork"~'Ifeek from 45 to 42 hours for two-shift 'Imrkers; (d) a
"household day l1 per month for fUlly employed single women over 40. In 1976
maternity leave had been extended from 18 to 26 weeks for the birth of the first
child. and to one year for that of second and later children. All these measures
effectively reduced potential \10rk~Lc~rs available for production. Though
rationalization measures offset part of this loss, overtime was apparently widely
used to bridge temporary gaps.

30/ In the German Democratic Republic, a large number of artisans were
license-d to improve repair and maintenance services, where employment in recent
years had tended to shrink. Measures to expand the private service sector Here
also taken in Poland. In Bulgaria, the German Democratic Republic and the USSR,
the 1977 increase in services surpassed that in the sale of goods and in Poland
the increase in value ~ about 10 per cent - was substantial. The sector none the
less remained ever~vhere in need of substantial capacity expansion.
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Over'-all judgement on the evolution of the consumer market balance is
difficult on the basis of the data at hand but it is clear that the situation
varied subs" :mtially from country to country. Juding from the constellation of
income and sales trends and data on key consumer products - especially meats and
other food products, vhich have been in tight supply in a number of countries in
recent years ~ it would seem likely that there was a substantial improvement in
Hungary and to a less degree in the Soviet Union, while in the two Balkan
countries - especially in Bulgaria - the situation would seem to have deteriorated.
In Poland, the over-all disequilibrium arising from the very fast expansion of
consumer purchasing power in recent years. the freezing of prices for basic food
products at mid-196os levels and stagnant or declining agricultural output does
not seem to have improved very much in 1977. the first year of the 1ieconomic
manoeuvre H

• though in accordance with its precepts supplies of manufactured
products to the domestic market increased at high rates and faster than did
producer goods. Marl~et strains continued to be pronounced especially with regard
to livestock products. In the remaining countries, the over-all situation appears
to have remained relatively unchanged. Imbalances continued to persist in most
countries, however. in the structure of supply and demand, especially in the case
of high~quality consumer durables, fashion and high technology products. The
reduction of consumer goods imports from developed market economies in 1977
probably caused some tightening in this regard in a number of countries. 311

Plans for 1978 generally envisage an expansion of retail supplies or sales
in step with the grovrth of disposable money incomes and at rates very similar to
or somewhat 10vrer than, those attained in 1977. Only in Romania is a sharp
acceleration of groirth expected. In Poland. however. the plan envisages a sharp
improvement in the over~all market balance as a result of the reordering of
production and investment priorities towards consumer market supplies through the
policies of the lIeconomic manoeuvre ,1 • This finds expression in an expected
grovnh of retail sales of 12 per cent. about twice the anticipated expansion of
consumer money incomes.

Levels of living in all countries were appreciably enhanced by new housing
construction. which has become a priority item of social policy, especially in the
German Democratic Republic, Poland and Romania, in spite of the tight situation
in the construction sector in a number of countries. Though 1977 'DIan targets

311 In this context the so~called l1internal export II shops, which sell
imported consumer goods and selected exportables of domestic manufacture against
convertible currency payment only, have come to play an increasing role as a supply
source for scarce commodities in many of the Eastern European economies. The
network of these shops has expanded greatly in recent years as a result of the
legalization of foreign currency holdings by private citizens. the rising volume of
East-Hest tourist traffic and grm,ring transfer receipts from abroad in a number of
countries. To increase the supply of imported goods also to those not having
access to foreign currency, measures have been taken in the German Democratic
Republic to expand retail outlets providing these products against local currency
at special prices (Neues Deutschland (Berlin), 27 September and 25 November 1977).
Similar steps are being considered in Bulgaria. In Poland, certain sensitive
product lines (pharmaceuticals, food products) have been withdravm from the
foreign currency outlets or transferred to general stores for similar reasons
(Z. Krzyzkievricz. PPojecie eksportu vrevmetrznego," Bank i kredit (vTarsaw). 1977.
No. 10).



cO"uld not be a,ttained everYlThere" .~.?j in Czechoslovakia ~ the German Democratic
RC1,u.blic and Hungary residential construction 'cJas well ahead of the plans (and in
the first t,;J"O countries considerably above 1976 levels) even though some levelling
off of i"lousing construction had been envisaged in all three cases. In relation to
population, the intensity of housing construction varied very little between
countries, 'I,Tith a range of 800 to 900 housing units per 100"000 inhabitants. 33/
Plans for 19'73 envisage activity at 1977 levels in the Soviet Union, some easine; of
gro-vrth in Czechoslovalda ~ the German Democratic RepUblic and Hungary and substantial
acceleration in BUlgaria, Poland and Romaniao 34/

Most price movem.ents in the centrally planned economies in 1977 resulted from
the implementation of the price policies contained in the current medium-,term
plans, though some revisions were alsointroduceo, ad hoc to reflect significant
price fluctuations in international markets (especially those for coffee and
cocoa) and in response to domestic market im'balances.

Increases in the consluner price level remained within the range of recent
experience and, in most countries, ,vithin the plan targets set for the year.
The largest increases, as in previous years, ,rere observed in Hungary (al,out l.~

per cent) and in Poland (about 5 per cent) 0 35/ E1sevrhere the chanr:res Here sma11~

p..J
diverted
attained

Shortfalls were significant in R.omania C' IIhere earthquake repairs
a large portion of construction capacity, but plans were also not
in Bulgaria (partly for the same reason), Poland and the USSR,

33/ The German Democratic RepUblic ('Ilith negative over~all and insignifica,nt
urban population growth) and Romania (where, apart from the factor noted ~bove3
bottle·~necks in construction capacity have prevented the attainment of plan
targets in rec ent years) are outside of this range, ,,,ith increments of 630 to
660 dwelling units per 100.000 inhabitants.

34/ In Romania, the target for the five~year plan period was raised from
815,000 apartments to 1~0059000 apartments in the course of the plan revision
prepared in 1977 (Scinteia (Bucharest), 25 December 1977); the 1978 target of
219,000 apartments (almost l~OOO per 100,000 inhabitants) implies an increase of
more than 50 per cent over 1977 0 a very ambitious undertaking 1{hich is likely to
De difficult to aChieve, In Poland. the l1economic manoeuvre n involves the
diversion of some construction capacity from industri.a1 construction to housing in
orcler to achieve a 10 per cent increase in new construction (as against less than
3 per cent in 1977).

35/ The cost-of,~living index in Hungary increased by 3.9 per cent and in
Polana-by 4.7 per cent. Since service costs, especially rents, probably did not
increase as much as commodity prices, the retail price index in both cases
probably increased at a slightly higher rate,



probably amounting to less than 1 per cent in most countries 0 36/

Price subsidies continued to absorb an increasing share of government budgets
in a number of countries, in spite of measures designed to bring prices closer
into line witb real costs 0 37/ 'I'bis situation is not expected to change
drastically in 1978 3 38/ though further changes in retail prices have already
been announced in some countries (as in the Soviet Union) or are planned to take
effect (as in Hungary) in 19780 39/

Producer ]Fice changes were more widespread as the countries continued to
adapt 1'lholesale prices to cost changes in domestic and foreign markets. Hovlever,
different measures "I'Jere embraced by the different countries of the group. In
the majority of centrally planned economies price revisions are a discrete
operation resorted to at infrequent intervals only (at least five years) 0 Only in
Hungary and Poland are producer prices adapted more regularly in response to
changes in real costs, especially shifts in import costso

In Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republic the price reV1Slons
contained in the current medium~term plans, and in Romania in the plan for 1977,

36/ A somewhat larger increase ~ possibly approaching 2 per cent ~ may have
occurred in Bulgaria, where the prices for some basic food products were
slightly and those for petroleum products significantly raised (by 40 to 50 per
cent); however, no aggregate data are as yet available 0 In Romania, an increase
of 106 to 203 per cent was envisaged by the 1977 plan but the actual increase Has
only 005 per cent, since several of the intended price adjustments were postponed
to 1978, Increases in passenger fares and some services have already been
announced for that year, together with the assurance that basic food prices and
rents VIill be held unchanged through 19800

37/ In the German Democratic Republic, for instance, total consumer price
subsidies in 1977 increased less (301 per cent) than retail trade turnover,
presumably because the sharp increase in retail subsidies introduced in the
preceding year (17 per cent) provided a cushion for 1977 pOlicieso lThile the
absolute level of subsidies for food-stuff did not increase and therefore these
subsidies v share in retail value declined (from 2004 per cent in 1976 to 1901 per
cent in 1977), total subsidies for consumer durables and pUblic services continued
to rise (by 12 and 36 per cent, respectively) 0

38/ In Poland, for example, budgetary price subsidies increased in 1977
by· 17.6 per cent and are expected to increase in 1978 by 3405 per cent, amounting
to rouglliy one fourth of total budgetary outlays 0

39/ According to preliminary reports, Hungary succeeded in 1977 in reducing
the share of subsidies in actual production costs from 18.7 per cent to about
].5 per cent ~ the first reduction since 1970 (Hagyarorszag (Budapest),
27 November 1977, po 25)0 The new 1978 prices are expected to reduce the share
of subsidies still further 0
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were newly introduced or expanded to new products. Thus in the German Democratic
Republic the current price revision is phased over the entire plan period, starting
from basic materials prices in 1976 and finishing towards the end of the decade
with new producer prices for end~products. In CzechoslovaJdR) neVI w"holesale
prices for about 2 million products became effective in 1977. The net effect of
the revision was estimated to amount to a decline of about 1.3 per cent in the
wholesale price index relative to 1971 - the base year of the restructuring --
with prices for products of the primary industries increasing and prices for
products of the manufacturing sector 3 especially engineering 3 decreasing. 4~/

Changes in industrial wholesale prices in Hungary were generally smaller
than in previous years and stayed in tune VTith production cost changes - 2 per cent
for socialist industry as a whole. Above-average changes occurred for mining
(6.3 per cent) and the machinery sector in general (3 per cent). Agricultural
procurement prices stayed on the whole unchanged; the slight increase in livestock
product prices (1 per cent) was offset by the decline (-2.1 per cent) of crop
product prices. 41/

Foreign trade and external balance

The pattern of trends in the foreign trade of the centrally planned economies
in 1977 repeated that of the preceding year 3 VTith sUbstantially faster growth
of exports than of imports 3 though in an accentuated manner. It was shaped by the
national policies of easing domestic demand growth as well as by specific measures
in several countries directed at improving the balance of payments, though
non~policy developments - such as reduced import requirements after the good 1976
harvest - also affected the outcome. The new policy priorities and the resulting
trade trends of the past two years produced a significant improvement in the trade
balance VTith the market economies and an increase in regional interdependence
among countries that are members of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance
(CMEA) .

The value of exports of the Eastern European socialist countries and the
USSR increased in 1977 at a somewhat higher rate than world trade ~ by almost 17
per cent if measured in current dollars or 15 per cent if measured in transferable
roubles (TR) - while imports of the group expanded at over 9 per cent in dollars
or almost 8 per cent in transferable roubles. 42/ In comparison with the
preceding year, export growth accelerated whereas growth of imports declined.
The same pattern prevailed in the foreign trade of the Eastern European countries
and that of the Soviet Union but it was much more pronounced in the case of the
latter country, with export growth of 19 per cent and an import increase of only
5 per cent (table 111-7).

In volume terms, exports of .the group may have increased by some 9 per cent
and imports by about 3 per cent - i.e., at a slower rate than aggregate net
output.

40/ Zem~d~lskY noviny (Prague), 28 October 1976.

41/ Statisztikai havi kozlemenyek (Budapest), 1978, No.1, pp. 61~63.

42/ Growth of trade value in terms of transferable roubles is lower than that
measured in current dollars owing to downward adjustments of the quoted basic
exchange rate for the dollar in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and the USSR.
Because of the large share of intra-group (TR-denominated) trade in the external
commerce of these countries, nominal growth rates presented in the text and the
tables below were computed in terms of TR values.
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In contrast to the preceding year, trade among the socialist countries, of
Eastern Europe and the USSR expanded, both in value and in volume 9 s1.ibstantially
faster in 1977 than did their exports to the market economies, vThile imports from
the marli::et economies shovTed an absolute decline for the first time since the 1950s>

In intrac-group trade, the most dynamic element in 1977 were the exchange
betVleC!l the Soviet Union and the other countries of the group 0 Soviet deliveries
to Eastern Europe increased more than 16 per cent in value terms and Soviet imports
from Eastern Europe by about 13 per cento In real terms, the volume of these
flows rr;ay have increased by 9 to 10 per cent, a substantial acceleration over the
preceding year when the volume of Soviet trade with other c~~~ member countries
grew only a little more than 2 per cento Trade mTIong the Eastern European
countries expanded at a much low"er pace in 1977 - by an estimated 9 to 11 per cent
in value terms and perhaps 4 to 6 per cent in volumeo

Prices in trade among CMEft_ member countries continued to increase in 1977
as the world market price changes of the early 1970s continued to be absorbed
into the regional price structure under the revised application of the \!Bucharest
formula ll for price formation; hOiVever, the rate of change appears to have been
rather less than in the preceding year and probably also below the 1977 price
increases in the socialist countries' trade with market economies 0 43/ A
substantial increase - reportedly over 20 per cent - was registered in the price of
oil; which constitutes a major item in the imports of the Eastern European
socialist countries (except Romania) from the USSR, 44/ 1.vhile other raw material

li.Y Under the revised l1Bucharest formula Ii procedure, first applied in 1975,
intra~group foreign trade prices are annually renegotiated on the basis of a
moving five~year average of world market prices 0 Data on 1977 price movements
are at this point available only for Hungary where, in trade vTith the rouble area?
export prices rose by 3 per cent (as against 10 per cent in 1976) and import
prices by 6 per cent (12 per cent in 1976). The largest shifts occurred in the
fuel and energy group with increases of 18 to 22 per cent, after a much more
modest increase (7 to 8 per cent) in 19760 Prices of manufactures (capital and
conSUTIler goods). which in 1976 had risen by 14 to 19 per cent and which constitute
the bulk of the intra-group trade, showed only modest changes (2 to 5 per cent) in
1977. In view of the common price determination formula, price trends in the
other C~ITffi countries are likely to have been similar. In Hungarian trade with
the dollar area, export prices rose by 4 per cent and import prices by 8 per cent
in comparison with 19760 (The import price index ,~s strongly affected by the
relatively high share of coffee in Hungarian imports from the dollar area ~ about
5 per cerrt in the first half of 1977).

44/ In spite of this increase, the price of oil on the intra-C~~ market
is still substantially below \wrld market levels. On present trends. full
adjustment to the new external price structure will be reached only in 1979,
when the pricing base will be the \-Torld market average of 1974~19780 In 1976,
petroleum and petroleum products accounted for 21 per cent of Soviet exports
to the five Eastern European countries, with a unit value of 37 roubles per ton
as against 69 in Soviet exports to mar]<:et economies 0 The price of crUde
lJetroleum in Soviet exports to Hungary rose from 40 roubles per ton in 1976 to
49 in 1977 (Economist (London), 5 February 1977) and is scheduled to increase to
60 roubles per ton in 1978 (Vil~azdasag_ (Budapest), 27 January 1978) .



prices increased at lower. but also aboYc--average, rates. The terms of trade in
the region thus deteriorated for most of the Eastern European countries, as net
importers of fuels and raw materials, and improved for the Soviet Union,

Exports to the market economies increased by an estimated 15 per cent In
value - about 9 per cent in the case of the Eastern European countries and over
22 per cent in the case of the USSR. Imports from outside markets declined by
2 per cent as Eastern European imports stagnated and those of the Soviet Union
dropped by 5 per cent. In quantum terms, exports may have increased and imports
declined by about 7 to 8 per cent.

These contrary trends reflect mainly the changes in trade with the developed
market economies. Policy efforts in the socialist countries were directed at
s~imulating the production of exportables and, specifically, at expanding exports
i~ this direction, In spite of slackening demand in the Western countries and the
s:?read of protectionist trade restrictions, all countries but Bulgaria, Romania
and possibly the German Democratic Republic managed to increase their exports to
developed market economies at substantial rates, with an over-all grov~h in value
,)f 10 to 11 per cent, approximately equal to the import expansion of the
developed market economies. 45/ However, for the group as a whole the grov~h of
exports in 1977 was below the~igh expansion rate attained in the preceding year
and in most countries the results appear to have fallen short of the plan targets.
Imports from the developed market economies, on the other hand, declined in value
by 4 to 5 per cent, dropping steeply in a number of countries (Bulgaria, Poland,
USSR and probably also the German Democratic Republic) or growing at much
reduced rates (Czechoslovakia). There was substantial and accelerated growth
only in Hungary and Romania, the two countries of the group where investment
outlays had increased at very high rates in 1977, In the case of the Soviet Union,
the main factor in the absolute decline was the reduced demand for grain imports
after the bumper harvest of 1976, though the over-all slowdown in output and
particularly in investment c;routh also ,.Te8"kenect the demand for imports from the
Western industrial economies. 46/ In the Eastern European countries, balance-of~

payments considerations appear to have played the main role in shaping 1977 import
trends; import value fell off sharply in those countries in which imports from the
developed market economies had exceeded exports by the largest margins in the
preceding years (table 111-8), In addition to reduced growth in aggregate demand
and especially in capital formation, adjustment measures in some countries
included administrative procedures operating directly on imports. In Poland, for
instance, import allocatione have been tied to current export performance for
industrial production branches since early 1976.

In trade with the developing countries, value - and, at least in exports,
almost certainly also volume - increased at a SUbstantially accelerated pace
in 1977. The value of exports of the socialist countries of Eastern Europe and

\·'f.

45/ In the absence of national data for BUlgaria, the German Democratic
nepublic, Poland and Romania, trends in trade with developed market economies
for these countries have been estimated from partner data.

46/ The decline in Soviet imports from developed market economies was more
than fully accounted for by the 35 per cent drop in imports from Canada and the
United States of America, flows which in 1976 consisted of two thirds of
grain and grain products, Imports from all other developed market economies
continued to grow in 1977, but very slowly - by less than 1 per cent.
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the USSR may have sro.nl by about 30 per cent, treble the rate of the preceding
ti<TO years, due mainly to the 37 per cent increase in Soviet exports. !~7/ The
value of imports rose 'by some 12 to 16 per cent in 1977, as against a 4per cent
increase in value and probably no grovlth in real terms in 1976. 48/
Disbursements of developmel~ aid credits under economic and technical co-operation
agre~ments and counter~deliveries in repayment of earlier credits account for a
significant part of both exports and imports. In the case of the Soviet Union,
deliveries of machinery and equipment to aided projects in 1976 amounted to
$627 million. These deliveries constituted more than one half of the machinery
eX1JOrts to developing countries other than Cuba and about 13 per cent of total
exports to this group of countries. Such deliveries increased by 15 to 20 per cent
to 4,720 to 4J750 million in 1977 . Counter-deliveries of conrrnodities produced by
Soviet~aided projects, probably to a large extent in repayment of earlier credits,
came to ,%80 million in 1977, or some 16 per cent of total imports from these
countries, 49/ The network of economic and technical co-operation agreements
under which these trade flows are generated continued to spread in 1977, Thus
the Soviet Union concluded, ne'H agreements \"ith three i<Testern hemisphere
countries (Costa Rica) Guyana and Jamaica) and now has such links with 63
developine; economies,

Balance of trade and external debt ~osition

The foreign trade pOlicies and the resulting export and import trends of the
year brought a very substantial im;-:>rovement to the merchandise trade balance of the
centrally planned economies with the market economy' countries, In trade among

47/ As noted in earlier issues of the World Economic Survey, Soviet exports
to developing countries (in contrast to imports) are not fully specified by
partner country. As in earlier years, the 1977 export increase was concentrated
in the unspecified residual, which increased by 64 per cent, while the portion of
exports allocated 03T partner country (some 60 countries) including Cuba) grew by
23 per cent. The unspecified residual now accounts for 54 per cent
of Soviet exports to developing countries other than Cuba,

48/ The estimates of 1977 growth in the trade of Eastern Europe ,,,ith
developing countries (table 111-7) have an error margin of several percentage
points since data for a number of countries had to be ~erived residually.
Particularly im:portant is the lack of direct information on Romanian trade with
this group, which has been growing very rapidly in recent years and in 1976
accounted for 28 per cent of the Eastern European countries! transactions vTith the
developing countries. Ho,fever, trends from the socialist countries jointly are
none tl:e less clearly established since they are dominated by the changes in the
trade of the USSR vTith developing countries (59 per cent of the joiTl.t total in
1976) 0

49/ These figures for aid delivery refer only to disbursements ill the form
of machinery and equipment exports to projects constructed uith Soviet assistance
in developing countries excluding Cuba. (DeliverieG to Cuba in the same category
came to $150 million in 1976 but 1977 data are not yet available.) Resource
transfers in other commodity classes are thus not covered, nor are disbursements
on convertible currency cash credits granted to some countries (Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya) Nigeria), Figures for 1976 from Vneslll1iaiatorgovlia SSSR za 1976~~

1977 data from information given by I. Karpanov in Elmnomichesl:aia gazeta (Moscow).
No, 12 (i.larch 1978), p. 22.
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socialist countries, the position of thE: Eastern European countrie3 deteriorated
wlereas that of the Soviet Union ilnlJX'oved.. rl'he a["t~;regate exter;'lal rleficit of the
seven ccuntries (including illtra.~~group trade) declined from.:.,7.1 billion in 1976
to .5 billion in 1977 and the com-bined deficit with market economies cleclined
from $8 0 ~( ·billion to~~2. (. billion. 'rhe CLefic it of the seven countl'ies "Tith the
develolK;cl market eco::lomies \'Jas cut by almost :f;l.j. billion" while t1:Je surplUS in
trade w·.ith ,leveloping countr:i.es increased by :)2 billion or more. The trends
\Jere ·broadly similar in all the countries. Exc ept for Hungary ~ all the countries
of the group narrowed their deficits with the market economies. The Soviet Union
closed its trade accounts with a large export surplus after two deficit years and
some of the Eastern European countries attained external balance (Romania - for
the second year - and probably Bulgaria) or achieved a significantly reduced
deficit (Poland). In others, however, the over-all deficits increased
(Czechoslovakia~ Hungary and probably the German Democratic RepUblic). For the
Eastern J!.,uropean countries jointly~ the improvement in the over-all external
position was rather small since the trebling of the deficit within the rouble
area - mainly in trade with the Soviet Union - offset a large part of the gain
in the balance with market economies. 50/

Very little information is available at this time on formal arrangements for
the financing of the increased imbalances in the intra-regional trade of the
socialist countries. Relative to total trade flows, they remain small in spite
of the large absolute increase. 51/ Their origin is to be sought largely in the
deterioration of the terms of trade of the ra\v·-material importing countries of the

22/ Eastern Europe and USSR: trade balance, 1970~1977

(Billions of dollars)
Eastern Europe USSR

1970- 1970-
1976 1975 1976 1977 _197 6 197~__ 1976 1977

Total -18.1 -5.8 ·~6. 2 -5.8 -0.0 -3.7 ~0.9 --4.3

Centrally planned economies 1.9 -0.4 ~0.4 -1.6 3.6 1.3 2.0 2.7
Developed market economies -22.6 -6.3 -6.3 -5.0 -11.3 -4.9 -3.9 -1.3
Developing economies 2.6 0.9 0.6 0.8 7.7 000 1.0 2.9

Source: See source and foot-note a to table III~8.

51/ Net imbalances in rouble-area trade amounted to 5 per cent of exports
for the six Eastern European cOlli1tries jointly~varying between 2 and 12 per cent
for the individual countries. The joint imbalance with the USSR increased from
7 per cent of exports in 1976 to 12 per cent in 1977.
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group caused by the price e.djus lmcntti which were noted e.bove; however, some
switching of deficits from outside markets to the intra-CMEA me.rket may also have
occurred as a consequence of policies that emphasized economie8 on convertible
currency import expenditures and encouraged gree"ter concentration on intraregional
integration and sOUrces of supply, It is likely that intergovernmental credits
arranged between the USSR and several of its trade partners to ease the adjustment
of the intragroup market to the world-market price structure supported most of the
1977 trade gaps; but the Interne.tione.l Be.nk for Economic Co-operation (IBEC), the
clearing b8~k of the ~1EA countries, may also have been called upon for a greater
volume of medium~term financing,

In the relationship with the developed market economies, in which socialist
i~ports exceeded exports by about one fifth in 1977 (as against two fifths i~ ~976),

the current-account payments gap to be financed is likely to have been sutdtantially
larger than the trade gap, owing to the deficit on invisible tre.nsactions including
debt service. Interest payments, which may be estiIT~ted at $3 billion ~o

$4 billion, have been rising rapidly in recent years in line with the increase
in the external debt, thus offsetting a part of the gain on the trade balance. 52/
Apart from gold sales, which are reported to have continued in 1977 at abou0 the
1976 rate of $1.5 billion, the main sources of financing were government-guare.nteed
export credits from supplier countries, direct supplier credits, bond issues and
Euro-market loans. Data are available on the last category only; these show that
the socialist countries continued to borrow in Western capital markets at a
somewhat higher rate than in 1976, reportedly meeting somewhat easier conditions
than in the preceding year. 53/ However, the rate of increase of total indebtedness
has probably slowed down, Net liabilities of the centrally planned economies to
Western commercial banks reporting to the Be.nk of International Settlements at
Basle, which constitute a partial indicator of trends in the total foreign debt ,-
rose from $21.4 billion at the end of 1976 to $25.1 billion at the end of 1977,
an increase of $3.7 billion as against a rise of $6.1 billion in19T6. 54/ The
over-all net indebtedness of the seven countries, which Western bankingf3ector
experts estimate at about $35 billion at the end of 1976, may have risen by some
$6 billion to $7 billion in 1977 to reach about $41 billion to $42 billion at the
end of the year. 22!

52/ Balance-of-payments reports are available only for Hungary, which recently
published data on its convertible currency balance for 1975 to 1977; hence the
over-all payments gap and its financing can be estimated in its rough outlines only.

53/ Placements of bonds and new syndicated (Hpublicized li
) medium- and long

term Euro-currency loans by the seven countries and the International Investment
Bank (lIB) of the CMEA came to $2.4 billion in 1976 and $2.9 billion in 1977, of
which the lIB took up $0.6 billion and $1.1 billion, respectively. World Bank,
Borrowing in International Capital Markets (Washington, D.C,), December 1977,
table 2,2 (for the first three quarters of 1977) and Euromoney (London), 1978,
No, 1 (for the last quarter).

54/ See foot~note b in table 111-9 for the definition and limitations of
these-aata, which exclude the claims of Austrian banks and those of banks in the
Federal Republic of Germany on the German Democratic Republic,

55/ See table III~9, The figure excludes borrowings of the CMEA banks,
estimated at $4 billion. It is net of Euro-currency reserves held in Western banks
but gross of long-term credits granted by socialist countries to Western buyers of
capital goods exported by them,
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'Ihe foreign tr~'.de intentions of the centreclly planned economies for 19713 c'

as broadl;y outlined in the national economic plans and the attending discussions,
clearly are to continue the policy patterns of the past two years) ,dth C'. strong
emphasis on the goal of narrowing the imbalance in trade with the developed market
economies, to be ecchieved both by pushing exports and by holding CDi'm severely
the growth of imports.

The national economic plans for 1978 of several of the socialist countries
specify target growth rates for exports and imports, in some cases broken down by
currency region; in other cOQntries only turnover targets (exports plus imports)
are provided (table III~8). A rouGh aggregation of these targets yields an
intended growth of two~way trade of some 10 per cent. Though it is usually not
clear whether these targets are meant to represent volurne or value changes, they
are more likely to approximate the former than the latter. If this interpretation
is correct, some acceleration is intended relative to the performance in 1977 when
trade volurne increased by 5 to 7 per cent. All countries supplying separate
targets for exports and imports and for trade by direction (Czechoslov8~ia, Hungary,
Polffi1d) expect growth of exports to exceed that of imports, imports from socialist
countries to grow faster than imports from market economies, and exports to the
market economies to advance more rapidly than deliveries in intraregional trade.
The targets for these countries imply a slightly lower growth of intra~C~ffiA trade
than in 1977; they also imply some further deepening of the intraregional imbale.nce ~

probably centring on the gro\~h of required raw material srrpplies from the Soviet
Union. In trade with the market economies, the targets envisage export grow·th
of 12 to 13 per cent ~ a substantial acceleration if they are conceived in volume
terms ~ and they project an import expansion of 2 to 3 per cent after the absolute
decline of 1977,

The full implementation of the planned trends in trade with the mecrket
economies may turn out to be difficult with respect to both the acceleration of
export growth and the constraint on import expansion. The export growth goals
appear to be quite ambitious in the light of aggregate demand trends and
protectionist tendencies in the developed market economies. As noted. elsewhere
in the present issue of the World Economic Survey, import demand in the OEeD
cOill1tries is projected to grow at less than 2 per cent in 1978. vlliile exports to
developing countries may again grow rapidly, their weight in total exports to
market economies is too small in the case of most of the Eastern European countries
to provide much compensation for wecl~ demand in the industrial market economies.
On the other hand, though the constraints on import growth are s~pported by
domestic aggregate demand policy in the socialist countries, especially the
revisions of investment programmes and schedules and the attendant cutbacks in
machinery and equipment imports, other factors tend to work in the opposite
direction. In several countries, especially Poland and the USSR, the 1977 harvest
resu~ts have made it desirable to increase fodder and grain imports in 1978
SUbstantially above the 1977 level. Further, the drive to adjust trade deficits
by \irationalizing" imports of industrial inputs and eliminating non~essential

components was in some cases conducted by strongly administrative means which
may have led to the running down of inventories, an approach that will probably
be difficult to sustain in view of the planned production growth rates and existing



supply imbalances, 56/ Actual imports from market economies
developing ~ may therefore recover at ,q" some"rhF\f hi
the plan te,rgets. Though this will imply a 81m-rer :cedUcGlOn

anticipated, e,vaile,ble credit lines and borrowing facilities
sUfficient to sustain the present level of imbalance.

Regional integration policies

- developed and
J r:: eli in

u:f deficits than
appear to be amply

Regional integration activities in CMEA in 1977 were centred on: (a) the
further implementation of the Concerted Plan of Multilateral Integration Measures;
(b) the strengthening of production specie,lization as a result of bile,teral and
multilateral agreements concluded earlier and the continuous search for deepening
regional specie,lization; (c) the formulation of Long-term Target Programmes, which
will give more concrete form to special aspects of the integration topics contained
in the Comprehensive Programme for the Further Extension and Improvement of
Co~operation and the Development of Socialist Economic Integration of the CMEA
Member Countries; 57/ (d) the strengthening of scientific and technological
co-operation; and (e) the further elaboration of contacts with other countries,

In the implementation of the joint investment projects contained in the
Concerted Plan, progress was in some cases well ahead of the schedule set for 1977,
The largest project currently under construction - the Orenburg gas-condensate
facility and the Soiuz gas pipeline connecting Orenburg with the western border of
the Soviet Union - continued to absorb a substantial proportion of the resources
cow~itted to joint integration projects, Capital outlays of at least TR 1,2 billion
and some 15,000 workers from the participating countri~s as well as financial
resources ac~uired in Western markets (in 1977 some $1,1 billion) were allocated
to the project, 58/ At the end of 1977, roughly 93 per cent of the pipeline bed
was completed (which was Kore than had been planned); the remaining portion of
the construction work should be finished ahead of schedule by the third ~uarter

of 1978, 59/ when the first deliveries of natural gas from the Orenburg sources
are anticipated,

Work on the other main projects also proceeded as scheduled, The high-voltage
transmission line between Vinnitsa (USSR) and Albertirsa (Hungary) was almost

56/ This question may arise especially in the case of Poland, where over-all
impor~expansion is for the second year targeted below the growth rate of
industrial output and even of net material product, The tightness of foreign
trade targets is fully acknowledged in Polish policy discussions - see
TiL Szyndler-Glowacki, "Trudne zadania", Zycie gospodarcze (\~arsaw), 26 March 1978,

57/ Moscow, CMEA Secretariat, 1971; also published as a letter addressed to
the Secretary-General of the United Nations (A/C,2/272),

58/ Ekonomicheskoe sotrudnichestvo stran-chlenov SEV (Moscow), 1977, No, 4
and "Deiatel'nost' Soveta Ekonomicheskoi VzaimolJumoshchi v 1977 'godu" ,
Ekonomicheskaia gazeta (Moscow), 1978, No. 14, p. 20, The capital spel!\1ing -fic;"'J:'€'
relates to the first 11 months of 1977. WorlCl RRnk. bUl.°l.uw.iug on IuLCol.'naH onal
Capital Markets (Washington, D.C,), March 1978, pp, 11 and 53, reports the
Euro-currency credits t~~en up by the International Investment Bank of the C~mA

member countries in 1977.

59/ lIRGVT: gute Ergebnisse - klare Ziele", Die vTirtschaft (Berlin), 1978,
No. 2:-p, 27,
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completed in 1977. This line will be crucial in connecting the linked electrical
power networks of Eastern Europe with the system of the Soviet Union - the first
step towards a fully integrated energy network of the European CMF~ countries.
Rapid progress was also reported for the cellulose project in Ust 9 -11imsk and the
absbestos project in Kiembaev.

Preparatory work on the formulation of the Long~term Target Programmes was
stepped up. This new instrument of joint economic planning is expected to affect
profoundly the course of economic integration in the next 10 to 15 years in five
important sectors: fuels and raw materials, machine construction, food-stuff and
agriculture, industrial consumer goods and transportation. These programmes are
designed to enable the area to cope with selected aspects of plan co-ordination
that are difficult to accommodate within a framework focusing on annual and medium~

term national economic plans.

At its thirty-first session at Warsaw (June 1977), the Council decided to
focus attention in the months ahead primarily on the completion of the programmes
for fuels and raw materials and for agriculture and food-stuff and the part of the
machine-construction programme that supports the other two sectors. Draft
programmes will be completed early in 1978, to be submitted to the Council at its
thirty-second session in the middle of the year. Some concrete details about the
goals and instruments of these programmes are gradually taking shape. Among the
projects to be included in the fuel and energy programme will be co-operation in
the construction of atomic power stations in the USSR and the further extension
of the high-power voltage lines needed to link up the Soviet and East European
power networks, including the YugOSlavian network and, at a later stage, the
Mongolian network. This project is expected to be completed by 1990, according
to a recommendation of the CMEA Executive Committee in October 1977. 60/ Several
other partial plans or components of the over-all Target Programmes have already
been agreed upon (for example, specialization in the construction of fast breeder
reactors, equipment for using atomic energy, conversion of solid fuels into gas
and liquid fuels and curtailment of specific energy use) but precise details are
still lacking.

As a result of the continued extension of specialization measures, the
centrally planned economies are becoming increasingly interdependent; and the
share of specialized products in regional exports and imports has further expanded
at a very rapid pace. Most of these specialized trade flows result from general,
bilateral or multilateral agreements concluded between the CMEA countries. At
the end of 1977, some 630 multilateral and bilateral agreements on specialization
and co-operation in production were in force and a large number of additional
agreements were in process of negotiation between C~mA member countries. Several
were signed in 1977, including six on specialization and co-operation in the
production of foundry and other heavy industry technology. Oth~r agreements
concerned the production of refined specialty metals, medical and household
equipment and so on.

Although concrete data are not yet available, it would seem that the
tendency that has been observed during the past few years for growth in the export

60/ A general agreement on this programme was signed in December 1977
(EkonOillicheskaia gazeta (Moscow), 1978, No. 14, p. 20).



of specio,lized products to sur-oass by a vTide margin the grm,th in over-all regional
exports continued in 1977. §..!/

Co,~operation in science o.no. technolocy among the CI'fEA members was intensified.
Efforts ,~"re increasincly being co-·ordinetecl at the level of the special CMEA
Committee for Scientific~Teclll1ologicalCo-·operation, which now oversees some
53 specialized co-ordination centres" three international scientific cOTILmissions
and a lar~e nwnber of other scientific institutions or organizations of the member
countries, 62/ At the end. of 1977~ some 1~6oo research centres of these economies
,\Tere engaged--in 800 multilateral research projects ~ especially in the fields of
energy 2nd raw materials production and utilization, The goal is to avoid
duplication of 'l<Tork and to focus the growing outlays on research and development)
'IThich in 1977 claimed between 3 and 5 per cent of net material product in every
one of the C1lliA countries, 63/ on the key sectors for output and productivity

--~ - -
grmvth.

As an innovation in the practical aspects of plan co-ordination ~ the chief
instrument used for enhancing socialist economic integration ~ the Council at its
thirty-first session approved a procedure for dovetailing the national economic
plans of the member countries in the next medilml~term period, 1981~1985, These
plans are expected to be fully co-·ordinated also with the J..Jong-term Target
ProgreBnnes, ~ task on which work has already begun,

Tfuile further steps for the improvement of financial and monetary co-operation
among the CMEA members were studied in 1977, no major decisions were reported in
this sphere, IBEC) the clearing bank of the group, instituted several measures
recornnended by the CMEA Standing COTI~ission for Currency and Financial Problems to
improve intraregional settlement and worked on the expansion of financial relations
with non-member countries under the new (October 1976) provisions for third-party
participation in transferable rouble clearings, 61~/ Agreements in this sphere
'Ifere concluded between IBEC and the National Bankof Yugoslavia during the year,
Viet Nam~ which has observer status in CMEA, joined IBEC and lIB as a full member.
To facilitate accounting in the sphere of CMEA joint investments, the socialist

61/ In the German Democratic Bepublic~ the share of machinery traded under
specialization agreements in total r~gional exports of machinery and equipment
increased from 23 per cent in 1975 to 35 per cent in 1977 (G. GrUner,
IBozialistische okonomische Integration !I ~ Die l1irtschaft (Berlin), 1978, No. l~
p, 21), -- ~

62/ V. L Kirillin~ ilAl{tualinye problemy povysheniia effektivnosti
nauchnotekhnicheskogo sotruonichestva stran-chlenov SEVil, Ekonomicheskoe
sot:J;:udnichest~o s:tran-.chlenov SEV (Moscow), 197L No. 5~ pp. 32-35,

§3/ I1RG\lT: gute Ergebnisse ~ klare Ziele 11 ~ Die r,firtschaft (Berlin) ~ 1978,
No, 2~ p, 27,

64/ As of January 1977 new interest rates for deposits in transferable
roubles by Tlember countries went into effect (see V, Garbuzov, llMezhdunarodnaia
valiutno~finansovaiasistema stran~chlenov SEV na sovremennom etape il

,

Ekonomicheskoe sotrudnichestvo stran-chlenov SEV (Hosea,,;), 1977 ~ No.3, p, 73,
-~._.,,_.~------------_. '" F
and Yu, F, Konstant inov 0 liperevodnii rubl i; opyt i perspektiv;r izpol i zovaniia ' ,
£;l:onomiche.,?kaia gazeta (J:!Ioscow)? 1977, No, 26, p, 20).



banks introduced at the beginning of 1977 new exchange coefficients for the
transferable rouble valuation of country contributions to these projects. 65/

As a result of the rapid growth in reciprocal trade and the stepped~up

activity in joint construction of major infrastructural undertakings, the
transactions conducted by lIB and IBEC expanded considerably in 1977. Mutual
trade turnover and other reciprocal payments funnelled through IBEC's facilities
increased by 14.8 per cent to TR 94.7 billion; and the bank extended accounting
and short-term credits of TR 6.9 billion (an increase of 63.5 per cent over
1976) in order to accommodate the sharply increased intra-CNEA trade imbalances.
Disbursements on credit commitments for 46 projects launched by lIB in 1971-1977
amounted to TR 826.4 million - an increase of more than 22 per cent over 1976. 661

Asian centrally planned economies

Despite some increase in the volume of data, the information on the economic
development of the Asian centrally planned economies remains mainly ~ualitative

and rather fragmentary. The available information suggests that in spite of a
difficult agricultural year economic growth resumed in China in 1977 and improved
in Mongolia~ but that the situation was probably less favourable in the Democratic
People's Republic of Korea and in Viet Nam.

In China~ national attention was turned ln 1977 to the reorganization of
the economic sphere. The results for the year, however~ were probably dominated
by agricultural production which still very much determines the over~all growth
of the national economy; in 1977 agricultual production suffered from severe
natural disasters. including drought and frost. In extent and seriousness, the
effects were said to be among the worst in the past 30 years. None the less,
a fairly good harvest was reported, with grain output at the previous yearis
level and the output of such industrial crops as cotton, jute~ hemp, cured
tobacco and tea above the 1976 yields. 67/ In the face of growing re~uirements

for domestic consumption, grain imports:increased sharply from 2 million tons
in 1976 to about 6.8 million tons in 1977. 681

65/ Details on the new exchanC:,e rates are not yet available. The revision
of th~rates applied since 1974 "lms reported in P. Spacel~ and F. Kudrna 0 \'Blla
mlsta v menove~ systemuli

, Hospodai'-ske IJoviny (PraGue) 9 1975:--~no. 4, p. 10.

66/ \1Deiatel inost i Soveta Ekonomicheslwi Vzaimopomosbchi v 1977 godu\~ ~

mwno~cheskaia gazeta (Moscow) ~ 1978, ITo. l~-, p. 21.

§II Hsinhua (Peking), 28 December 1977.

681 Based on trade partner data, as reported in United States of America,
Department of AgriCUlture, Foreign Agriculture (Washington, D.C.), 30 January 1978.
Substantial grain import orders, totalling an estimated 8 million tons, have been
placed for 1978 delivery, including the first purchases in the United States since
1974 (Wall Street Journal (New York), 9 February 1978; New York Times,
11 April 1978).
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In industry 9 many targets of the annual plan \'Tere reported to have been
a,chieved by the elcl of November:, the out~put increase for the full year 'H.W
estimated to b~ over 14 per cent. 69/ It should be noted, however, that the 1976
base may have reflected reduced activity levels, in which case the srowth rate
1wulc1 reflect e substEmtial eleme!lt of recovery 0 Host basic inputs for which
data are available in fi:tCt ere," at lower rates, Coal and steel output, which in
1976 il,ad suffered from the disruption of major capacities by the earthquake at
'rangshan J recovered with production increases of 10 and 11 per cent , respectively,
Electric ro"rer production grew by almost 10 per cent and crude petroleum output
by 8 per cent (a deceleration from the rate of growth in recent years) but
natural gas incree,sed by 22 per cent. 70/ The metallurgical industry met
ahead of schedule all 1977 targets for--stee1 9 rolled steel, pig iron and
non~ferrous metals, against a background of high and stable output, 71/

Nineteen seventYo~seven was apparently the first year in recent experience
in which wages and salaries showed an upward movement. Over 60 per cent of
Chinese workers received an increase in wages; no further details are, however,
available. 72/ A greater emphasis seems to have been placed on consumer goods
industries,--The output of cotton yarn and cloth increased by 12.6 per cent and
13.5 per cent, respectively. The relatively slow growth of consumer goods
industries in recent years was largely influenced by the lagging pace of the
agricultural sector, reflecting the dominance of agro~based industries.

In foreign trade, China appears to have maintained ~ and probably enlarged 
the export surplus position which had been achieved in 1976. The .1.976 achievement
had been realized by a sharp cut~back of imports but in 1977 both exports and
imports increased. In trade with the market economies, exports appear to have
grown by about 8 per cent, from $7.2 billion to $7.8 billion, while imports
rose by 7 per cent, from $6.0 billion to $6.4 billion. The surplus with this
group of countries thus rose from $1.2 billion to $1.4 billion. 73/ According

69/ Peking Review, 13 January 1978.

70/ Hsinhua (Peking), 27 December 1977 and 10 January 1978. All growth
rates are for the first 11 months of 1977.

7~/ Hsinhua~ 10 January 1978, The number of tractors produced in the first
11 months was up by 39.8 per cent over the corresponding period of 1976 and the
plan target for chemical fertilizers was met 21 days ahead of time with total
output exceeding that of the corresponding period of the peak year of 1975 by
31. 9 per cent,

72/ Peking Review, 20 January 1978.

73/ Estimate by the Japanese External Trade Organization, based on
incomplete partner data (Chugoku keizai kenkyu geppoh (Tokyo), March 1978).
Chinese shipments to Japan increased by 13 per cent and China's purchases from
Japan by IT-per cent, both after declines in 1976.
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to a national report~ total trade turnover increased by more than 12 per cent.
Manufactured goods accounted for 63 per cent of exports. In imports~ equipment
for oil exploration~ coal mining~ power generation, fertilizer and petro-chemical
production played a significant role, though some consumer goods were also
imported. 74/ Two important long~term trade agreements were concluded early
in 1978 with China's major trade partner among the developed market economies,
Japan, and with the European Economic Community; and a resumption of import
growth is expected once the modernization programme of China's 10-year plan takes
concrete shape.

Early in 1978, the draft outlines of the 10-year plan for 1976~1985 were
presented to the National People's Congress and some of the general targets 
though little detail - were pUblicly announced. 75/ For the next eight years~

industrial output is to grow by 10 per cent annually and agricultural production
by 4~5 per cent a year. Steel output is to rise by 1985 to 60 million tons and
grain production to 400 million tons, targets which imply growth rates of some
13 per cent annually for steel and perhaps 4 to 5 per cent annually for grain. 76/
A large investment programme for basic industries and economic infrastructure is
to be launched~ consisting of 120 major projects, including 19 metallurgy
complexes~ 8 coal mines, 10 oil and gas fields~ 30 power stations, 6 new trunk
railroads and 5 important harbours. Capital expenditures for the eight years
are expected to equal the outlays effected over the entire period since 1950.
A "big increase H in foreign trade is expected but no detail "tvas provided.

In Mongolia, the economic performance in 1977 appears to have been slightly
better than in the preceding year. Although macro-economic aggregates have not
yet been published, preliminary and component data suggest that national income
may have increased by 5 to 6 per cent, as against a 4.3 per cent increase in
1976. However~ the plan target (7.3 per cent) could not be met. The extremely
severe weather conditions in the winter of 1976/1977 took a heavy toll on herds
and the plan target for a 13 per cent output growth in the livestock sector could
not be met, though output may have risen by some 5 per cent. The performance
in the crop sector was much better but this sector still has a relatively small
weight. Mongolia pursued a policy directed tmvards gradually moving mray from its
heavy reliance on livestock and towards improving its export prospects by
diversifying into crop-growing~ ore~mining and n~nufacturing. In industry~

output grmvth was 4 per cent~ that is, 1.2 per cent below the plan target and less
than in 1976 (6 per cent). This V!c,"5 probably due to the 51uggish J)erfOrI:1211Ce of

J~~/ I~inhua (Peking)~ 15 January 1978.

75/ Y:~ldngReview~ 10 March 1978. In his "Report on the work of the
Government", Chairman Hua Kuo-Feng noted that the plan had been originally
prepared in 1975 but that its implementation was prevented by the political
turmoil of the 1975-1976 period. Though the revised version submitted to the
Congress covers the eight years 1978-1985, the programme is still referred to as
the 10-year plan.

76/ Steel output in 1977 waS probably about 23 million tons. The last
officially reported grain figure (275 million tons), refers to 1974.
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the food and light industries related to the livestock sector of agriculture,
as well astb delays in the commissioning of new industrial capacities. 77/

Only scattered data were published on the course of development in the
Democratic People's Republic of Korea in 1977. In spite of unfavourable weather
conditions in early spring, grain production increased to 8.5 million tons, as
against 8 million tons in the preceding year, but the plan target of 10 million
tons was not reached. In industry, policy concentrated on removing some
imbalances that had built up during the implementation of the six-year plan
(1971-1976). In foreign trade, the payments difficulties which the country has
been struggling with for a number of years appear to have forced a further reduction
of imports. Exports registered a small increase and the merchandise trade deficit
a corresponding decline; however, this improvement was concentrated in the
relationship with socialist trade partners. 78/ The year 1977 was considered an
adjustment period between medium-term plans. Targets for the second seven-year
plan (1978-1984) were announced in December 1977. 79/ The programme sets a somewhat
lower growth pace than did the preceding medium-term plan, with a target rate of
12.1 per cent annually for industrial output as against the 16.3 per cent of the
1971-1976 period. Capital goods production and consumer goods production are to
grow at almost the same rate. In the sphere of producer goods, the plan emphasizes
the development of the raw materials and fuel base of the economy. Coal production
is to increase from the current amount of 50 million tons to 70 to 80 million tons
by the end of the period. Both steel and electricity output are to double, the /
former from a base of 4 million tons to about 8 million tons, the latter from /
30 billion kWh to 56-60 billion kWh. In agricUlture, more modest rates of increase
are envisaged, with a grain target of 10 million tons for 1984 as against the
8.5 million re~ped in 1977. 80/ .

In Viet Nam, 1977 appears to have been a very difficult year, due mainly to
natural disasters and the need to spend substantial amounts of foreign exchange
for imports of food-stuff. The current five-year plan for 1976-1980 calls for
the production of 21 million tons of grain by 1980. The target for 197'7 was over
12 million tons to be produced from about 5.3 million hectares; however, output was
only 11.3 million tons due to drought and cold weather in the northern provinces and
drought in the central and southern provinces. The target for rice production in
1978 has been set at 13.5 million tons. The sugar-cane area in 1977 was about
60,000 hectares and the 1978 plan calls for an increase in area to 80,500 hectares
and production of about 160,000 tons of sugar cane.

77/ Biulleten' inostrannoi kommercheskoi informatsii (Moscow),
14 February 1978.

78/ Exports to developed market economies declined by 22 per cent; but a
substantial increase was registered in exports to the European centrally planned
economies, for a net export increase of about 10 per cent, Imports from both
partner groups declined by about 9 per cent and the merchandise trade deficit with
these two country groups fell from about $260 million to about $180 million.

79/ The first seven-year plan covered the period 1964-1970.

80/ Financial Times (London), 25 April 1978.
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In 1977 Viet Naro attempted to increase exports by 55 per cent. According~

to Hestern estimates, based on pa..I:l,ul::.I:sl..al..lsT.if'F; f\.- •.I: the first half of 1977 ~

viet Nam. I s exports have risen by 30 per cent to an estimated $304 mi 1.';on. Tml1O.1'.-t.s
appear to have incre9.sed by about 13 per cent~ to an estimated value of
$9~2 million '.' thus resulting in a trade deficit of $638 million, compared with an
estimated $604 million deficit in 1976. QlI

811 International Currency Review (London), Vol. 10, No.1 (1978), p. 58.
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Table III-I. Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and the USSR:
growth of national income, ~/ actual and planned, 1971-1980

(Percentage)

Average annual rates Increase over preceding year
1971- 1976- 1916-

Country and group 1975, 1980, 1977, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977 1978,
actual planned actual actual actual actual actual Planned Actual planned

Albania • · • · · · · · 6.6 6.6-7.0 ... ... ...
Bulgaria · · · · · · 7.8 7.7 6.5 8.0 7.4 8.8 6.5 8.2 6.3 6.8

Czechoslovakia · • • · · · · 5.7 4.9-5.2 4.1 5.2 5.9 6.2 3.7 5.2 4.5 4.9

German Democratic Republic. • 5.4 5.0 4.5 5.6 6.4 4.9 3.7 5.5 5.2 5.2

Hungary • · • · · · · · • 6.2 5.4-5.7 5.4 7.4 6.9 5.4 3.0 6-6.5 7.5-8 5

Poland • • · · · · · • · · · 9.8 7.0-7.3 6.4 10.8 10.4 9.0 7.1 5.7 5.6 5.4

H Romania • • • · • · • · · · · 11.3 11.0 '"pi 9.6 10.7 12.4 9.8 10.5 11.3 8.6 11-11.5
H
H
I

Eastern Europe £!\.N 7.9 6.8-7.1 6.1 8.2 8.6 7.5 6.1 6.9 6.1 6.5+:""

USSR . . • · · · • · • · • · 5.7 4.7 4.4 8.9 5.4 4.5 5.2 4.1 3.. 5 4

Eastern Europe £!
and USSR • · · .. · · · .. 6.3 5.3-5.4 4.9 8.7 6.3 5.4 5.5 4.9 4.3 4.7

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
national statistical publications, plans and plan fulfilment reports.

'!:..I National income produced, except for the USSR where for the planned rates and for 1977 the reference is to
national income domestically utilized.

b / Revised target; origipaJ.. target was 10-11 per cent.

£./ Not including Albania.



Table 111-2. Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and the USSR:
growth of industrial output, y actual and planned, 1971-1980

(Percentage)

Average ammal rates Increase over preceding year
1971- 1976- 1976-

Country and group 1975, 1980, 1977, 1973, 1974, 1975, 19"76, 1977 1978,
actual pla.nrled actual actual actual actual actual Planned Actual planned

Albania. • · • • · • • • 8.7 7·1-7.6 5.3 9.4 7.3 4 4.1 9.3 6.6 8.5

Bulgaria · · · · · · · · · • 9.0 9.2 7.1 9.0 8.1 9.6 6.7 9.2 6.8 7.7

Czechoslovakia · • · · · • · 6.7 5.7-6.0 5.6 6.8 6.3 7·1 5.5 5.3 5.7 5.1

German Democratic Republic. • 6.5 6.0 5.7 6.8 7.2 6.4 5.9 5.1 5.4 5.7

H Hungary. · · · · · · · · · · 6.4 5.9-6.2 5.7 7.0 8.4 4.6 4.6 6 6.8-7 5.5-6H
H
I

10.4 8.2-8.5 £/ 8.9 11.4 6.3-7.3 £/ 8.6 £/ 6.8 £/\vii Poland • · • • · · • · · • · 11.2 10.9 9.3\J1

Romania • • · · · · · · • · · 12.9 11.5 £/ 11.9 14.6 14.6 12.0 11.4 10.5 12.5 10.6

Eastern Europe 9J · • · · · 8.7 7.5-7.8 7.7 9.3 9.4 8.8 7.6 6.9 7.7 6.9

USSR . . · · · · · · 7.4 6.3 5.2 7.5 8.0 7.6 4.8 5.6 5.7 4.5

Eastern Europe ~/
6.6-6.8 5.6 6.0and USSR · . · · · · · · 7.8 6.0 8.0 8.4 7.9 6.3 5.2

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
national statistical pUblications., plans and plan fulfilment reports.

~/ Gross value of output at constant prices, except in the case of the German Democratic Republic Where the
data refer to the value of commodity production (i.e., gross output less work in progress).

~/ Value of output sold.

~/ Revised target; original target was 10.1-11.2.
ill Not inclm'ling AJba.nia.



Table 1II-3. Centrally planned economies o'f Eastern Europe and the USSR:
change o~ labour productivity ~I in industry, 1971-1980

(Percentage)

Average annual rates Increase over preceding year
1971- 1976- 1976-

Country 1975, 1980, 1977, 1973, 19'74, 1975, 1916, 1977 1978,
actual planned actual actual actual actual actual Planned Actual planned

Albania. · • · · · · · · 3·9 2.8-3.2 ... 2.7 3.6

Bulgaria · · · . 7.0 7.7 'E.I 6.8 8.0 6.0 7.9 7.0 8.1 "E.I 6.5

Czechoslovakia ~I • · · · · · 6.3 5.2 6.4 6.0 6.8 5.7 4.4 4.7

German Democratic Republic . 5.2 5.4 5.3 5·7 6.0 5.3 5.4 5.1 5.2 5 ill
Hungary. · · · · · 6.3 6.2 6.2 5.8 7.5 4.9 5.4 6 7-7.2

H
H
H Poland !I • 7.5 7.7 8.6 8.2 8.8 9.3 8.8 7.2 8.3 6.7I

~
Romania 'lj. · · · · 6.4 9.2 !./ 9.0 7.8 6.9 7.2 8.2 9.2 fi./ 9.8 9.0 fi.1
USSR . . · · · · • · 6.0 5.6 3.7 6.1 6.3 5.9 3.3 4.8 4.1 3.8

Source: Centre 'for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
national statistical reports.

~I Output per employee, except where otherwise noted.

bl Over-all labour productivity (net material product per work-year).

~/ Manual workers only.

ill Industrial ministries only.

~ Socialist sector only.

f/ Revised target (originally: $.4-9.0).
~/ Republican industry only (1.e., excluding local industry).



Table 111-4. Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and the USSR:
growth of gross agricultural output, actual and planned, 1971-1980

(Percentage)

Average annual rates Increase over preceding year
1971-1975 1976- 19'16-

Country and group Average End-.. 1980, , 1977, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977 1978,
a/ years £/ planned a/ actual b/ actual actual actual actual Planned Actual planned

Albania · · · · · .. · • " • · · 5.9 .,.. 6.6~7.1 ... . 7.0 11.0 7. 9.•1 13..8 - ,$ •
28

Bulgaria • · • · • · · · ,. · · 2.2 2.9 3.7 -1.7 1 .• 3 -1.• 5 7..5 4.1 4.0 -6.3 5.• 0

Czechoslovakia · · · • • · · · 2.9 2pQ 2.6~2.8 2.5 4.• 7 2,.2 -1.0 -2.4 8.2 7..9 3.4

German Democratic Republic.. '" '" 2.•;1 2.• 7 3.0 !y -1,.2 -0... 8 7.3 -3..0 -5.• 4 2.8 ~/ 3.3 £./ 3.~/

Hungary • · .' .' .' " " ... · .' · 3.5 4,.8 3p2~3p4 3..2 6,.7 3..5 2,.1 -3..0 7,.8 10-;U 2

Poland ,. I' P " .' · .. · " "
,. ,. 3.• 2 3.7 3.0-3.5 £I 0.5 7.• 3 1.6 -2.1 -0.7 5.3 0.8 6.1

Romania · · · · · · · • · 4.7 6.4 6.9-9.0 !y 7.6 1.0 1.1 2.8 17.4 1.9-13.6 -1.3 6.9-16.1
H
H
H
I

Eastern Eu;rope !/ .. 3.1 3..8 3.3~3 .. 9 1,.6 4.1 2,.4 -0,.1 1.2 2.1VI · • · • ... ",..
-4

USSR . · • • · · · · · · • • · 2.5 0.5 3.0 3.6 16.1 -2.7 -6.3 4.1 7.8 £./ 3 6.8£./

Bastern Europe !/
1.6 -4.2and USSR. · · · · · · · · · 2·7 3.1-3.3 2.9 11.9 -1.0 3.0 2.7

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of' the United Nations Secretariat, based on national
statistical publications, Statisticheskii ezhegodnik stran-ch1enov SEV 1977 (Moscow, 1977), plans and plan fulf'i~ent reports.

1!J Change in the f'ive-year average output from the ave4age of' the preceding f'ive years, expressed as annual compound rate.

'E/ Average apnual compound rate between terminal years.

£! Estimated.

~ Production and services of' agricultur~ sector and f'pod industry combined.

~/ Revised target; origipal target was 5.1-7.6 per cent.

!/ Not including Albania.



Table III-5. Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and the USSR:
changes in gross fixed investment, 19'n-198o

(Percentage)

AyerQ£e annual rates Increase over preceding year
19'n- 1976- 1976-

Country 1975, 1980, 1977, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977 1978,
actual planned actual actual actual actual actual Planned Actual planned

Albania. · · · · · · · 8.4 ~/6.2-6.6 ... ... ... 13.7 ~/ 14 ... 17.8

Bulgaria • · · · · · · 8.6 7.1 3.1 6.9 7.8 17.3 0.6 3.9 6.1 4.5

Czechoslovakia 8.2 6.3-6.6 4.9 9.2 9.3 8.3 3.6 5.8 6.3 5.6

German Democratic Republic. · 4.1 5.8 7.5 7.6 3.4 6.1 9.1 6.5 6 2.1

Hungary. · · · · · 7.1 4.6-4.7 ~/ 6.3 3.6 9.2 13.7 0 4-5 ~/ 13 ~/ 0
H

7.4 !/ ~/H Poland 18.4 2.5 25.0 22.5 14.2 2.5 2.5 -1.5H . · · · · · · · ·I
\.H
0:> Romania • 11.5 12.9 9.8 8.3 13.2 15.1 8.2 16.7 11.5 16.8

USSR . . · · · · 7.0 4.7 £./ 3.8 4.7 7.1 8.6 4.5 3.0 3 3.4

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
national statistical publications, plans and plan fulfilment reports.

~/ Average annual compound rate between terminal years.

'9../ Change over preceding, five-year period, expressed as an average annual rate.

£./ state investment only.

~/ Socialist sector only.



Table III-6. Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and the USSR:
selected indicators of growth of income and consumption, 1971-1980

(Percentage)

Average annual rates Increase over preceding years
1971- 1976- 1976-
1975, 1980, 1977, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977 1978,

actual planned actual actual actual actual actual Planned Actual planned

Bulgaria

Personal income per capita
6.1 8.5 4.9 5.6 4.4 ~/(real) •• . . . . · · 3.7 ... 3.6

Average wage (nominal). 3.2 ... 5.7 2.5 2.6 ... ... 2
Retail sales (real) • · · · · 7.8 7.0 5'.2 8.8 9.5 7.8 7.3 7 'E./ 3.2 4.4
Total consumption (real) 7.2 ... 5.5 6.4 7.1 8.2 7.1 :=./ 4.0 5.0

Czechoslovakia

H Aver~e wage (real) dl • 3.5 2.5;.,2.8 3.4 bl 3.1 2.9 2.6 1.8 3'.0 pj 3.5 pjH
H Ret~il sales (real) - •• 5'.5 ... 3.'"( Y 5.8 7.5 2.8 2.9 3.9 bl 3.8 E.I 3.9I
VI Total consumption (real) 5.3 5.8 6.2 2.9 3.2 3.9 !/\0 ...

German Democratic Republic

Personal income per' capita
3.9;.,4.2 f/ .'••(real) . . . . . . . . ". 0. 5.4 6.1 6.0 4'.0 4.6 ...

Average wage (nominal) d/. · 3.5 ... - 4.1 2.6 3.7 3.4 3.5 ... 4.7
RetEQ,l sales (nominal) :- • · 5.0 4'.0 4.4 5.8 6.1 3.5 4.6 4.0 4.3 4
Total consumption (real) · · 5.3 4.1 ... 5.1 6.7 4.0 4.4 ...

Hungary

Personal income per capita
4'.6 3.4-3'.7 2.6 6.4 4.0(rea.l) . . . .--;-:-.-.--:--: -. 5.0 0.8 3.5-4 4.5 3-3.2

Average wage (real) • · · 3.3 2.7-3.0 1.8 2.8 5.6 3.9 0.1 2.5-3 3.5 2.8-3
Retail sales (real) • · · · · 6.2 5.1-5.4 3.8 5.8 9.2 5.4 1.4 8-9 'E./ 6.2 4
Total consumption (real) · · 5.1 4.7 7.5 4.7 2 ...



Table 111-6 (continued)

(Percentage)

Average annual rates Increase over preceding year
1971- 1976- 1976-

Country and indicator 1975, 1980, 1977, 1973, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977 1978,
actual planned actual actual actual actual actual Planned Actual planned

Poland

Average wage (real) d/ •• · 7.2 3.0-3.4 3.1 8.7 6.6 8.5 3.9 2'.0 2.3 1.8
Retail sales (nomiruU) r' 12.7 7.3-7.7 !./12.5 12.5 14.4 15.7 12.9 12.2 12 h/
Total consumption (real • 8.7 8.1 7.4 11.1 8.8 3.7 3-:4

Romania

Personal income per capita
8.0 ~ 8.2~(real) . . . . . . . '. ". . 6.8 5. 2-6.0; 4.8 6.1 5.8 8.8 5.9-6.3 7.9 ~

H
Average wage (real). .• • • 3.7 5.8 k 5.9 3.2 4.5 6.9 6.2 3.2-3.8 5.7 7·5

H Retail sales ~/, ~ (real) • 8.2 8·7 II 7.4 7.5 10.2 7.8 8.6 8.4 £1 6.7 £! 10.0 £!
H
I
.J:"

USSR0

Personal income per capita
(real) . . . . . · . · 4.4 3·9 3.6 5.0 4.0 4.5 3.7 3.8 3.5 3.0

Average wage (nominal) · . · 3.6 3.2 3.1 3.6 4.6 3.3 3.6 2.0 2.7 2.2
Retail sales (nominal) · . · 6.3 5.2 4.5 5.2 5.9 7.0 4.6 5.3 4.4 3.9
Total consumption (nominal). 5.8 5.1 5.1 5.6 6.4 5.0

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
national statistical publications, plans and plan fulfilment reports.

~ May refer to totaJ. rather than per capita vaJ..ue.

£I !'Tom:!.naJ...

~ Estimated :from pe!-Gapita figures.

~ Socialist sector only.

~ Estimated from components.•

!/ Preliminary draft of medium-term plan (''plan directives").

Iii Goods only.

~ Goods and services.

!I Esti.m;:l.ted from total value.

J.I Total.

Y Programme of raising living· standards 1976-1980 (Sc!'nteia (Bucharest), 16 December 1977), which supersedes the
original five-year plan'targets (3.4-4.1 per cent annuallyfor average real wage, 7.7-8.1 per cent annually for the
volume of retail sales).



Table 111-7. Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and the USSR:
foreign trade, by direction, 1971-1976

(Value in billions of current dollars; growth rates in percentage) ~!

40.9 20,.4 21.2 41.6 7.'" 4.7

19.• 6 13.7 6.8 30.•1 8.0 13.6

14.8 30.5 36.• 2 56.3 11.8 -7.2

6.5 22.6 43.1 43.4 -2.7 11.3

United Nations Secretariat, based on

USSR to or :from:

World . • . . . • • . · • · · · 45.• 2 15,.8 31.2 15.• 9 16.•6 18.• 7

Centrally planned economies.• · 22.• 2 13.• 7 17.•1 33.5 12.• 0 15.• 5

Developed market economies. .. 13.5 26.3 69.8 -0,02 26.5 13.2

Developing countries · • • • • 9.5 13.0 19.3 3.2 14.4 36.9

Exports Imports
Growth rates Growth rates

Origin and destination 'E..! Value, 1971- 1974 1975 1976 1977 Value, 1971- 1974 1975 1976 1977
1977 1975 1977 1975

Eastern Europe to or :from:

World . . . . • . • . · • · • • 54.0 14.•8 20.1 16.2 11.4 12.2 59.8 17.3 39,06 17..0 10,.9 10.0

Centrally planned economies •• 34.2 14.• 0 10.• 2 24.• 4 11.• 8 13.5 35.9 14.• 4 15.• 6 28.• 6 11.• 9 16.8

Developed market economies ,0 .' , 14,05 15.. 2 34.0 -2.• 2 12..1 7.8 19.4 22.• 9 48.6 5.3 8.• 2 -2.• 0

Developing countries · · · · • 5.3 20.1 57.6 26.5 6.6 16.0 4.5 18.1 74.5 -0.2 17.2 14.1

Source: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the
national statistical sources.

~ Growth rates were computed :from national currency data aggregated in' terms of transferable roubles and thus do not
reflect the dollar devaluations. Both exports and imports are expressed f .o.b., except for Hungarian imports which are
shown c.i.f. in the national returns. Data for 1977 are preliminary estimates.

bl "Eastern Europe" here and in the following table refers to the Eastern European countries members of CMEA
(Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, German Democratic Republic, Hungary, Poland and Romania). Trade partner grouping follows
the classification employed by the Statistical Office of the United Nations (cf. United Nations Standard Country Code
(United Nations publication, Sales No. E.70.XV:rI.13», which includes Turkey and Cuba among developing countries and
Yugoslavia among the developed tDarket econom.es. .

H
H
H
I

t5



Table III-8. Centralls planned economies of Eastern Europe and USSR: growth of foreign trade value, by country group, 1971-1980 '!:/
(Percentage)

Average annual rate Change from preceding year

1971-1975, 1976-19/30, 1974, 1975, 1976, 1977 1978,
actual planned actual actual actual Planned Actual planned

Country and partner group Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports Exports Imports

~

Total • . . · .. 14.1 19.6 _9.9_ 16.3 32.3 22.1 24.8 14.5 3.8 15.8 11.5 __11.5--
Centralls planned economies 14.0 18.3 9.1 15.8 28.3 30.4 16.6 10.9 15.2 16.5
Developed market econOlllies 5.8 24.5 10.2 85.7 -5.0 27.5 23.7 -17·0 8.7 -7.6
Developing economies 27.0 17.2 93.5 80.7 16.5 -22.2 -5.4 9.8 28.8 12.4

Czechoslovakia

Total. . . · .. 11.3 13.8 6.2-6.5 16.7 22.8 13.2 15.3 11.8 10.4 9.2 12.4 12.9 7.9 6.5
Centralls planned econOlllies 11.7 14.0 9.3 15.1 21.8 25.7 16.7 11.3 7.a-- """12.0 10.5 14.1 4.0 p) 8.8 p)
Developed market econOlllies 10.6 14.3 31.0 36.6 -5.4 2.5 3.4 9.8 120•4 12.9 5·1 113•3 ~ 3.3 ~Developing economies .. 10.2 9.4 32.4 37.0 12.3 -11.2 -2.8 4.4 24.7 31.6

German Democratic Republic

Total • ,. .......... ,. · .. 12.8 14.0 16.3 22.8 15.3 17.0 12.6 16.9 _8.7_ 7 __11__
Centrally planned econOlllies 12.5 12.9 8.4 p) 7.8 12.6 22·9 30.6 9.2 11.5 10-- J:8
Developed market econOlllies 13.7 16.6 38.6 29.5 -3.4 1.5 20.7 26.8 '" -10
Developing economies 11.8 14.6 27.1 135.7 26.4 -14.9 19·9 24.5 -14--

Hungary

Total ••• . . . .. 13.9 15.9 7.5-8.2 5.9-6.5 11.6 36.8 11.2 20.6 3.1 -3.1 13-14 7-8 16.5 16.2 11.0 7.1
H Centralls planned economies 15.8 16.1 7.3-7.7 p) 5.7-6.2 p) 8.6 22.4 20.0 40.9 -0.7 -4.8 12P) 7P) 17.0 13.6 10 E! wE!H
H Developed market economies 9.2 15.7

j9.9-10.5 ~ 6.3-7.0 ~
11.6 59.1 .8.7 -6.8 9.5 -3.2 117-18 ~ 8~

16.4 18.8 112 -13 ~ 3-5 ~I..,. Developing economies 14.3 14.8 50.6 61.3 11.8 9·1 6.9 6.6 13.9 19.9
'"

Poland

Total. .. . . · . 19.2 23.6 11.8 4.7 29.4 33.4 23.7 19.6 7.1 10.6 13.0 2.7 11.4 5.5 10 5
Centralls planned economies 17.5 13.8 18.0 14.2 32.8 23.7 7.2 13.4 12.2 16.4 8 9
Developed market economies 21.8 39.8 37.6 51.4 9.0 16.0 8.0 9.8

115 £I 1£1 1 9.9 -4.3 12 2Developing economies 21.9 20.4 100.4 65.1 32.4 21.6 3.3 -5.4

Romania

Total. . . . . . · . . . 19.0 17.7 12-13 ~ 1O-11~ 30.4 46.8 9.6 3.8 14.9 14.1 __15.5-- 14.6 15.1 --19. 1__
Centralls planned economies 13.4 12.5 6.8 18.8 16.9 19.4 13.9 19.7
Developed market economies 20.4 19.5 52.7 65.5 -9.3 -9.7 15.4 -3.0
Developing economies 37.1 35.8 56.7 86.5 48.2 14.8 16.2 51. 7

USSR

Total . . . . . · .. 15.8 20.4 __6.0__ 31.2 21.2 15·9 41.6 16.6 7.7 --.. . 18.7 4.7 --10
Centrally planned econOlllies 13.7 13.7 17.1 6.8 33.4 30.1 12.0 8.0 15.5 13.6
Developed market economies 23.1 30.5 69.8 36.2 -0.2 56.3 26.5 11.8 13.2 -7.2
Developing econOlllies 13.0 22.5 19.3 43.1 3.2 43.4 14.4 -2.7 37.0 11.3

~: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on national statistics, plan and plan fulfilment reports.

y Trade partner grouping, unless otherwise specified, follows the classification employed by the Statistical Office of the United Nations (cf. United Nations Standard Country Code (United
Nations publication, Sales No. E.70.XVII.13)). Growth rates were computed directly from the national currency data and thus do not reflect the dollar devaluations. Both exports and imports are
expressed f.o. b., except for Hungarian imports which are shown c. i. f. in national returns.

E! InclUding Yugoslavia and Co.ba.

£/ "Capitalist economies", 1. e. economic classes I and II of the classification systeIll referred to in foot-note ~, but excluding Yugoslavia and Co.ba.

E/ Growth of the five-year average for the period shown over the average of the preceding five years, expressed as a compound annual rate.



Table IH-9. Centrally planned economies of Eastern Europe and USSR: cumulative
trade balance with developed market economies and estimates of
outstanding convertible currency liabilities

(Billions of dollars)

Cumulative trade balance with Net liabilities with Estimates of net
developed market economies, Western commercial debt outstanding,

1965 to end of year shown ~/ banks, end of year E.! end of year s./

Country 1970 1975 1976 1977 1975 1976 1977 1975 1976 1977

Bulgaria -0.5 -2.0 -2.4 -2.8 1.3 1.6 1.9 2.0 2.5 2.8

Czechoslovakia -0.1 -1.5 -2.2 -2.7 0.0 0.5 0.8 1.2 1.8 2.4

German Democratic Republic -0.4 -3.8 -5.2 -6.1 Y 2.0 3.0 3.4 4.2 5.1 6.1

Rungary -0.1 -1.5 -2.0 -2.5 1.4 2.2 3.3 2.3 2.4 3.0

Poland. 0.0 -6.8 -10.0 -12.3 3.4 4.8 6.4 7.1 10.2 12.6

Romania -1.1 -2.4 -2.4 -2.7 9:./ 0.5 0.4 1.0 2.3 2.5 3.0

Eastern Europe -2.2 -18.0 -24.2 -29.1 8.7 12.5 16.8 19.1 24.5 29.9
H
H USSR -0.6 -7.7 -11.6 -12.9 4.7 6.6 6.3 8.4 10.3 12.0H
I

.j::""
Unallocated residual 1.8 2.3 2.0 4.0 4.4\..N 3.1

Eastern Europe and USSR -2.8 -25.6 -35.8 -42.0 15.2 21.4 25.1 30.7 38.8 46.3

Sources: Centre for Development Planning, Projections and Policies of the United Nations Secretariat, based on
national foreign trade statistics and plan fulfilment reports; Bank for International Settlements, Press Review
(Basle) .

~ For definition of "developed market economies", see foot-note ~ to table 1II-8.

E.! Claims of the reporting banks in domestic and foreign currency minus deposits of centrally planned economies,
as reported by Bank for International Settlements. Data cover the external position of banks in Belgium-Luxembourg,
Canada, France, Federal Republic of Germany (excluding positions vis-a-vis German Democratic Republic), Italy, Japan,
Netherlands, Switzerland, Sweden, United Kingdom and United States of America. Beginning with end 1975 data, branches
of United States banks in the Bahamas, Cayman Islands, Panama, Hong Kong and Singapore are also included. Data from
Canada, Japan, Switzerland and the United States of America are not fully broken down by partner country; the resulting
residuals are shown in the last row.

sJ Lawrence Brainard, "Eastern Europe's indebtedness:
International Workshop on Monetary and Financial Problems,
Economic Studies, forthcoming); L. Brainard and T. Barkas,
May 1978. Residual here represents estimated borrowing of

9:./ Including estimates of 1977 trade flows.

policy choices for east and west" in Proceedings of an
Budapest, October 1977, (Vienna, Institute for Comparative
"East Europe improves its trade", Euromoney (London),
CMEA banks, IBEC and HB.
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